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ABSTRACT 
This thesis analyzes how obviation, a grammatical structure found in Algonquian 
languages, is used in two Innu-aimun atanukana (myth-legends) told in Sheshatshiu, 
Labrador. Specifically, I explore the way in which obviation patterns in the two stories, 
and how the storyteller makes the choice of whether to assign each particular third-person 
referent proximate or obviative status. 
In the study, I identify seven semantic and syntactic environments in the 
narratives in which the storyteller generally assigns third-person referents proximate 
status. My study also points to exceptions to these apparent "rules" of proximate 
assignment where the storyteller will give a third person an unexpected status in order to 
reflect some meaning at the level of discourse, for example foreshadowing an event, 
placing focus on a particular character, or attributing the quality of agentivity to a 
particular character. 
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dem 
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liN 
liP 
Imp 
adverb 
animate 
conjunct indicative neutral 
conjunct subjunctive 
demonstrative 
diminutive 
direct 
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future 
initial changed form 
independent dubitative neutral 
independent indirect preterit 
independent indicative neutral 
independent indicative preterit 
imperative 
iv 
m inanimate 
intj interjection 
indef indefinite 
intrg interrogative 
mv mverse 
Loc locative 
NA animate noun 
NAD animate dependent noun 
NAP nominalized animate noun 
neg negative 
NI inanimate noun 
num number 
obv obviative 
p particle 
p plural 
perf perfect 
pl plural 
poss possessive form 
prfx prefix 
pro pronoun 
prv preverb 
sbjctv subjective 
sfx suffix 
s singular 
TS theme sign 
VAl I (AI) animate intransitive verb 
VAI+O V AI that takes an object 
VII I (II) inanimate intransitive verb 
VTAI(TA) transitive animate verb 
VTI I (TI) transitive inanimate verb 
1 first person 
2 second person 
21 inclusive "we" 
3 third person 
4 fourth (i.e., obviative) person 
X>Y X=subject; Y=object 
Other Abbreviations 
AG 
AV 
E 
agentive third person 
avoidance structure 
explicit proximatelobviative reference 
v 
FN 
GD 
I 
NC 
nonAG 
PE 
QS 
frame narrative 
general description 
implicit proximate/obviative reference 
narrative context 
non-agentive third/fourth person 
proximate environment 
quoted speech 
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CHAPTER ONE 
Introduction and Overview 
1.1. Introduction 
1.1.1. Aim 
Obviation is a grammatical structure used in Algonquian languages to distinguish 
between multiple third persons. This distinction is made by giving one third person 
proximate status, and designating all others as obviative. While the choice of which third 
person to make proximate can be straightforward in a simple sentence, the choice 
becomes more complex within the context of a narrative, where the ranking of third-
person nominals becomes "a complex function which includes grammatical function, 
inherent semantic properties, and discourse salience" (Aissen 1997:705). This thesis 
examines and analyzes the way in which proximate and obviative status are assigned in 
two Innu-aimun1 atanukana (myth-legends) told in Sheshatshiu2, Labrador: Uapush mak 
Umatshashkuk!" (Hare and Frog) and Meshapush (literally, The Great Rabbit). In order to 
understand and describe how these choices are made by the storyteller, I have divided my 
research into three stages: 1) the interlinear (morpheme-by-morpheme) translation of the 
two stories, which reflect each third-person referent's isolated, changing, and/or 
1 Innu-aimun, formerly referred to as Montagnais, includes the most easterly set of dialects in the Cree-
Montagnais-Naskapi continuum, spoken in Quebec and Labrador. 
2 Sheshatshiu is one of two Innu communities in Labrador. 
continued status as proximate or obviative throughout the story; 2) the analysis of 
different types of obviation patterns in the stories, where I explore four patterns of 
sustained or isolated obviation (single proximate spans, coreferent proximates, coordinate 
proximates, and obviative spans) and four patterns of shifting obviation (proximate shifts, 
proximate switches, proximate shifts in function (i.e., other multiple proximates), and 
obviative shifts); and 3) the systematic identification and analysis of the environments in 
which the storyteller designates a third person as proximate (what I term "proximate 
environments"). Here, I chart each third-person referent's obviation status in a separate 
table that highlights the syntactic and semantic environments in which third persons are 
proximate or obviative, and I draw hypotheses concerning the discourse functions served 
by unexpected uses of obviation. 
My preliminary analysis, for example, indicated a correlation between proximate 
status and agentive third persons. There also appears to be a tendency to use what I call 
"avoidance strategies", more marked grammatical structures that allow the narrator to 
avoid changing a particular third-person referent's obviation status in contexts where a 
shift in obviation is not otherwise required by the context of the narrative. 
1.1.2. Theoretical Framework 
The broad theoretical framework I have adopted for this study is that of narrative 
analysis, a subdivision of discourse analysis also referred to in the literature by the 
overlapping, but not equivalent, terms "genre analysis" (Paltridge 2000) and "text 
2 
analysis" (Valentine 1995). Working within this framework, in this study I isolate and 
analyze the formal linguistic patterns of obviation that create and reflect meaning in the 
two atanukana. Because there is no specific methodology already set up within this 
framework that is suitable for identifying and describing the obviation patterns and 
proximate environments on which this study focuses, for the purposes of this thesis I 
have designed a method of analysis in which I chart each story's use of obviation in 
tables that highlight the sustained, isolated, or changing statuses of particular third-person 
referents in the narratives and the syntactic and semantic environments in which 
proximates and obviatives occur. Based on the information collected and highlighted in 
these tables, I have analyzed the narratives by identifying the ways in which patterns or 
isolated instances of proximates and obviatives correspond with other features in the 
texts. 
Within the scope of the study of obviation in Algonquian narratives, this research 
models its theoretical approach primarily on the studies oflves Goddard (1984,1990), 
Amy Dahlstrom (1991,1996), and Kevin Russell (1991,1996). These studies explore the 
discourse uses of obviation by identifying correlations between patterns of obviation and 
the narrative contexts in which they appear. The obviation patterns I explore in this 
thesis, for example, are taken from the above-mentioned studies, as are some basic 
theoretical assumptions regarding obviation and the analysis of narratives. 
3 
1.1.3. Some General Theoretical Assumptions 
The Systemic Perspective: This thesis adopts the systemic perspective on 
language use, which treats language not as a set of rules but as "a resource for making 
meaning" (Paltridge 2000:1 06). Specifically, this approach is concerned with the system 
of choices speakers make and with how these choices relate to the genre and structure of 
texts. This study, therefore, focuses on the narrator's choices in designating particular 
third persons in the stories as either proximate or obviative, and aims to discover how 
these choices are made and how their outcomes are meaningful within the texts. 
Proximate/Obviative Status as Meaningful: This thesis assumes a third-person 
referent's designation as proximate or obviative or their shifts from one status to the other 
are meaningful. That is, I have assumed in this study that the choice as to whether to 
assign proximate or obviative status to a particular third-person referent is not strictly a 
grammatical choice, but instead often reflects either a genre-defining feature of the text or 
fulfills some other narrative function. 
1.2. Previous Research in the Field 
1.2.1. Discourse Analysis 
The study of discourse involves the analysis of language above the level of the 
morpheme, word, clause, phrase, and sentence; that is, unlike areas of linguistics that 
concentrate on these more micro-areas of language, discourse analysis involves the 
4 
"bigger picture" of linguistic description (Riggenbach in Paltridge 2000:3), dealing with 
"language-in-use" (Brown and Yule 1983:1). Defined from a functional perspective, 
discourse analysis explores both how we create meaning using linguistic forms and what 
we actually mean by the things we say. From a theoretical standpoint, discourse analysis 
seeks to answer two broad questions: "why we make particular language choices" and 
"what we mean by them" (Paltridge 2000:3), and it does this by identifying and 
describing the linguistic patterns that occur across written texts or stretches of verbal 
communication. 
Compared with other areas of linguistic study, discourse analysis is still in the 
early stages of development. Within the field of discourse, few terms have been 
universally agreed upon or standardized in the literature, and the result is a wide range of 
terminology and models of study that rarely correspond precisely, or even closely, with 
one another. Instead, discourse analysts often create their own categories within the field, 
and their distinct methods of categorization have created a confusion of overlapping 
terms and methods of study. For example, Jaworski and Coupland's "narrative analysis", 
Paltridge's "genre analysis", and Valentine's "text analysis" are all very closely related in 
that they are all concerned with the analysis of text, but they do not refer to identical 
areas of study, each being used to describe slightly different methodologies and aims. 
Because of inconsistencies like this, a unified description of what constitutes discourse 
analysis is not yet possible. However, many approaches to the study are shared, and it is 
useful to become familiar with the kinds of terms and divisions that have been created in 
order to understand the range of study encompassed by discourse analysis and the way in 
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which a more focused study (like that of narrative analysis, explored in this thesis) fits 
into the field of discourse analysis as a whole. 
As an example of how the field can be subdivided, Adam Jaworski and Nikolas 
Coupland argue that seven approaches constitute discourse analysis (1999:14-35): 
1) speech act theory and pragmatics (Austin 1999); 2) conversation analysis (Grice 
1999); 3) discursive psychology; 4) ethnography of communication; 5) interactional 
sociolinguistics; 6) narrative analysis; and 7) critical discourse analysis. However, both 
Paltridge and Valentine divide the field somewhat differently, using some of the same 
terms in overlapping but non-equivalent ways. The following table represents three 
categorizations of areas of study within the field of discourse analysis. Although the 
divisions do not correspond directly with one another, I have organized them so models 
of study sharing some similarities in their approach to discourse are listed beside the 
same number. 
Table 1: Areas of Study within Discourse Analysis 
Area of Jaworski and Paltridge Valentine 
study Coupland 
1 Speech Act Theory and Speech Act Theory 
-
Pragmatics 
2 Conversation Analysis Conversation Analysis Conversation Analysis 
3 Discursive Psychology Pragmatics and Discourse as a Social-
Conversation interactional Analysis 
4 Ethnography of Ethnography of Ethnopoetics 
Communication Communication 
5 Interactional Patterns of Cohesion Form-content 
Sociolinguistics Parallelism 
6 Narrative Analysis Genre Analysis Text Analysis 
7 Critical Discourse Critical Discourse Socio-linguistic 
Analysis Analysis Research 
6 
1.2.2. Narrative Analysis 
Narrative analysis, which encompasses the main focus and theoretical approach of 
this thesis, corresponds roughly with Paltridge's "genre analysis" and Valentine's "text 
analysis" and involves isolating linguistic patterns within texts, locating where certain 
features of the language are used instead of others, and postulating what a particular 
pattern of use might indicate. As such, this model of study focuses on things like topic, 
comment, participants, and cohesive devices within stretches of narrative or text in order 
that a narrative analyst can identify and describe the formal linguistic features that mark 
and divide these units into genres or that serve other functions related to the intended 
meaning and interpretation of the text. Ruqaiya Hasan argues that basic to this approach 
to discourse is the need to distinguish between obligatory and optional structural elements 
in a text, where structures that are obligatory are "genre defining" (in Paltridge 
2000: 112). For example, linguists interested in this area of study might explore 
something like what formally marks a folk tale as a folk tale and not, say, as a legend in a 
particular linguistic community. Similarly, a narrative analyst could explore what the use 
of a discourse feature like the historical present tense indicates in different types of 
narrative genres. In this thesis, I examine the role of obviation as a discourse feature in 
Innu-aimun ataniikana. 
Often, narrative analysts employ the Labovian framework of textual analysis in 
which the text being analyzed is divided into six structural segments: 1) abstract; 
2) orientation; 3) complicating action; 4) evaluation; 5) result or resolution; and 6) coda 
7 
(Labov and Waletzky 1967; Labov 1999). By dividing the text in this way, a narrative 
analyst can identify structural elements in each stage of a story that are characteristic of 
the story's particular genre. Valentine, for example, uses this approach in her structural 
analysis of Severn Ojibwe narratives in Making it their Own (1995). 
For the purposes of the present study, however, a structural analysis of the texts, 
like that ofLabov, is not suitable because it does not allow for a focussed examination of 
one particular discourse feature in a text (here, obviation). Instead, I have developed my 
own methodology within the framework of narrative analysis that allows for the 
examination of a particular obviation pattern or the obviation status of a particular 
referent within its immediate context. In my analysis, I also consider the use of obviation 
within the context of the story as a whole entity. For example, in Uapush mlik 
Umdtshashkult, because Hare is proximate throughout most of the story, I consider the 
structural location and importance of the very few instances in which he is not proximate. 
However, my main focus is on proximates and obviatives as isolated occurrences and as 
they occur immediately preceding or following third persons with which they corefer. 
Jaworski and Coupland argue for the importance of narrative analysis because it 
"deals with a pervasive genre of communication through which we enact important 
aspects of our identities and relations with others" (1999:32). They also suggest that the 
analysis of narratives is valuable for the philosophical and social perspectives it presents, 
and argue that "it is partly through narrative discourse that we comprehend the world and 
present our understanding of it to others" (1999:32). 
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1.2.3. Algonquian Discourse Analysis and Narrative Analysis 
Lisa Philips Valentine's 1995 book Making it their Own: Severn Ojibwe 
Communicative Practices, and Roger Spielmann's 1998 book 'You 're So Fat! ': 
Exploring Ojibwe Discourse, are comprehensive studies of the discourse practices of 
particular Ojibwe (Algonquian language family) communities. Because both Valentine 
and Spielmann incorporate a wide range of approaches into their analyses of Algonquian 
discourse, these two studies provide a good overview of the kinds of analyses that can be 
carried out in this field. The features of discourse that Valentine and Spielmann identify 
and describe in the communicative practices of the people of Lynx Lake (Valentine), and 
Pikogan, Winneway, and Wikwemikong (Spielmann) are a valuable resource for 
comparison with each other and with the findings of studies carried out on other 
Algonquian languages and dialects. 
Valentine's study explores the language and discourse of the Severn Ojibwe 
people of Lynx Lake in northwestern Ontario. Corresponding to some degree with the 
approaches of Jaworski and Coupland discussed earlier, Valentine incorporates six 
theoretical approaches into her study (Valentine 1995:8-9): text analysis, conversation 
analysis, sociolinguistic research, discourse as a social-interactional analysis, form-
content parallelism, and ethnopoetics. Working with a broad definition of"discourse" as 
"language used in social interactions" (1995:7), Valentine outlines and describes the 
linguistic situation in Lynx Lake, focusing on the linguistic resources and language use in 
the community. She situates the Lynx Lake variety of Severn Ojibwe within the 
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Algonquian language family, explores the changes in communication that have arisen 
with the introduction into the community of technologies like the telephone, radio, 
newspaper, and so forth, and identifies instances oflexical and phonological code-
switching between Severn Ojibwe and Cree or English. She also discusses Native 
literacy and the use of syllabics in Lynx Lake, explores the relationship between speech 
and music, and analyzes the role of religious discourse in the community. 
More relevant to the focus of this thesis, Valentine's study also examines 
discourse-internal structuring in a Severn Ojibwe first-person narrative and in a myth-
legend (aatisoohkaani, using Labov's model for narrative analysis. Here, Valentine 
focuses on the "metanarrative" features of these texts, which "frame" or "key" the text 
for the reader or listener. She also explores differences and similarities between these 
two story genres and identifies some of the genre-specific features that mark them, 
including pronoun shifts, tense shifts, discourse particles, repetition, formulaic 
expressions, and so forth. Lastly, she discusses the active role that discourse analysis can 
play in observing social change and addressing social concerns. 
In 'You're So Fat!, 'Spielmann explores the contemporary use of Ojibwe in two 
Algonquin communities in Quebec, Pikogan and Winneway, and in one Odawa 
community in Ontario, Wikwemikong. In his book, Spielmann focuses on three aspects 
of discourse: 1) language and cultural values, where he explores Aboriginal 
ethnohistories and values, interaction patterns in naturally occurring conversation, and 
some differences in language use between Algonquian and Indo-European speakers; 
3 Severn Ojibwe aatisoohkaan is cognate with Innu-aimun atanukan 'myth-legend' . 
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2) conversation analysis, where he looks at how reality is built and upheld through 
everyday talk, how oral legends and other stories are elaborately constructed by 
Anishnaabe storytellers, and how humourous talk and complaints are carried out in 
Ojibwe; and 3) linguistic discourse analysis, where he analyzes various genres of Ojibwe 
narrative and identifies several of the linguistic features that characterize them in order to 
gain a deeper understanding of the role of stories in contemporary Anishnaabe culture. 
Valentine's and Spielmann's studies of Algonquian narratives analyze a wide 
range of discourse features. The analysis of Algonquian narratives can take two forms, 
however: 1) a generalized look at several discourse features and strategies, usually within 
a small number of texts; or, like the approach adopted in this thesis, 2) a more focussed 
approach that examines the occurrence and use of one particular strategy or feature 
within one or more texts. In what follows, I describe five studies that analyze the general 
narrative structure ofparticular Algonquian texts (type 1) and three studies that 
concentrate instead on only one or two discourse features (type 2), including the use of 
mode and evidentiality in Algonquian narratives. The studies that concentrate 
specifically on obviation are discussed in depth in Chapter Two. 
Richard Rhodes, in his 1979 article "Some aspects of Ojibwa discourse," outlines 
some of the discourse phenomena that occur in Central Ojibwa and Ottawa. He explores 
the distribution and function of several phenomena that appear to be significant at the 
level of discourse, including use of the past tense, the conjunct mode, and certain 
morphemes, words, and constructions and various discourse particles. Based on the 
results of his analysis, Rhodes draws several conclusions. Among these, he finds that the 
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use of the past tense and the untranslatable discourse particle (i.e., a word that has 
meaning primarily at the level of discourse) dash mark prominence (1979:103), that the 
conjunct is sometimes used to mark the future tense (1979:112), and that the discourse 
particle gsha indicates to hearers that they should suspend their judgement upon hearing 
what the narrator is about to say (1979:113). 
In C. Douglas Ellis' 1995 introduction to atalohkana nesta tipacimowina: Cree 
Legends and Narratives from the West Coast of James Bay, he analyzes the use of several 
discourse features to mark specific genres of Cree stories. Included in his analysis are 
sequential ordering, the use of archaic terms, characterization, and the use of formulaic 
expressions, among others. His findings show, for example, that tipacimowina, which 
include all stories that are not myth/legends and that often deal with historical or real-life 
experiences, are marked in one way as belonging to the genre by their lack of 
characterization (1995:xxxiii). He also finds that specific formulaic expressions are used 
to mark a story as belonging to a particular genre and not to another. For example, he 
argues that the presence of the word eskwapihkeyak 'the length of the story' at the end of 
a narrative marks the narrative as being a "heroic episode" (1995 :xxvi), a sub genre of 
Cree cyclical atalohkana, or myth/legends. 
Unlike Rhodes, who analyzes particular discourse features in order to determine 
their specific functions, Ellis is more concerned with the role that discourse features play 
in dividing narratives into discrete genres. Because ofhis particular focus, Ellis' analysis 
provides a valuable framework for identifying, organizing, and analyzing different types 
of Algonquian narratives. 
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In her 1995 book Making it their Own, Valentine explores a wide variety of 
strategies that play a role at the level of discourse. Specifically, she looks at the use of 
dubitative verbs, formulaic expressions, the first person, pronoun shifts, tense shifts, 
direct discourse, repetition, highly-specific verbs, narrator laughter, particles, parallel 
constructions, pauses, proper names, and so forth. All of these, she argues, reflect 
particular ways in which the narrator signals information to the hearers. For example, she 
finds that dubitative verbs are common in legends and "carry the story into the realm of 
hearsay, liberating story from contemporary life" (1995:194). Where a narrator uses a 
dubitative verb, then, hearers will know the storyteller is not claiming the story is 
necessarily true. 
Amy Dahlstrom's 1996 article, "Narrative structure of a Fox text," presents an 
analysis of the story "A Young Man who Fasted" in which she identifies several 
linguistic patterns in the text and hypothesizes the functions of particular discourse 
features. While she concentrates on the use of obviation in the text4, she also looks at 
occurrences of the evidential enclitic =ye·toke 'it seems' , conjunctions, the changed 
conjunct, overt noun phrases, and anaphoric temporal adverbs. From her analysis, 
Dahlstrom identifies several correlations between the patterns ofuse of particular 
discourse strategies and other changes in the text. For example, she finds that evidentials 
are often used by storytellers where they were not actually witness to the events being 
recounted, but instead heard the story from someone else ( 1996: 120). Similarly, she 
notes that the use of the changed conjunct often corresponds with a change in location, 
4 Dahlstrom's discussion of obviation is dealt with in Chapter Two. 
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the use of overt noun phrases often signals a topic shift, and the use of anaphoric 
temporal adverbs often indicates a simultaneous shift in time, for example from the time 
of the story' s events to the present time of the narrator's telling of the story (1996:117). 
Dahlstrom concludes from her study that the use of the linguistic devices she identifies 
may indicate evidential distinctions, stylistic functions, or the division of the story into 
what she calls "acts" (the major components of a story) and "scenes" (the smaller 
sections that make up the acts). 
Chapter 10 in Spielmann's 1998 book, 'You're So Fat!, ' describes the linguistic 
discourse analysis of a traditional Anishnaabe legend "Amik Anishnaabewigoban." In 
the analysis, Spielmann explores the use of seven discourse features (1998:186): 1) direct 
discourse; 2) verb switching; 3) doublet constructions; 4) character focus; 5) particles and 
other discourse markers; 6) word-internal constructions; and 7) general narrative 
structure. He identifies various ways in which the narrator may use these features, such 
as to make the hearer focus on significant events in the story, to partition important 
events, and to show diverse perspectives on the narrative action. 
All of the studies discussed above identify patterns of discourse features as they 
occur in Algonquian narratives. While Rhodes, Dahlstrom, and Spielmann explore how 
discourse features function within the texts they analyze, Ellis instead identifies the way 
in which these features pattern differently in distinct genres, with the aim of classifying 
Algonquian narratives into subgroups of narrative types that can then be compared and 
contrasted to discover the particular function of different discourse strategies. Valentine, 
however, incorporates both ofthese approaches to narrative analysis, first distinguishing 
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first-person narratives from myth-legends and subsequently analyzing the function of 
various discourse strategies in each of these two genres. In this way, her analysis implies 
that distinguishing different Algonquian narrative genres and determining the functions 
of specific discourse features should really be studied in conjunction with one another. 
That is, in order to determine a particular feature's function, it is often useful or even 
necessary to first know the context in which it is used (i.e., what genre of narrative it 
occurs in and where within the structure of the text itself it is usually found). Similarly, 
in order to identify the formal features that mark discrete Algonquian narrative genres, it 
is often useful to have some idea of how the features function at the level of discourse so 
that a feature marking timelessness, for example, could provide evidence toward the 
classification of a particular story as a myth or legend. Valentine's study, therefore, 
highlights the benefit of incorporating considerations of both genre and function into the 
analysis of Algonquian narrative discourse. 
Other studies have focused on one or two particular discourse strategies and have 
therefore offered thorough analyses of multiple environments in which a particular 
discourse feature can occur and have identified patterns that emerge from this set of 
occurrences. Lynn Drapeau, in the following three studies, explores Montagnais {=Innu-
aimun) evidentials. Although the first of these studies really explores features that do not 
fall into this category, I have included it in this section because its findings are so closely 
related to those of the subsequent two papers, and it therefore makes sense for the three to 
be discussed in conjunction with one another. 
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In her 1984 article, "Le traitement de I' information chez les Montagnais," 
Drapeau looks at several discourse features that appear to be involved in marking the 
status of reported information in the Betsiamites dialect ofMontagnais, including 
repetition, double direct discourse marking (e.g., John said," ... ", he said to me.), 
multiple embedding, and the use of verbal paradigms. Specifically, Drapeau concentrates 
on how the distinction is drawn in Montagnais reported information between events that 
have been directly witnessed and those that have not. For example, she finds that the 
indicative mode tends to be used to talk about events that the speaker has witnessed, 
while the indirect mode is used to talk about information that the speaker has been given 
from a third party (1984:28). She also finds that in Montagnais narratives the indirect 
mode is often used at the opening and closing of a story, at the same time as old or 
background information is provided by the storyteller, and that the indicative mode is 
often found elsewhere in the story (1984:32). In this paper, Drapeau further analyzes the 
conclusions she draws about particular discourse features in an attempt to formally 
characterize the Montagnais narrative genres of atanukana 'myth-legends' and 
tipatshimuna, which include all other stories, and demonstrates that the knowledge of 
how these features are distributed and function in narratives is crucial to distinguishing 
between these genres. 
Drapeau's 1986 article, "Entre le reve et la realite: le mode subj ectif en 
montagnais," examines the system of verbal paradigms in the Betsiamites dialect of 
Montagnais and, specifically, explores the context in which what Drapeau calls the 
"subjective" mode occurs. She finds that the subjective mode occurs in six particular 
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contexts: 1) dream stories; 2) reminiscences; 3) subjective perceptions; 4) astonishment 
because of a surprising event; 5) euphemisms; and 6) the designation of individuals, 
objects, or places. Based on similarities between the first five contexts, Drapeau suggests 
that the subjective mode is used in Montagnais to signal the speaker's opinion, taste, 
avoidance of a direct question, or desire to reduce the impact of criticism. In terms of 
designating people, things, and places using the subjective mode, Drapeau suggests that 
speakers feel this use reflects a way in which speakers can avoid directly pointing at 
someone. 
In her 1996 article, "Conjurors: the use of evidentials in Montagnais second-hand 
narratives," Drapeau explores the system of evidential modalities in Montagnais that is 
grammatically encoded in the language's verb paradigms to signal the status of 
information. She analyzes the ways in which different modalities pattern in distinct 
Montagnais narrative genres, with the particular aim of discovering how they mark 
foreground or background information and first or second-hand narratives. She finds, for 
example, that the independent indirect preterit and indirect conjunct forms of the verb 
correspond with background information in atalukana (myths-legends), and that the use 
of the independent present dubitative form of the verb in non-embedded clauses of a 
second-hand narrative overtly marks foregrounding (1996: 173). She also finds that in 
atalukana it is not necessary, as it is elsewhere, for evidentiality to be marked. This lack 
of marked evidentiality, she suggests, constitutes a formal discourse feature of 
Montagnais atalukana, where the storyteller can relate the story events as if she/he had 
witnessed them (1996:174). 
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The following table represents the studies of Algonquian narratives discussed 
above, and includes the specific language or dialect of the text(s) being analyzed and the 
specific feature(s) the narrative analyst explores. It also represents the studies on 
obviation, which are discussed in Chapter Two. Where I have written "various" for the 
type of features analyzed, the study explores several features such as the use of repetition, 
anaphoric temporal adverbs, discourse particles, sequential ordering, direct/indirect 
discourse, verb-tense ordering, formulaic expressions, and so forth. 
Table 2: Algonquian Narrative Studies 
Discourse analyst Language/dialect Feature(s) analyzed 
1. Dahlstrom (1991, 1996) Cree and Fox Obviation/various 
2. Drapeau (1984, 1986, 1996) Montagnais Evidentials/various 
3. Ellis (1995) Cree vanous 
4. Goddard (1984, 1990) Fox Obviation 
5. Rhodes (1979) Ojibwa and Ottawa vanous 
6. Russell (1991) Cree/Swampy Cree Obviation 
7. Spielmann (1998) Algonquin and Odawa vanous 
(Ojibwe) 
8. Thomason (1995) Fox Obviation 
9. Valentine (1995) Severn Ojibwe vanous 
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CHAPTER TWO 
Obviation in Algonquian Narratives 
2.1. Introduction 
Obviation, a grammatical category found in Algonquian languages, has the 
primary function of distinguishing between multiple third-person referents. As a general 
rule, in any stretch of narrative involving two or more third persons, one will be 
proximate, and all others will be obviative. This distinction is reflected morphologically: 
proximate forms are morphologically unmarked and obviative forms are marked with a 
suffix. Obviation can therefore be triggered within a verb containing two third persons 
(subject and object), in the broader context of a clause or sentence, or over a series of 
sentences. However, while there are many environments in which obviation occurs, there 
are only two absolutely obligatory rules governing its use: 1) only one of the arguments 
of a verb can be proximate, and 2) if an animate noun is possessed by an animate third 
person, the possessed noun is obviative (Goddard 1990:318). Thus, the basic principle 
states that where there are two animate third persons in any given context, one will be 
proximate and the other obviative, but "the rules of grammar, in particular of syntax, 
leave the choice almost entirely open as to which can be which," creating "a wide latitude 
of choice in the assigning of proximate and obviative status in a discourse" (Goddard 
1990:318). 
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Although there are numerous instances in which the choice of proximate or 
obviative appears to be open to the storyteller, there are several tendencies that seem to 
narrow the latitude of choice to some extent. For instance, Amy Dahlstrom has found 
that perception verbs or verbs expressing feelings generally have proximate subjects 
(1991: 11 0); Kevin Russell has shown that there is a tendency for a proximate to stay 
constant over a series of clauses, although, in any given text, obviative status will almost 
always change at least twice (1996:368); Lucy Thomason has found that, in Fox 
autobiography, obviative forms are rare and that there is a large number of same-sentence 
proximate shifts (1995:467); and Ives Goddard has demonstrated that there exists a 
"quasi-universal animacy hierarchy," which consistently requires that an animate noun 
designating a non-human never be higher in rank than an animate human noun 
(1984:277). That is, where an animate non-human noun is proximate, an animate human 
noun cannot be obviative (i.e., must also be proximate), even if it is the topically 
secondary third-person referent. 
In addition to the grammatical limitations that play a role in the distribution of 
obviation in narratives, there also appear to be more discourse-based constraints that 
determine how a storyteller can assign and change the proximate or obviative status of 
particular third-person referents. What this means is that the tendencies or patterns of 
obviation in discourse may not reflect complete flexibility in a storyteller's choice of 
obviation status where grammatical constraints have already been satisfied; instead, they 
may reflect the semantic notions on which a particular status is based beyond more easily 
identifiable grammatical constraints. The important point to be made, as Russell 
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observes in relation to Cree narratives, is that "the choice of which referent to make 
proximate cannot be forced by the grammatical relations borne by the referents ... 
[because] ... Cree has devised some circumlocutions that will usually allow even a 
proximate nominal to be 'possessed'" (1996:368). This means other factors beyond the 
basic grammatical rules must also play a role in determining this choice. Russell's 
statement holds true for other Algonquian languages (and dialects of the Cree-
Montagnais-Naskapi continuum), where environments that dictate that a particular noun 
phrase (NP) have a specific obviation status can similarly be avoided by a creative 
storyteller. 
To say patterns of obviation may reflect the semantics governing the choice of 
proximate or obviative raises the more specific question of what these semantic notions 
might be. In other words, we must then ask the question: what are the factors, both 
syntactic and semantic, that drive the choice of obviation status for each particular noun 
phrase in a discourse? 
2.2. Previous Research on Obviation in Algonquian Narratives 
The studies discussed below give an overview ofthe kind of work that has been 
done towards understanding the discourse uses of obviation in Algonquian languages and 
answering the question of what drives a storyteller's choice of obviation status for each 
particular third-person referent in a story. These studies focus their analyses on the use of 
obviation in narratives told in a variety of Algonquian languages and dialects and offer 
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thorough considerations of how proximate and obviative status are assigned in the texts 
examined. 
Two studies carried out by Ives Goddard, for example, explore the use of 
obviation in Fox narratives. In Goddard's 1984 article, he analyzes the general patterns 
of obviation that determine which characters are proximate and which are obviative, and, 
in his 1990 article, he turns his attention to where changes in obviation occur with respect 
to the narrative structure of texts, and particularly with respect to paragraph divisions. 
Goddard's 1984 article, "The obviative in Fox narrative discourse," presents what 
he calls a preliminary survey of some of the patterns of obviation found in Fox texts 
(1984:274). In the article, he distinguishes "normal multiple proximates" (including 
coreferent and coordinate proximates, among others) from "proximate shifts," and 
identifies "obviative shifts." A proximate shift, he argues, where a formerly obviative 
third person becomes proximate, tends to occur in sections of the narrative that 
correspond to a shift in focus or point of view and "promotes a subordinate character to 
coordinate status with the former main character" (1984:279-280). 
In his 1990 article, "Aspects of the topic structure of Fox narratives: Proximate 
shifts and the use of overt and inflectional NPs," Goddard extends his study ofF ox 
narratives, focussing his analysis on the distribution of proximate shifts. He also 
classifies these shifts in terms of how they correspond with paragraph divisions as 
"delayed" or "anticipated" proximate shifts. He concludes that, while proximate shifts 
often coincide with shifts in paragraph (1990:320), "a one-clause delay in making a 
proximate shift at the beginning of a new paragraph is a common pattern when .. . the 
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first clause of the new paragraph contains a verb in the changed conjunct mode" 
(1990:323). Furthermore, he argues that the changed conjuncts that describe the 
completion of a movement to a new location or the recapitulation of the previous action 
"frequently function as scene shifters or episode delimiters ... " (1990:323). 
Amy Dahlstrom explores the discourse uses of obviation in two Algonquian 
languages: Plains Cree and Fox. In her 1991 book, Plains Cree Morphosyntax, she 
examines the narrative environments and discourse functions of single and multiple 
proximates in Plains Cree narratives. She argues that, while there are some similarities 
between the functions of subjecthood and sentence topic in English and proximate status 
in Algonquian languages, proximate status cannot be considered as equivalent to either of 
these. Unlike subjecthood in English, proximate status is not a clause-level relation since 
"proximate and obviative third persons may range over a sentence or a paragraph-sized 
episode" (1991 :95), and unlike sentence topic in English, proximate status is not a 
sentence-level relation since "although it is common for there to be one proximate third 
person in a given sentence, some sentences may have no proximate third person at all, 
while others have more than one proximate" (1991:95). Dahlstrom concludes that 
proximate status is often used to reflect the viewpoint of the character with whom the 
audience can most readily sympathize, and that multiple proximates can be employed by 
the storyteller to reflect equality in status between two or more characters (1991 :119). 
In her 1996 article, "Narrative structure of a Fox text," Dahlstrom further 
investigates the discourse uses of obviation, this time in a single Fox text. Based on her 
analysis of the narrative, she concludes that proximate third persons may express a broad 
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range of discourse functions, indicating the character(s) with which the storyteller 
empathizes, the character(s) whose point of view is being expressed, or the topic of the 
sentence or passage ( 1996: 122). 
Kevin Russell also looks at the nature of obviation and its distribution and 
discourse functions in Algonquian narratives. His 1991 article, "Obviation as discourse 
structure in a Swampy Cree dcimowin," examines the use of obviation in the Swampy 
Cree genre of dcimowin (histories and other non-myth/legend stories) and the subgenre of 
wawiyatdcimowina (funny stories). This study deals with the question of how and to 
what extent the boundaries of syntactic and obviative constituents coincide (1991 :326). 
For example, he explores instances where the same referent remains proximate over an 
extended stretch of narrative by asking questions like whether obviation spans coincide 
with spans of background information, or perhaps with paragraphs. He finds that not 
only do long stretches of narrative without proximate shifts coincide with stretches of 
background information, or states rather than actions (1991 :328), but that they also seem 
to represent mid-level discourse units where "obviation groups clauses and sentences 
together into larger units and divides the entire narrative into smaller units" (1991:323). 
However, when he looks at how the proximate spans interact with discourse units defined 
by intonation, pausing, and syntax, he does not find any easy correlations (1991:325). 
In his 1996 article, "Does obviation mark point of view?," Russell examines the 
interaction of deictic grammatical features that could mark point of view with proximate 
choice in the Plains Cree narrative "The Story of Skirt" (in Bloomfield 1934) to see 
whether or not the distribution of proximates and obviatives can be shown to reflect 
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perceptual point of view, thus answering the question "Who sees?" In order to test this 
hypothesis, Russell compares occurrences of proximate referents with the occurrence of 
deictic expressions marking the spatial orientation of the relevant third-person referent 
(1991:374). However, he finds that these do not coincide in "The Story of Skirt," and so 
concludes that obviation cannot be said to mark point of view. 
Lucy Thomason has also studied the discourse uses of obviation in Fox narratives. 
In her 1995 article, "The Assignment of Proximate and Obviative in Informal Fox 
Narrative," she explores how proximate and obviative status are given in Autobiography 
of a Fox Indian Woman and in three Mortuary texts. By comparing the use of obviation 
in these informal narratives with Ives Goddard's 1990 fmdings for the more formal 
narratives of Alfred Kiyana, Thomason identifies two paradigms, informal and formal, 
that characterize the use of obviation. In informal or casual narratives, she argues, 
discourse features are used more extensively to differentiate third persons, resulting in a 
drop in the use of obviation. She also finds a tendency in informal narratives for third 
persons to be introduced as proximates and finds that obviatives in subject position are 
extremely rare. Thomason argues that, in the informal paradigm, global importance (i.e., 
within the text as a whole), local importance (i.e., within the immediate context), and the 
independent status of a particular third-person referent compete for proximate 
assignment, where global prominence outranks local prominence. Similarly, other 
tendencies suggest that certain types of third persons are preferred as proximates: 1) 
inherited proximates (i.e., that are coreferent with the previously-mentioned proximate) 
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are preferred over new third persons; 2) subjects are preferred over objects; and 3) agents 
and experiencers are preferred as proximates over patients. 
The data in Table 3 show some proposed functions of obviation as analyzed in 
narratives told in Cree, Fox, and the Algonquin and Odawa dialects of Ojibwa. 
Table 3: Obviation in Algonquian Narratives 
Analyst Language/ Proposed Function(s) 
Dialect 
Russell Cree excitement; suspense; not point of view; 
non-topic 
Dahlstrom Cree/Fox empathy/point of view/topic/spatial 
orientation 
Spielmann Algonquin/Odawa moving spotlight from one character to 
another/focus shifting 
Goddard Fox point of view/focus shift 
reflecting the status of one third person 
referent with respect to another 
Thomason Fox (in informal narratives) prox. status reflects 
rankings: subject>object, inherited 
prox.>new 3p, agent/experiencer>patient 
Table 3 shows the general consensus on obviation is that it functions in Algonquian 
narratives in some way to shift focus or spatial orientation with respect to third-person 
referents in the story. Although several analysts suggest obviation might reflect speaker 
point of view, Russell argues that, at least in Cree, it can be proven that point of view is 
not reflected in this way (1996:374). 
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2.3. Methodology 
The aim of the present study is to fill some of the gaps in the existing corpus of 
studies on obviation in Algonquian narratives by providing a systematic analysis of the 
assignment of proximate and obviative forms in two Innu-aimun atanukana 
'myth/legends'. The methodology employed involves five stages of analysis: 1) the 
interlinear translation of the two stories; 2) tracking the obviation status of each third-
person referent in the stories; 3) identifying instances of eight obviation patterns in the 
stories; 4) identifying the semantic and syntactic environments in which third-person 
referents are proximate; and 5) proposing discourse functions for proximate and obviative 
status in the stories. 
2.3.1. Interlinear Translations 
In order to gain an understanding of the way in which obviation patterns in each 
of the two Innu-aimun stories, a detailed morphological analysis ofboth Uiipush miik 
Umiitshashkult and Meshiipush was necessary. For each story, I worked with Marguerite 
MacKenzie, Jane Bannister, and Innu-aimun speakers Kanani Penashue and Judy Hill to 
create morpheme-by-morpheme translations of the stories. These translations indicate 
the proximate or obviative status of each third-person referent and provide and highlight 
the data necessary for the identification and analysis of corresponding obviation patterns 
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as well as the semantic and syntactic environments in which particular obviation statuses 
are assigned in the narratives. 
2.3.2. Tracking Obviation Status 
Secondly, I tracked the isolated, sustained, and changing status of each third-
person referent in the two stories in a table like that given below. These tables provide 
the following information for each third-person referent: 1) the line number in which the 
referent is mentioned; 2) the referent's status as proximate or obviative; 3) whether the 
referent's status reflects a proximate or obviative shift; 4) whether the referent is 
mentioned explicitly (e.g., proper noun, possessive form) or implicitly (e.g., verb subject 
or object); 5) the syntactic role ofthe proximate or obviative third person(s); 6) the 
semantic role of the proximate or obviative third person(s); and 7) commentary on the 
particular use of obviation (e.g., avoidance strategy, agent). The tables also provide the 
data necessary for counting proximate and obviative occurrences and for drawing 
conclusions based on these numbers. 
Table 4 shows the obviation status of Hare between lines 85 and 91 in Uapush 
mak Umatshashkult .5 
5 The abbreviations used in these tables are explained in the list of abbreviations on pages iv-vi. 
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Table 4: Table for Tracking the Obviation Status of Third-Person Referents 
Third Person Referent (e.g. Uapush 'Hare' in Uapush mak Umatshashkult) 
Line Prox! Pattern Ell Syntactic Semantic Comment 
# Obv Role Role 
85 p I itikfi-obj spoken to AV 
87 p I iteu-sbj speaking AG 
89 0,0 OS E POSSD4, sung to AV,song, 
PNobv climax 
89 p PS E PN Vsbj not wanting 
90 0 OS I Vobj flown at nonAG 
91 p PS I Vsbj not giving 
2.3.3. Identifying Patterns of Obviation 
Using the interlinear translations and the tables discussed in 2.3.1. and 2.3.2., the 
third stage of analysis involved identifying occurrences of four patterns of isolated and 
sustained obviation (third-person referents considered on their own and third-person 
referents whose status as proximate or obviative does not change over a particular stretch 
of narrative) and four patterns of shifting obviation (the ways in which third persons can 
alternate between proximate and obviative within a particular stretch of narrative). By 
identifying occurrences of these obviation patterns in the two stories, I was able to draw 
correlations between textual environment and obviation status. My focus for this 
analysis, then, was on the specific sections of text where patterns emerged from the data. 
These analyses are presented in detail in Chapters Three and Four (Sections 3.2., 3.3., 
4.2., and 4.3.). 
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2.3.4. Identifying Proximate Environments 
Fourthly, for each character in the two atanukana, I identified the immediate 
semantic or syntactic environments in which the character appears as a third-person 
referent (corresponding with Thomason's "local importance"), and therefore where the 
storyteller had to make the choice between proximate or obviative status. This analysis 
revealed a fairly small number of "proximate environments" (PEs: semantic or syntactic 
environments in which third-person referents are proximate), versus a much larger 
number of obviative environments (i.e., environments in which third persons are 
obviative). Although the status of proximate must be considered the unmarked member 
of the proximate/obviative grammatical opposition - proximate status being given 
wherever only one third person appears in a narrative context - in contexts where there 
already exists an opposition between proximate and obviative, the distribution of 
proximates and obviatives suggests that the status of obviative becomes the default 
situation, obviative status being given to third-person referents that are not required, by 
virtue of their context, to be proximate. I decided, therefore, to focus my analysis on the 
instances in which a character is assigned proximate status so that I could identify the 
specific environments in which at least this one storyteller, Etuat Rich, has chosen 
proximate status over obviative status for the third person involved. Occurrences of 
obviatives, by contrast, I decided to deal with as the default status in all instances where 
more than one third person is present. Where exceptions occurred and either proximate 
status was assigned outside a PE or obviative status was assigned in a PE, I examined the 
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third person's role within a larger context of the story (Thomason's "global importance") 
to explore how the storyteller might use this unexpected status to alter the listener's 
interpretation of the narrative by conveying additional meaning at the level of discourse. 
These analyses are explored in Chapters Three and Four (Sections 3.4. and 4.4. ). 
2.3.5. Proposing Discourse Functions 
Based on the results of the previous stages of analysis, I have drawn hypotheses 
regarding (at least) this particular storyteller's use of obviation. For example, where 
preliminary research indicated a correlation between proximate status and agentive third 
persons, a possible conclusion to be drawn would be to hypothesize a constraint on 
obviation requiring an agentive third person to be proximate. My preliminary research 
also revealed a tendency in Udpush mdk Umdtshashkuku to use what I have termed 
"avoidance strategies". These strategies can be analyzed as a reflection of constraints 
governing the use of obviation, where a particular status must be purposely avoided so 
the storyteller is able to choose an alternative obviation status in order to express a third 
person's global importance in the story (i.e., its meaning at the level of discourse). 
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2.4. The Patterns 
This section offers a brief description of each of the eight types of obviation 
pattern I identify in the two Innu-aimun atanukana. I have also included examples given 
in the literature that have been identified and analyzed in other Algonquian narratives. 
2.4.1. Patterns of Sustained or Isolated Obviation 
By "sustained and isolated obviation," I am referring to the instances of third-
person referents whose status as proximate or obviative does not change over a particular 
stretch of narrative. I have chosen to divide the various patterns into two major 
groupings- sustained/isolated vs. shifting patterns- because this division is 
particularly useful in terms oftextual analysis; that is, the grammatical binary distinction 
of shifting/non-shifting seems to correlate with similar semantic oppositions in the 
narratives, such as active/static. The following patterns of obviation are discussed in this 
section: single proximate spans, coreferent proximates, coordinate proximates, and 
obviative spans. 
2.4.1.1. Single Proximate Spans (PSp) 
A single proximate span is "a stretch of narrative where the same referent is in the 
proximate" (Russell 1991 :3 23) and where there are no other noun phrases that are 
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proximate. Russell observes a correlation between occurrences of single proximate spans 
and semantic and syntactic divisions in the narrative structure. For instance, he notes that 
long stretches of narrative with a single proximate span tend to reflect background 
information or states rather than actions (1991 :328). He also argues that single proximate 
spans represent mid-level discourse units where "obviation groups clauses and sentences 
together into larger units and divides the entire narrative into smaller units" (1991:323). 
In "The Bear as Truck Driver," for instance, the Swampy Cree acimowin that 
Russell explores in his 1991 article, the man is the only proximate for lines 1-17 (with the 
exception of part ofline 16, where the truck is proximate). Similarly, Goddard looks at 
how proximate spans correlate with paragraphs, but because it is the proximate shifts 
(PS) that determine the beginning and end of a particular span, this topic will be dealt 
with in the section discussing patterns of shifting obviation. 
2.4.1.2. Coreferent Proximates (CoP) 
Two or more proximate noun phrases that refer to the same person or group of 
people in a particular narrative context can be interpreted as coreferent proximates. The 
following excerpt from a Plains Cree narrative (Dahlstrom 1991:1 02) illustrates such a 
situation: 
(1) e·kwah awa kii=kaskatahoht e·wako simatapiw. 
And the one (P) who was wounded, he (P) sat up. 
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In this example, the proximate form 'kii=kaskatahoht' and the proximate subject of 
'simatapiw' are coreferent. They can co-occur because they are semantically one 
proximate, both referring to the same third-person referent. 
2.4.1.3. Coordinate Proximates (COP) 
Two or more non-coreferential proximate noun phrases occasionally co-occur in a 
single narrative context. It appears that this is allowed when all of the proximates share 
equal status with one another (for example, if they are part of a team). When this occurs, 
these multiple proximates can be referred to as coordinate proximates. Falling into the 
category of multiple proximates, coordinate proximates can be defined as two or more 
conjoined third-person noun phrases coexisting in a particular narrative context as 
proximate, with or without a conjunction joining them, as in the following example from 
Plains Cree (Dahlstrom 1991 :115): 
(2) ... awa nape·sis e·kwah aw o·skini·kiw mawi·hka·ta·wak. 
This boy (P) and this young man (P) were being mourned. 
In this case, the two third-person referents in this sentence, 'the boy ' and 'this young 
man,' are coordinate proximates. Unlike coreferent proximates, these proximates can co-
occur b ecause they are semantically joined, or grouped , even though they represent two 
different third persons. Here, the referents' coordinate status is also reflected 
syntactically by ekwqh 'and' , but this need not be the case. 
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The following example from a Fox text (Goddard 1984:277) offers convincing 
evidence that conjoined noun phrases are subject to different restrictions on obviation, 
because it contains seven conjoined noun phrases, all proximate in form: 
(3) mo:hci=meko apeno:ha atame:ha:pi, ihkwe:waki=ke:hi, kekimesi, s:e s·kesi:haki, 
iskwe:se:he:haki, neniwaki, oskinawe:haki, kwi:yese:haki. 
Even children (P) are given a smoke, and women (P), everyone (P), maidens (P), 
little girls (P), men (P), youths (P), boys (P). 
In this sentence, 'children', 'women', 'everyone', 'maidens', 'little girls', 'men', 
'youths', and 'boys' are all conjoined, and all are assigned proximate status. Examples 
(2) and (3), therefore, demonstrate conclusively that there are cases in which several 
proximates can coexist within the same narrative context. 
Dahlstrom observes, however, that not all conjoined noun phrases agree in 
obviation status. Rather, it is possible for a proximate noun phrase to be conjoined with 
an obviative noun phrase, as the following example from Plains Cree demonstrates 
(Dahlstrom 1991: 115): 
(4) wapam e·si·miyosicik nisi·m o·h i·skwe·w 
Look how beautiful are my brother (P) and this woman (0). 
The contrasting obviation statuses given in (4) are difficult to reconcile: Why would the 
conjoined noun phrases 'my brother and this woman,' which are seemingly grouped 
together, be distinguished by different obviation statuses? Because evidence is still 
inconclusive as to what proximate and obviative designations imply, it is not possible to 
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conclude what the storyteller is suggesting (or whether the storyteller is suggesting 
anything) by grammatically distinguishing these two noun phrases. 
Similar to coordinate proximates are expanded proximates, which also reflect a 
close relationship between two noun phrase groups that can share proximate status. The 
difference between them is that, while coordinate nouns refer to two or more distinct 
noun phrases, expanded proximates reflect the combination of a previous proximate and 
another noun phrase, subsumed under one plural proximate form. Goddard presents the 
following example from a Fox text (1990:324): 
(5) i-tepi=meko e·h=isiwena·ci e·h=owi·kiwa·ci 
He (P) took him (0) to where they (P) lived. 
In (5), the proximate form 'they' refers to a combination ofthe earlier proximate 'he' and 
others in his group, who are not mentioned separately in this sentence (but who have 
presumably been mentioned earlier in the discourse and are still contextually relevant). 
The question arises, then, as to what happens when the noun phrases that merge into an 
expanded proximate disagree in obviation status. Goddard argues that a plural pronoun 
that refers to a previous proximate and obviative that have been joined as a plural form is 
always proximate and that a noun phrase (NP) consisting of a proximate and an obviative 
is always construed as proximate (1990:325). 
This is easily explainable ifwe once again consider the status of proximate as the 
unmarked member of the grammatical opposition (see 2.3.4.). It follows, then, that when 
two separate proximate and obviative referents merge into a single expanded NP, the 
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newly-formed third-person referent will also receive the grammatically-unmarked status 
of proximate. 
The fact that coordinate proximates commonly occur makes it clear that the claim 
I made in the introduction to this chapter that, generally, only one third-person referent 
will be proximate and the others obviative is somewhat misleading. In fact, in the 
context of discourse, as Goddard observes, it is not unusual for two distinct animate third 
persons in the same context to be proximate as long as "two proximates are of equal 
overall status as opposite members of a balanced pairing and are not interacting directly" 
(1984:278-9). 
There are, however, instances of multiple proximates that either do not reflect a 
balanced pairing, or do interact directly with each other. Goddard argues that there exist 
multiple proximates that violate the principles of the above definition in each of these two 
ways. For instance, he argues that there are a few examples of naming constructions in 
which "the name or designation is in effect quoted matter that stands outside the syntax 
ofthe sentence" (Goddard 1984:278). Constructions like these seem to be exempt from 
the requirements of obviation that would be triggered within most sentences. 
Goddard argues that the "animacy hierarchy" (AH) is another constraint that often 
affects the obviation status ofNPs. That is, he points to examples where two third-person 
referents are interacting directly, and do not represent an equally-balanced pair topically 
speaking, but where the ranking of human over non-human neutralizes the distinction that 
obviation would otherwise reflect. The following example taken from a Fox narrative 
demonstrates the animacy hierarchy constraint (Goddard 1984:277): 
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(6) i:ni e:hkwici mi:sa:mi·a:teso:hka:kana e:nahina: cimoci no:sa a:nawowa:ta. 
That is the end of the sacred-pack story (P) the way my uncle Anawowata (P) 
used to tell (it). 
Here, the animacy hierarchy "prevents the uncle (no:sa 'my father's brother') from going 
into the lower-status category of the obviative, since even though he is topically 
secondary and mentioned second he is of higher rank, and hence the uncle must be 
proximate also" (Goddard 1984: 277). The two third-person referents in this passage, 
'story' (P) and 'uncle' (P), are interacting directly, and do not represent an equally-
balanced pair topically speaking, but the ranking of human over non-human neutralizes 
the distinction obviation would otherwise reflect. 
The animacy hierarchy is significant in that it demonstrates that there is an order 
to or ranking of the constraints that govern obviation. In the above example, the animacy 
hierarchy, which requires that 'uncle' be proximate, outranks the constraint that would 
impose an obviative status on the same third-person referent if the animacy hierarchy did 
not apply. 
2.4.1.4. Obviative Spans (OSp) 
An obviative span occurs where a particular third-person referent remains 
obviative for the duration of a stretch of narrative. Goddard discusses an unusual case of 
sustained obviation found in a passage in which almost everything is described by the 
manitous who, over 34 manuscript pages, remain obviative except for two brief 
proximate shifts, both ofwhich are explained as "focus shifts" (1990:326). This example 
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of a sustained obviative "contrasts with the largely backgrounded proximate status of the 
hero and is an indication that it is the hero's viewing of the manitous' activity that is 
significant to the narrative" (Goddard 1990:328). Because this occurrence is, in 
Goddard's words, "a remarkable case" with very little with which to compare it, it is 
especially difficult to determine any discourse functions or constraints. However, it is an 
interesting example of another kind of obviation pattern found in Algonquian narratives. 
2.4.2. Patterns of Shifting Obviation 
Unlike the patterns of sustained and isolated obviation discussed above, patterns 
of shifting obviation illustrate the ways in which noun phrases can alternate between 
proximate and obviative status in Algonquian narratives. These patterns also often 
suggest the motivation behind changes in obviation, since the shifts in obviation may 
delineate, or correlate with, the boundaries of other textual divisions. The following 
patterns are discussed in this section: proximate shifts, proximate switches, proximate 
shifts in function, and obviative shifts. 
2.4.2.1. Proximate Shifts (PS) 
A proximate shift occurs when a third-person noun phrase previously marked as 
obviative becomes proximate. Unlike proximate switches, proximate shifts do not 
reverse the obviation status of the two third persons because the previous proximate is no 
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longer present in the narrative. That is, the previous proximate does not become 
obviative; it is no longer mentioned6. The following is an example of a proximate shift in 
Plains Cree (Dahlstrom 1991 :111): 
(7) pe·htamiyiwa ayahciyiniwah namoya wa·hyaw e·h=ayayit, mita·taht 
ey=ihtasiyit, mi·n eyakonik ne·hiyawah e·h=ntonawa·cik. 
Ten Blackfoot (0) who were not far away heard it, and they (P) also were seeking 
Cree (0). 
In (7), the Blackfoot are obviative in the first clause and proximate in the second clause. 
The example does not represent a proximate switch because 'Cree (0) "is not, strictly 
speaking, coreferential with the earlier references to the group of Cree men and the boy" 
(Dahlstrom 1991 :112); instead, it is non-referential, identifying the aim ofthe 
Blackfoot's search, and so the Cree men and the boy are not demoted to obviative status 
(Dahlstrom 1991 :112). 
The following example (taken from Goddard 1990:319-320) can be analyzed as a 
proximate switch (see 2.4.2.2.), but because the proximate shift is more prominent than 
the obviative shift, I will deal with the passage in this section: 
(8) A woman (P) and her one-year-old have become lost during the spring buffalo 
hunt. 
(1.1) we·ci·ci =ke·hi e·h=kehCi-natone·hoci. 
And where she (P) had come from a great search was made for her (P). 
6 It is possible to posit an abstract obviation status for the third person who is no longer mentioned. This is 
discussed in 2.4.2.3., 3.3.3., and 4.3.3. 
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(1.2) ona·pe·mani apina=meko e·h=mahkate·wi·nici. 
Her (P) husband (0), for his part, fasted. 
(1.3) f o·ni=pi we·wi·wita, "nahi! wa·pake ki·h=ne·wa·wa ki·wa, "e·h=ineci. 
, And then, it is said, her (0) husband (P) was told, "Well, tomorrow you will see 
your wife." 
This proximate shift is from the woman to her husband, and it coincides with a shift in 
paragraph, which Goddard argues is often the case (1990:320). Interestingly, the 
different ways of referring to the husband in the passage reflect circumlocutions or 
avoidances of the normal patterns that govern the use of obviation. In this way, the 
storyteller can cause the shift to occur simultaneously with the shift in paragraph. 
Goddard explains how the storyteller manages to express a possessed NP as proximate: 
In (1.2) onape·mani 'her (P) husband (0)' is an ordinary possessed noun. 
As such, the possessor can be proximate or obviative, but the possessed 
noun itself must be obviative; the morphology does not provide for an 
obviative possessor of a proximate noun. In (1.3) the structure of the 
discourse calls for the husband to become a new proximate, and hence 
requires a form that is proximate but still indicates the continuity of the 
identity of the husband. This requirement could have been filled by neniwa 
'man (P)' ... but the more elegant solution in the text is to use we·wi·wita 
'her (0) husband (P),' a participle ofthe verb owi·wi· 'have (her) as wife' 
meaning literally 'he (P) who has her (0) as wife' (1990:320-321). 
The more complex structure used by the storyteller is convincing evidence for 
motivational intent behind the proximate shift. It seems likely that the storyteller 
intentionally caused the shift to occur at the same time as the shift in paragraph. 
7 This symbol marks the shift in paragraph. 
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However, Goddard observes proximate shifts that do not coincide with changes in 
paragraph; instead, they occur one clause later ("delayed") or one clause earlier 
("anticipated") than the corresponding shift in paragraph. He argues that "a one-clause 
delay in making a proximate shift at the beginning of a new paragraph is a common 
pattern when ... the first clause of the new paragraph contains a verb in the changed 
conjunct mode" and that the changed conjuncts that describe the completion of a 
movement to a new location or a recapitulation of the previous action "frequently 
function as scene shifters or episode delimiters .. . " (1990:323). The following example 
from a Fox narrative reflects this type of"delayed" proximate shift (Goddard 1990:322): 
(9) ma·ne=meko e ·h=neseCi, e·h=ca·ki·=meko ·nakatesitamowa·Ci owi·kewa·wani. 
Many of them (P) were killed. And all of them (P) fled abandoning their (P) 
houses. 
,-r ki·si·=pi ·ca·ki-nakatamowa·Ci, pe·hki e·h=wa·wi·seniwa·Ci neno·te·waki. 
,-r After they (P) all had abandoned them, they say, the people (P) feasted in 
earnest. 
In this example, a group of Sioux are being forced by the Fox to abandon their homes. 
The proximate shift is in the second clause after the paragraph change. In the first clause 
of the paragraph, the Sioux are still in the proximate (perhaps recapitulating the action), 
and only in the second clause do the Fox re-enter the scene as proximate. 
Like Goddard, who has worked with Fox texts, Matthew Dryer analyzes the 
distribution of proximate shifts in Ojibwa and Cree narratives (and in a British Columbia 
isolate, Kutenai) in order to discover whether proximate shifts are predictable from other 
textual properties. He charts the number of proximate shifts in a number of stories by 
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text environment, although he acknowledges that proximate shifts are most likely 
determined by "fairly abstract properties in the speaker's cognitive representation 
underlying the text [and therefore may be] symptomatic of these underlying determining 
factors" (1992: 143). 
The structure of Dryer's charts offers a clear and objective way by which 
instances of obviation in narratives can be organized and analyzed, perhaps revealing 
new patterns of obviation. But his study is to some degree problematic. For example, the 
percentages he calculates for shift occurrences are not based on enough data from which 
to draw reliable conclusions. Furthermore, although his Ojibwa chart is based on the first 
twenty clauses (skipping the first one) in ten texts, his Cree chart is based on the first 
hundred clauses (skipping the first one) in only one text. By comparing a small 
introductory section from ten texts with a large section from a single text, Dryer's 
comparison is based on imbalanced data that will likely produce skewed results. While 
the Ojibwa data reflect the distribution of proximate shifts in numerous story 
introductions, the data for Cree reflect the distribution of proximate shifts in more varied 
structural environments of a text. 
Keeping these limitations in mind, Dryer' s charts suggest that proximate shifts 
occur in similar environments in both Ojibwa and Cree. His data show, for example, that 
the number of proximate shifts that occur when the previous proximate is still present in 
the current clause is 3.1% in Cree and 4.4% in Ojibwa. Furthermore, in neither language 
do the data attest a proximate shift where the previous proximate is not in the current 
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clause (which contains equally animate (i.e., human) participants) and when the one 
clause is embedded in the other. 
His data also suggest two differences between Ojibwa and Cree proximate shifts 
in discourse. For one, Dryer's Cree data do not attest proximate shifts where the previous 
proximate has dropped out of the discourse, and where all other third-person participants 
are non-human or inanimate. His data for Ojibwa, however, suggest that proximate shifts 
occur in this environment 9.4% of the time. Secondly, in environments other than the 
special environments identified by Dryer, his Ojibwa data suggest that a proximate shift 
will occur 100% ofthe time, while his Cree data attest occurrences only 52.6% ofthe 
time. 
Despite its problems, Dryer's study is not without merit. It does suggest that there 
are structurally or semantically based patterns that characterize the distribution and use of 
proximate shifts by storytellers. It would, however, be useful to produce similar charts 
based on more extensive and more balanced data in order to elicit more reliable results 
concerning the distribution of proximates in these and other Algonquian languages and 
dialects. 
Other Algonquianists have proposed several suggestions as to the discourse 
functions of proximate shifts. Goddard, for example, claims a proximate shift will 
sometimes change the focus ofthe narration, describing a character from the speaker's 
point of view (1984:279). The suggestion has also been made that proximate shifts may 
mark heightened actions where "the more intense the story, the more frequently the 
proximate referent changes" (Russell1991:328). These shifts, especially where there are 
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mismatches between proximate spans and the discourse units, may contribute to suspense 
or excitement in the narrative (Russell 1996:368). Regina Pustet, in contrast, proposes 
that: 
... the notion of some abstract, pragmatic deixis is being expressed, 
coinciding both with Uhlenbeck,s ideas about obviation placing the 
participants of a clause at different stages of 'closeness, to the ego, as 
well as with the concept of foregrounding, i.e. discourse prominence 
(1994:63). 
Because proximate shifts can occur in such a wide variety of contexts, even allowing, as 
the earlier example shows, a possessed noun phrase to become proximate, it stands to 
reason that their uses may reflect a number of different discourse functions, which may or 
may not correspond with those suggested above. 
2.4.2.2. Proximate Switches (PSw) 
I draw a distinction between proximate shifts and switches, defining proximate 
switches as proximate shifts where the previous proximate also changes status, becoming 
marked as obviative. In other words, proximate and obviative noun phrases exchange 
obviation status with each other. In order to demonstrate this pattern, Goddard uses the 
following example in which the hero, who is proximate, becomes obviative and the 
people, who are obviative, become proximate. I have deliberately left out some of the 
lines in order to avoid unnecessary repetition, but all changes in obviation in the passage 
are reflected (1990:329): 
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(10) "sewe·wi·na=ni·na mahkwaki ayo·hi tanamiye·ke·koha, "e·h=ina·Ci. 
" ... but with me you would have eaten bears here," he (Hero-P) told them (his 
people-0). 
~ o·ni nye·wokonakateniki e·h=a·cimoci. 
~ And then, after four days, he (Hero-P) made a statement. 
... ~ i·ni-= 'na, "ni·na=ke·hi nepye·netiso, "e·h=ici ki·mo·ci . 
. . . ~ At that, that one (One of his people-P) said secretly, "But I brought myself." 
" ... ~ anika·ne me·hkate·wapata·niki wi·h=mawi-taSi-waca·hoye·kwe, "eh=inici. 
" ... ~ that black object up ahead is where you are to go and cook," he (Hero-0) 
said. 
ihkwe·waki e·h=penowa·ci. 
And the women (P) departed. 
Because this switch in proximates is not syntactically motivated by the grammatical 
constraints on obviation, this a good example of obviation status being determined by 
discourse constraints. Based on the above example, Goddard claims that: 
This stylistic flourish draws attention to the somewhat unusual obviative 
status the hero has in the passage, an obviative status that evidently signals 
the narrative intent that his quoted statements be heard from the point of 
view ofthe addressees. (1990:331). 
Where a similar shift occurs in a Plains Cree narrative between the Blackfoot and the 
Cree, Dahlstrom argues that "one effect of the change in proximates is to focus upon the 
Blackfoot, highlighting their nearness to the Cree, and creating suspense in the narrative" 
(1991: 112). She also suggests viewpoint might be involved in the switch because there is 
a semantic parallel between the reciprocal searches of the Blackfoot for the Cree and the 
Cree for the Blackfoot. 
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2.4.2.3. Proximate Shifts in Function (PSF) (Other Multiple Proximates (MP)) 
Instances of multiple proximates can be analyzed (and defined) in a number of 
ways: 1) as coexistent proximates, 2) as evidence for distinct obviation spans, or 3) as 
proximate shifts in function, where each third-person referent is alternately obviative 
underlyingly, even though they are never pronounced as such. That is, if analyzed as 
proximate shifts in function, we could account for these multiple proximates by saying 
that we simply do not see either of the third persons becoming obviative because each 
time they are mentioned, their status shifts once again to proximate. 
The following example from Plains Cree demonstrates multiple proximates that 
are best analyzed as coexistent proximates (Dahlstrom 1991 :114): 
(11) e·h=takohte·cik e·kotah, a·say o·ma ka·=pa·skiswa·t mostoswah. 
When they (P) arrived there, he (P) had already shot the buffalo (0). 
In this case, where ' they' and 'he' are proximates, Dahlstrom argues that, because both 
proximate third persons belong to the group of Cree who are out looking for Blackfoot, 
"neither is more prominent than the other, so they share proximate status" (1991: 114). In 
other words, they reflect a balanced pairing between which there is no direct interaction. 
However, there are other instances of multiple proximates that either a) do not 
reflect a balanced pairing, or b) do interact directly with each other. Goddard shows two 
instances of multiple proximates that violate the principles of the above definition in each 
of these two ways. For instance, he argues that there are a few examples of naming 
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constructions "in which the name or designation is in effect quoted matter that stands 
outside the syntax of the sentence" (Goddard 1984:278). Constructions like these seem 
to be exempt from the requirements of obviation that would be triggered within a normal 
sentence. The following is an example of this type of naming construction in Fox 
(Goddard 1984:277): 
(12) me:me: ciki=ca:h=meko kehke:nemekwa maneto:wa e:nemecini. 
Certainly the one (0) called manitou (P) knows about him (0). 
Although 'manitou' refers to the same third person as 'the one', they are not given equal 
obviative status because the phrase 'called manitou' is somehow outside the syntax of the 
sentence (Goddard 1984:277). Note that the sentence is grammatical without 'called 
manitou' since you can say, "Certainly the one knows about him." In this way, the 
designation of 'manitou' as proximate is not really relevant to the opposition of obviation 
functioning in the rest of the sentence, so it is not marked for obviation. 
Some multiple proximates, however, as mentioned above, might be better 
analyzed as proximate shifts in function. Goddard argues that the following example 
from a Fox text illustrates this possibility (1984:280): 
(13) i:ni=ke:h =ni:ki se:ski=meko wi:h=inekihkwisina:ke no:hkomesa 
inekihkwihto:kwe:ni nekya. "ko:hkomesa:= 'ni wi:h=na:naki 
ayo:h=wi:h=tasi·wi: ~cihehki, "netekwa nekya. Kotaka=ma:h =wi:na=meko 
metemo: he: ha. 
My mother (P2) seemingly had made that house of mine only big enough for my 
grandmother (P1) and me to lie down. "Now I will go get your grandmother to be 
here with you," my mother (P2) told me. It was another old woman (P 1) though. 
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In this passage, both third-person participants, the mother and the grandmother, are 
proximate. However, Goddard suggests that, rather than coexistent as proximates, these 
multiple proximates represent a series of abstract shifts, first from the grandmother to the 
mother, and then from the mother back to the grandmother. He claims that, rather than 
reflecting balanced equals, the storyteller is expressing a transition from the mother, who 
is more central before this passage, to the grandmother, who is more prominent in the 
story after this passage. As such, he argues there is a shift of focus occurring in this 
excerpt from the mother to the grandmother, reflected in the storyteller's use ofback-to-
back proximate shifts. 
2.4.2.4. Obviative Shifts (OS) 
I define an obviative shift as a shift from proximate to obviative where there is no 
obvious syntactic motivation for the change in status, and therefore for which the 
constraints that require the shift are yet to be determined. Obviative shifts often create the 
unusual occurrence of a sentence or clause with an obviative form but no corresponding 
proximate. Because such a construction cannot serve the grammatical function of 
distinguishing between two third persons, the occurrence of a lone obviative strongly 
suggests some discourse function at work, and one that reflects a constraint that outranks 
the basic grammatical restriction that usually requires a lone third-person referent to be 
proximate. The following example from Fox illustrates an obviative shift (Goddard 
1984:282): 
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(14) e:h=pi:tikawa: ci maneto:wani i:nahi e:winicini. ke:htena=meko 
nye:wokonakateniki e:h=py[a}:nici· we:weneteniki asa:ti:hani, nye:wi 
e:h=pye:to:nici. e:h=a: Cimoci ... 
He (P) went inside a manitou (0) who lived there. And indeed in four days he 
(0) came back. The arrowheads were exceedingly fine, and he (0) brought four 
of them. And he (P) gave his report . .. 
In the second sentence, the hero shifts from proximate to obviative status, and remains 
obviative until the last sentence when he becomes proximate again. Goddard argues that 
this shifting in obviation "has the effect of shifting the point of view from the hero back 
to his father and the rest ofhis people, even though they are not mentioned" (1984:282). 
Whether or not this obviation pattern functions to shift point of view is to some degree 
ambiguous, but there is a definite correlation in this passage between the obviative status 
of the hero and his presence and absence in the scene described. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
Obviation in Uapush mak Umatshashkuk" 
3.1. Introduction 
This chapter explores the use of obviation in the Innu-aimun story Uiipush miik 
Umiitshashkult I Hare and Frog, told in Sheshatshiu by Etuat Rich. Specifically, I 
identify and describe patterns of sustained and isolated obviation in the story (proximate 
spans, coreferent proximates, coordinate proximates, and obviative spans) and patterns of 
shifting obviation (proximate shifts, proximate switches, proximate shifts in function, and 
obviative shifts). My analysis of these patterns suggests the use of avoidance strategies, 
where the storyteller uses a more unusual (i.e., marked) syntactic construction in order to 
assign an obviation status (proximate or obviative) to a third-person referent that would 
not be grammatical with a more common (i.e., less marked) syntactic construction. It 
also points to a correlation between proximates and agentive participants, where active 
(e.g., flying, killing, carrying) third persons are proximate and less active (e.g., sitting, 
being killed, being carried) third persons are obviative. Both of these results indicate that 
obviation serves some function at the level of discourse (e.g., perhaps a hierarchy of 
agentivity). In this chapter- and in Chapter Four- I do not discuss the morphological 
shape of the obviative markers because such a description is not essential to the analysis. 
Rather, all patterns rely on the binary distinction of whether third-person referents are 
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proximate or obviative- morphologically unmarked (i.e., no suffix) or marked (i.e., 
with a suffix). 8 
Secondly, in this chapter, I also explore the semantic and syntactic constraints 
governing obviation. Because this analysis has pointed to an identifiable and finite set of 
environments in which third persons are designated as proximate, and has suggested that 
obviatives occur "elsewhere", my focus in this analysis is on the nature of these 
environments, which I term "proximate environments". That is, I analyze the use of 
obviation in this story by determining in which textual environments the storyteller 
assigns proximate status to a character (e.g., where a third person is an agent) as opposed 
to the much more numerous set of "elsewhere" environments in which he assigns what I 
refer to as the "default obviative status" to third-person referents. 
3.1.1. Ulipush mlik Umlitshashkuk" 
This Innu-aimun story, recorded in Sheshatshiu, Labrador, can be found in 
Sheshatshiu Atanukana mak Tipatshimuna I Myths and tales from Shes hats hit, collected 
by Madeleine Lefebvre and Robert Lanari in 1967 as part of the Labrador Innu Text 
Project. Examples appear in the recently established standardized transcription (Drapeau 
and Mailhot 1989, Mailhot 1997) with the addition ofvowellength. The following is a 
brief summary of the story. 
8 For a grammatical description of obviation, see Clarke 1982. 
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3.1.2. Summary of Uiipush miik UmiitshashkuJt' 
In the first episode of the story, Hare comes upon a porcupine and runs home 
afraid. Frog tells his brother, Hare, that if he carries him to the porcupine, he will kill it. 
After killing the porcupine, Frog brings it home, and Hare begins cooking it, telling Frog 
to go to bed and that he will call him when the meal is ready. However, Hare eats the 
entire porcupine himself. 
In the second episode, Hare comes upon a group of beavers and again runs home 
afraid. Frog gets Hare to carry him to the beavers so he can kill them. After killing the 
beavers, Frog brings them home and Hare starts cooking them, again telling his brother to 
go to sleep. This time, however, Frog refuses to sleep, demanding he be fed. When Hare 
ignores him, Frog starts singing that his brother Hare won't give him any food, and an 
owl appears and flies toward Hare, scaring him into the comer of the tent while Frog eats 
his share of the food. Only when Frog is full does the owl leave. 
In the third and final episode, Hare comes upon animal tracks. Yet again, he runs 
home afraid. Frog explains that he has seen moose tracks and that moose is delicious. 
Frog finds and kills the moose and tells Hare the lungs are very good to eat. Hare eats the 
lungs and soon becomes sick. Frog tells Hare that his greediness is what has made him 
sick. Because of this experience, Hare is less greedy with food in the future. 
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3.2. Patterns of Sustained and Isolated Obviation 
3.2.1. Single Proximate Spans 
In Uapush mlik Umlitshashkul(l, Hare is proximate throughout most of the story 
with only a small number of exceptions. Furthermore, he is only overtly obviative twice, 
with both occurrences appearing in a single sentence. That is, the form Ulipush-a (Hare-
obv.), with the obviative suffix -a, only occurs twice, on one particular occasion in the 
story. Apart from this instance, Hare is obviative once in the form ushtesha 'his (P) 
brother (0)' (line 126), and elsewhere only where he is not mentioned, but contextually 
implied, as a topically-secondary third person (lines (70), (73), (89), (90), (92), (93), and 
(102)). The following example illustrates some of the ways in which the storyteller keeps 
Hare proximate while designating other third persons as obviative: 
(15) Plitukliilit el(l ushima, pituteueshpimitameu utamishkuminua. (77)9 
When he (Hare-P) brought his (Hare-P) little brother (Frog-0) 
inside, he (Hare-P) threw his (Frog-0) beavers (0) inside his tent. 
El(l peminuet el(l nenua amishkua. (78) 
Then he (Hare-P) cooked the beavers (0). 
Nipli! iteu nenua ushima. (79) 
"Go to sleep!" he (Hare-P) told his (Hare's-P) brother (Frog-0). 
Eku nepeklishuniti nenua ushima tlipue. (80) 
Then his (Hare's-P) brother (Frog-0) indeed pretended that he was asleep. 
9 The numbering given to lines from Uapush mak Umiitshashkult (and from Meshiipush in Chapter Four) is 
my own. 
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Kdtshi tshishtenuet, mdtshishut elt, tshekdt tshetdmudt nenua amishkua, 
kutudsht itashinua. (81) 
When he (Hare-P) was finished the cooking, he (Hare-P) started eating; 
he (Hare-P) had almost finished eating all of the six beavers (0). 
Ashami eft I itiku. (82) 
"Feed me!" he (Frog-0) said to him (Hare-P). 
Ekd pitamd, iteu. (83) 
"Not now," he (Hare-P) said to him (Frog-0). 
In line (80), it is significant that, although he is the only third person overtly 
mentioned in the sentence, Frog is obviative. This is achieved by describing him in terms 
of a possessed form in which Hare is the possessor (and therefore proximate) and Frog is 
the possessee (obviative). To state this argument in more concrete terms, by using the 
form ushima 'his little brother' instead of the independent noun phrase Umatshashkuku 
'Frog,' the storyteller can avoid promoting Frog to proximate status. In other words, the 
use of ushima is an effective "avoidance strategy." 
A similar avoidance strategy occurs in lines (82) and (83), which contrast the 
direct form iteu 'he (proximate) said to him ( obviative)' with the inverse form of the 
same verb itiku 'he (obviative) said to him (proximate).' Although the use ofthe two 
contrasting forms serves to distinguish between the two speakers (Hare and Frog), the 
choice of which form is assigned to which third-person referent is significant. By using 
the direct form iteu when Hare is the speaker and the inverse itiku when Frog is the 
speaker, the storyteller can keep Hare proximate and Frog obviative even when their 
respective roles as speaker and listener change. 
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These avoidance strategies are not limited to the above example. The use of iteu 
when Hare is the speaker persists throughout the story. (Hare is the subject of the verb 
iteu 21 times, and the object ofiteu only twice.) Similarly, the form ushima 'his little 
brother (obviative)' is used consistently to describe Frog, while the form nishtesh 'my 
older brother (proximate),' which occurs in direct speech, appears consistently to 
describe Hare when Frog is the speaker. The form nishtesh, representing a first-person 
possessor and a third-person possessee, is proximate because there is only one third 
person, the possessor being a first-person speech act participant (SAP). The result of this 
distribution of possessives, then, is to keep Hare proximate and Frog obviative. The 
following example from Uapush mak Umatshashkult demonstrates this tendency: 
(16a) ... iteu nenua ushima (frame narrative 1~ (79) 
... he (Hare-P) said to his (Hare-P) little brother (Frog-0) 
(16b) " ... nishtesh", itikU (quoted speech11) (12) 
" ... my (Frog's-SAP) older brother (Hare-P)," he (Frog-0) said to 
him (Hare-P) 
3.2.2. Coreferent Proximates 
The following is an example of coreferent proximates in Uapush mak 
Umatshashkult: 
10 The frame narrative includes all of the textual material that appears outside direct quotations (e.g., iteu, 
itiku). 
11 Quoted speech includes any direct quotations (i.e., spoken material). 
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(17) Ashuapameu nenua, kushteu tshetshi nashaukut. (34) 
He (Hare-P) waited for him (Beaver-0), because he (Hare-P) was afraid that he 
(Beaver-0) might have followed him (Hare-P) (=he (Hare-P) might have been 
followed). 
Based on the use of obviation in (17), we can infer that all of the proximates refer to the 
same person. It is important to note, however, that the same inference does not hold true 
for the obviatives. Because the general pattern suggests a particular obviation span will 
allow only one third-person referent to be proximate while all others must be obviative, a 
storyteller's use of obviation cannot indicate whether multiple obviative third persons in a 
span are coreferent or whether they refer to distinct third persons. In this particular case, 
multiple proximates tell us the same person is the subject of the verbs waited, was afraid 
and the patient of the verb followed, but, based on the use of obviation, we cannot 
determine whether or not the follower and the person being waited for are the same or 
different third persons. As readers, therefore, we must rely on contextual clues within the 
text in order to distinguish these third-person referents. Here, for example, the context 
makes it clear that Hare waits for and fears the same third-person referent who he 
believes has followed him. In other words, all three obviative third persons refer to the 
beaver. 
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3.2.3. Coordinate Proximates 
There are no examples of coordinate proximates in Uapush mak Umatshashkue. 
However, there is a good example in the story of Goddard's "animacy hierarchy"12 at 
work. That is, there is an example where two third-person referents are interacting 
directly, and do not represent an equally-balanced pair topically speaking, but where the 
ranking of human over non-human neutralizes the distinction obviation would otherwise 
reflect. 13 The porcupine, who has been consistently obviative until this point in the 
narrative (lines (2), (3), and (9)), is given proximate status when he interacts directly with 
the animate, but non-human, noun mishtie 'tree', as shown in the following example14: 
(18) Uiapamat auennua akush'inua kakua. (2) 
He (Hare-P) saw someone (0), the porcupine (0), perched (in a tree). 
Akush'inua auennua uapameu,uiiuieshinua kakua. (3) 
He (Hare-P) saw someone who was perched, a round porcupine (0). 
Tshika nakatitin takushinit'i. (9) 
"I (Hare) will leave you behind when he (Porcupine-D) arrives." 
Mueu anite mishtikua auen nuiipamiiu, akush'iu anite. (10) 
"I saw someone (Porcupine-P) eating a tree (0) there; he (Porcupine-P) was 
perched up there." 
12 The animacy hierarchy is discussed in Sections 2.1. and 2.4.1 .3. of Chapter Two. 
13 It is important to note that the term "human" as it applies with regard to the animacy hierarchy includes 
characters in the stories that are animals, like Hare and Frog. 
14 In this example, I have left out the lines where Porcupine is not mentioned. I have made similar 
omissions in later examples, always marked by ellipses. 
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In lines (2) and (3), the porcupine is given obviative status relative to Hare (who is 
proximate) even when he is the subject ofthe verbs akushlnua 'he is perched' and 
uauieshinua 'he is round'. In line (9), the porcupine keeps his status as obviative, which 
is more marked in this sentence because he is the lone third person in the sentence. 
However, his status shifts to proximate in line (1 0). Even though the porcupine was 
previously given obviative status relative to Hare, who is proximate, when the tree is 
introduced into the narrative alongside the porcupine, the animacy hierarchy requires the 
porcupine to have a higher status than the non-human tree, thus neutralizing the 
grammatical distinction previously reflected between Hare and the porcupine. The 
animacy hierarchy is significant in that it demonstrates that there likely exists a ranking 
of the constraints that govern obviation. 
3.2.4. Obviative Spans 
The following excerpts from Uapush mak Umatshashkuku reflect the period for 
which the owl is obviative after being introduced into the narrative as proximate and 
subsequently shifting back to obviative status: 
( 19) E~ pet teueuniti nenua uhua anite utashtuaikanit, shieshkashkupaniut 
niate ne Uapush. (94) 
When the owl (0) landed on top of the ridge pole, Hare (P) quickly moved back 
into the forest. 
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Apu tshi natat. tdnite kushteu nenua uhua, akushinua anite tanite. (98) 
He (Hare-P) couldn't go towards him because he (Hare-P) was 
afraid of the owl (0), who was perched (on top of the tent). 
Eku tshdtapamikut miini uhua, kiiu niiite piitiipipaniu miini. (1 00) 
The owl (0) kept staring at him (Hare-P), and he (Hare-P) kept running away 
over there. 
Kiitshi mitshishut tiipue, e~ nekatiiukuht nenua uhua. (103) 
When he (Frog-P) was indeed finished eating, then the owl (0) flew off from 
them. 
This example illustrates the suggested correlation between action and obviation status. 
Hare is the more active third person and is correspondingly proximate while the owl, who 
is perched on top of the tent, is obviative. However, if more agentive third persons are 
required to be proximate, an argument would have to made to explain why the owl is still 
obviative in line (103), when he leaves. A possible explanation for this could be that the 
owl is less agentive when leaving than when flying at Hare in order to scare him, but it 
would be difficult to determine exactly where the line between agentive and non-agentive 
should be drawn. This correlation is more clearly evident in the patterns of shifting 
obviation found in the narrative and is therefore discussed in more depth below. 
3.2.5. Discussion 
Although most studies have concentrated on shifts in obviation, the patterns of 
sustained obviation offer an organized way of looking at how obviation is used in 
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different textual situations. Furthermore, these patterns often correlate with patterns of 
shifting obviation in Algonquian narratives. Unlike the patterns of shifting obviation, 
though, which are often analyzed in order to discover corresponding changes involving 
point of view or focus, the patterns of sustained obviation represent the durations between 
the boundaries created by the shifts. To give a hypothetical example ofthis, if we were 
to say that a proximate shift places "focus" on the noun phrase that becomes proximate, 
then the span of text for which the noun phrase is proximate would correspond with the 
duration of the focus. Specifically, the lack of change in obviation that characterizes the 
aforementioned patterns may indicate a parallel lack of action, suspense, and so forth in 
the narrative. Ifthis is the case, and spans of obviation are meaningful, then collecting 
data on each of the patterns of sustained obviation will allow a comparison of spans of 
obviation with other discourse patterns in particular narratives. 
3.3. Patterns of Shifting Obviation 
3.3.1. Proximate Shifts 
An example of a proximate shift in Uapush mak Umatshashkult occurs in a 
passage where Frog shifts from obviative to proximate when he kills the porcupine: 
(20) Tshatw!ltamat e/(4, e/(4 nepaiat nenua k:akua ne Umatshashku/(4, nep aiat nenua. 
(15) 
He (Hare-P) carried him (Frog-0), and then Frog (P) killed the porcupine (0), he 
(P) killed him (0). 
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There are (at least) three possible readings that can account for the distribution of 
obviation in this passage. First, the shift may represent the promotion of Frog to a higher 
obviation status than Hare. This scenario would involve Frog shifting from obviative to 
proximate, as attested by the data; Hare may shift to obviative status, but because Hare is 
not mentioned in the second half of the sentence, it is left unspecified and cannot be 
determined. 
It is also possible to account for this shift by hypothesizing a second scenario in 
which Frog is promoted to a status that is equal with Hare; that is, Frog and Hare become 
coordinate proximates as opposite members of a balanced pairing (even though Hare is 
not explicitly mentioned). Furthermore, the grammatical contexts do not inhibit this 
situation. In the first clause, the verb tshatuatamat 'he (proximate) carries him 
(obviative)' requires a proximate third-person subject and an obviative third-person 
object (i.e., Hare and Frog are interacting directly) and therefore Hare and Frog cannot 
both be proximate. Even if the verb were in the inverse form, the two third persons 
would still be interacting directly and would therefore require different obviation statuses. 
In the second clause, however, where the storyteller marks Frog's shift to proximate 
explicitly by using the full proximate NP Umdtshashkuku, Hare and Frog are no longer 
interacting directly with each other and so the constraint requiring that they have different 
statuses is no longer applicable. By removing the grammatical context in which Hare and 
Frog are required to have distinct obviation statuses, the storyteller can use obviation to 
reflect the notion of equality between the two characters. 
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Semantically, this second reading is also plausible ifwe consider Hare and Frog's 
respective roles in the sentence (their local importance) and within the story as a whole 
(their global importance). In the first clause, Hare carries Frog to the place where they 
will find the porcupine they both wish to kill. In the second clause, Frog kills the 
porcupine and, in doing so, plays his role in the shared aim of killing the porcupine. In 
other words, when Frog kills the porcupine, it is as if he becomes part of a team with 
Hare, and it therefore makes sense that the two, like noun phrases in coordinate structure, 
share proximate status. 15 
Third, Lucy Thomason16 suggests Frog's shift in status from obviative to 
proximate could also be analyzed as his promotion to a status higher than that of the 
porcupine, but still lower than that of Hare. This scenario would correspond to the 
following obviation ranking: Hare (P) >Frog (P) > Porcupine (0). That this further 
distinction is not reflected in the morphology used by the storyteller can be explained by 
the fact that Innu-aimun cannot morphologically encode this relative ranking. That is, 
obviation can only make the binary distinction between marked and unmarked and 
therefore cannot reflect the relative ranking of three unequal third persons. This third 
reading, therefore, represents another plausible description of the use of obviation in 
Example (20). 
Again, considering a possible correlation between proximate status and agentivity 
is revealing because the passage can also be explained in terms of which third person is 
15 Additional evidence supporting this argument is found in a passage from Meshapush, discussed in 
Section 4.3.1. in Chapter Four. 
16 This suggestion was made to me by Lucy Thomason during the discussion that followed the presentation 
of my paper at the 2001 Algonquian Conference at the University of California at Berkeley. 
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the most "active" or "agentive" at any particular point. In the first clause in (20), Hare is 
logically the more active of the two third persons because he is the one doing the 
carrying. In the second clause, however, Frog is more active since he kills the porcupine. 
This argument also accounts for the porcupine' s status as obviative. As the one being 
killed, he is logically less agentive than the one doing the killing, and certainly less of an 
agent when he is dead. 
3.3.2. Proximate Switches 
The following example from Uapush mak Umatshashkult shows a proximate 
switch where Hare and the owl exchange status, Hare becoming proximate and the owl 
becoming obviative: 
(21) Niatauat eft. (93) 
Then he (Owl-P) flew over to him (Hare-0). 
Eku pet teueuniti nenua uhua anite utashtuaikanit, shieshkashkupaniut niate ne 
Uapush. (94) 
When the owl (0) landed on top of the ridge pole, Hare (P) quickly moved back 
into the forest. 
As in the other examples from Uapush mak Umatshashkult involving shifts in 
obviation, there is again a correlation between action/agentivity and proximate status. In 
this passage, while the owl is flying at Hare to scare him and to allow Frog to eat, he is 
proximate. When he is perched on the tent, however, and Hare is moving back in fear, 
Hare becomes proximate, a shift explicitly signaled by the storyteller's use of the full 
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proximate NP Uiipush. This correlation between proximates and more agentive third 
persons suggests that the more marked third person (i.e., more active/agentive) will be 
assigned the semantically more prominent (although morphologically llilinarked) 
proximate form. A logical extension of this prediction is that all less marked (i.e., less 
active/agentive) third persons will be assigned a default obviative status. 
However, it is also significant that the owl ( obviative) is the first of the two third 
persons mentioned after the switch in obviation. This ordering of a new obviative before 
a newly-assigned proximate makes the switch appear more deliberate. Furthermore, it 
indicates that obviative status may (at least in some cases) represent more than a default 
status since the owl is designated as obviative before Hare is explicitly re-introduced as 
proximate. 
3.3.3. Proximate Shifts in Function 
Goddard suggests that what appear to be multiple proximates may in fact 
sometimes be proximate shifts in function, constituting or foreshadowing a shift in 
narrative focus (1984:280). Based on this analysis of multiple proximates, I suggest that 
the following example from Uiipush miik Umiitshashkult demonstrates multiple 
proximates that could alternatively be analyzed as coexistent proximates, evidence for 
distinct obviation spans, or proximate shifts in function: 
(22) Kiitshz nipiiiiit ekue tshzuetiiiiit. (16) 
After killing it (Porcupine-0), then he (Frog-P) took it home. 
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Piiitiikuepanit eft ne Uiipush. (17) 
Then Hare (P) burned the quills off the porcupine (0). 
Nipii! iteu. (18) 
"Go to sleep!" he (Hare-P) said (to him (Frog-0)). 
Eku nepiit tiipue, ne Umiitshashkult nipekilshu. (20) 
Then he (Frog-P) indeed went off to bed, but Frog (P) only pretended that he (P) 
was sleeping. 
Kiitshi piminuepanit ekue muiikuet. (21) 
After he (Hare-P) finished cooking, he (P) ate the porcupine (0). 
It could be argued that, in this passage, Hare and Frog are coexistent as proximates in a 
single obviation span, perhaps in a way akin to that of coordinate proximates. However, 
because Hare and Frog are diametrically opposed in terms of their goals (Hare to eat all 
the food and Frog to get his share), it is difficult to explain what circumstances might 
allow this situation. 
Another possibility is that the occurrences of non-coreferent proximates in 
different sentences offer evidence for the fact that each sentence constitutes a separate 
and distinct obviation span where the status of a particular third person as proximate or 
obviative is not relevant to the same or other third-person referents in separate sentences. 
However, this too is problematic. If each sentence constitutes a distinct obviation span, 
then how do we account for the occurrence of proximate spans where there are 
convincing examples of avoidance strategies to indicate that a particular third-person 
referent is deliberately being kept proximate over a series of sentences, or even 
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throughout the story as a whole? The evidence suggests, then, that obviation status is at 
least sometimes significant over a larger stretch of text. 
Third, there exists the possibility that these multiple proximates are, in fact, 
proximate shifts in function. With regard to (22), we could hypothesize that proximate 
status shifts from Frog to Hare, back to Frog, and then back to Hare again. That we see 
no evidence for either of them becoming obviative can be explained by the fact that the 
one third person is not mentioned while the other is proximate. And, in fact, we do see 
some evidence supporting this hypothesis in line (18) where Frog is the obvious obviative 
object of iteu 'he (P) said to him (0).' 
3.3.4. Obviative Shifts 
In Ulipush mlik Umlitshashkult, after a period oftime in which Hare is 
continuously proximate, Hare's status shifts from proximate to obviative, as shown in the 
following example: 
(23) "Nishtesha ulipusha ama ni ui ashamilt nishtesha ulipusha," itueu ne 
Umlitshashkult. (89) 
"My older brother (0) Hare (0) doesn't want to feed me any, my older brother 
(0) Hare (0)," Frog (P) was saying. 
The only third person in this passage is the obviative form nishtesha ulipusha 'my brother 
Hare (0)', (repeated twice) although the possessor (Frog) is implied as a first-person 
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referent by the context.17 The use of this lone obviative is significant because the author 
could have avoided making Hare obviative by using the proximate forms nishtesh uapush 
'my brother Hare (P)', which would be equally grammatical in the context. Because of 
the presence of this marked and overtly obviative form, then, the passage constitutes 
another type of avoidance strategy, where the storyteller avoids using a proximate. 
Interestingly, this single instance in which Hare is given overt obviative status 
occurs while Frog is singing, the action that summons the owl and results in Frog getting 
his share of food to eat. It therefore also occurs when Hare is least agentive in the story, 
since all action at this point in the story is being carried out on Hare. 18 
3.3.5. Discussion 
In his study of obviation in Swampy Cree, Russell states that, "while it is 
perfectly possible for the proximate referent to change from clause to clause, it usually 
does not"; and, "while it is theoretically possible for the same referent to be proximate 
throughout an entire story, this rarely happens" (1991 :323). General tendencies like these 
suggest that when the proximate referent does change, it is likely significant. The 
patterns of shifting obviation discussed in the above section support this claim. 
Correlations between particular patterns and the agentive role of the third-person 
referents suggest a connection between use of obviation and discourse function. 
17 It is possible the beavers represent a second third person, implied as the second object of the verb asham-
'feed'. However, positing the beavers' status as proximate is problematic, since this status would violate 
both the animacy hierarchy and the hierarchy of grammatical relations. 
18 Another explanation for the form nishtesha Uapusha is given in Section 3.4.6. 
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The apparently deliberate use of avoidance strategies that create the patterns also points 
to a role for obviation at the level of discourse. Similar tendencies and correlations occur 
in Meshapush and are discussed in detail in Chapter Four. 
3.4. Proximate Environments: Semantic and Syntactic Contexts Where Proximates 
Occur, and the Default Obviative 
In this section, I examine the semantic and syntactic environments in which the 
narrator assigns proximate status to each character in the story: 1) the moose; 2) the 
beavers; 3) the porcupine; 4) the owl; 5) Frog; and 6) Hare. In order to identify these 
proximate environments (PE), I have used tables like the one described in Section 2.3.2. 
of Chapter Two. For each line in which a particular character is mentioned, these tables 
indicate the character's status as proximate or obviative, whether the status represents a 
proximate or obviative shift, whether the referent is referred to explicitly (e.g., by a 
proper noun) or implicitly (e.g., implied within the verb form), the syntactic role of the 
referent, the semantic role of the referent, and any additional comments regarding the 
environment in which the referent occurs (e.g., ifthe referent is the lone third person in 
the narrative context). The information gathered and highlighted in these tables presents 
a clear picture of how the storyteller assigns proximate and obviative status within the 
narrative, and indicates a small set of PEs in which Etuat Rich usually assigns a third-
person referent proximate status. 
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3.4.1. Mush 'Moose' 
The moose, who is seen by Hare and later killed by Frog, is referred to as 
obviative seven times and as proximate five times19, as shown in Table 5: 
Table 5: Obviation Status of Mush 
(Mush 'Moose') 
Line Prox/ Pattern E/1 Syntactic Semantic Comment 
# Obv Role Role 
107 0 E Vobj PN seen musha no nAG 
115 p PS I Vsbj tastes good GD 
116 p E PN mush GD naming 
117 p I Vobj-P (I) killed (general) nonAG,GD 
119 p I Vobj-P (we) find nonAG, lone 3p 
121 p I Vobj-P (I) find nonAG, lone 3p 
124 0,0, OS E Vobj x3, followed, caught up nonAG 
0 PN to, killed, musha 
125 0,0 I Vobj x2 killed, head cut off nonAG (dead) 
128 0 E PNVobj seen musha nonAG (dead) 
133 0 I POSSR-0 'his lungs' upana no nAG (dead) 
136 0 E PN-0, mush a nonAG (dead) 
POSSR-0 'his lungs' upana 
142 0 I POSSR-0 'his lungs' upana nonAG (dead) 
These five proximate occurrences can be accounted for by two classes of textual 
environment. First, adhering to the basic rule of Algonquian obviation, the moose is 
generally required by grammatical constraints to have proximate status when he is the 
19 Proximate forms, and their corresponding data, are represented in bold in all tables. In the Prox/Obv 
column, referents that occur in direct quotations are represented in italics, while those in narrative clauses 
are given in normal print. 
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only third person in a particular narrative context. It is important to note, however, that a 
narrative context (NC), as I use the term here, is not definable in specific terms; how 
large a textual environment affects the storyteller's choice of whether to assign a third 
person proximate or obviative status appears to change. The NC is sometimes roughly 
equal to the quoted speech (QS) of a sentence; sometimes, to the frame narrative (FN).20 
Analyzing the NCs as corresponding with these particular spans of text, we find the 
moose is the only third-person referent in its narrative context, and is therefore assigned 
the predictable status of proximate in lines (117), (119), and (121): 
(24) Ninipdidti ne mdni. (117) 
"I used to kill them (moose, in general-P)." 
Nika ndshdudu, itiku. (119) 
"I will swim to find him (the moose-P)," he (Frog-0) said to him (Hare-P). 
Nika ndshdudu, itikU. (121) 
"I will swim after him (the moose-P)," he (Frog-0) said to him (Hare-P). 
The moose is also proximate when being described in terms of the class of 
animals in general, as in lines (115), (116), and (117)21: 
20 I treat the frame narrative as separate from the quoted speech because the rules of obviation do not apply 
across this boundary. Also, a narrative context sometimes comprises a larger section of text, or even the 
story in its entirety. I explore these larger NCs later in the chapter when I discuss the ways in which the 
storyteller can use obviation to serve discourse functions. 
21 In line (117), the moose is semantically doubly-marked for proximate status, because he is the only third 
person in the sentence and is also being described in general, rather than specific, terms. 
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(25) Mishta uitshitu an tshitshue, nishtesh, itiku. (115) 
"I! (moose, in general-P) tastes very good, my brother," he (Frog-0) said to him 
(Hare-P). 
Mush an ishinikatiikanu. (116) 
"He is called a moose (P)." (naming construction) 
Ninipiiiiiti ne miini. ( 117) 
"I used to kill them (moose, in general-P)." 
In line (115), Frog tells Hare that moose (in general) taste good; he is not commenting on 
the particular moose Hare has seen. Similarly, in line (116), Frog names the class of 
animals and not this specific moose as mush. Lastly, in line (117), Frog tells Hare he has 
killed moose in the past. At this point in the story at least, this particular moose is clearly 
still alive and so Frog must once again be referring to other moose (i.e., the animal, in 
general) that he has killed. 
The moose is also mentioned a few times after he is killed by Frog, as the 
possessor of his head (line (125), when he is facing Hare (line (128)), and as the 
possessor ofhis lungs (lines (133), (136), and (142)). In each of these instances, he is 
given obviative status. 
3.4.2. Amishkuat 'Beavers' 
Table 6 shows the distribution of proximate and obviative status for the beavers in 
Uiipush miik Umiitshashkult: 
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Table 6: Obviation Status of Amishkuat 
Amishkuat 'Beavers' 
Line Prox/ Pattern E/I Syntactic Semantic Comment 
# Obv Role Role 
34 0,0 I Vobj, Vsbj-inv awaited, follows nonAG,AV 
39 p PS I Vsbj they break AG plural 
40 P,P,P I Vsbj x3 have sharp teeth, plural AG, 
bite, kill GD 
41 p I Vsbj tastes good GD 
42 p E PN amishk" GD naming 
52 0 OS E PN-0 amishkua (come plural 
out) 
53 0,0 I Vsbj x2 go through x2 plural 
55 0 I Vobj seen plural 
56 p PS I Vsbj take off AG 
58 0,0 OS I Vobj, Vsbj grabbed, go ahead 
60 0 I Vsbj are gone noneAG 
67 0,0 E Vobj PN, Vobj rejoined amishkua nonAG, 
killed nonAG 
69 0,0 E Vobj, POSSD4 pulled, 'his beavers' nonAG,AV 
70 0,0 E Vobj, POSSD4 pulled, 'his beavers' nonAG,AV 
71 p PS E POSSD3 cook 'my beaver' lone 3p 
78 0,0 OS E Vobj, PN-0 cooked, amishkua nonAG 
81 0 E PN-0 amishkua 
The eight times in which the storyteller assigns the beavers proximate status can 
be accounted for by three classes of PE. Like the moose, the beavers are always 
proximate when they are either the lone third-person referent in their narrative context 
(line (71)), or when the beavers are being described in general (lines (40), (41), and (42)). 
However, the beavers are also proximate in a third environment; they are also given 
proximate status in lines (39), (40), and (56i2 : 
22 Both the agentive third person and the verb reflecting the character's agentivity are underlined. 
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(26) Mishtikua nenua niiniituiikameuat anite shiikaikanit. (39) 
"They (the beavers-P) are chewing down trees, there at the lake." 
Mishta kiishimiipitetshenat, tshitshue makumitakui, tshessinat tshika 
nipaikunanat, iteu. ( 40) 
"They (beavers-P) must have very sh;;rrp teeth. Indeed, ifthey (P) were to bite us, 
they (P) would surely kill us," he (Hare-P) said to him (Frog-0). 
Ekue tshituteht tiipue. (56) 
At that moment, indeed, they (the beavers-P) took off. 
In each of these three sentences, whenever the beavers are mentioned, they are not only 
the subject of the verbs with which they correspond; they are also the agents of some 
action (i.e., chewing, biting, killing, taking off) or possess some otherwise agentive 
attribute (i.e., have sharp teeth that, presumably, are used for biting). 
It is important to note here that, while there is a strong correlation between 
proximate status and both agentivity and subjecthood, the two are not interchangeable in 
terms of their effect on obviation status. Agentivity generally requires proximate status 
for its corresponding third-person referent, but subjecthood does not. Logically, the 
correlation between agents and subjects as proximates makes sense, because most agents 
are subjects. It is also significant that the opposite is not true; many subjects are not 
agents. The fact that subjecthood, unlike agentivity, does not appear to correlate with 
proximate status is evident in lines (34), (53), and (60), where the group ofbeavers is the 
grammatical subject of the verbs 'follow', 'go through', and 'are gone' but is 
nevertheless obviative in each of these occurrences. Every time the beavers are agents, 
however, they are given proximate status. 
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3.4.3. Klik" 'Porcupine' 
The porcupine is given obviative status nine times, and proximate status seven 
times (in line (9), twice in line (10), and in lines (11), (12), (13), and (23)): 
Table 7: Obviation Status of Klifll 
(Kalt 'Porcupine') 
Line Prox/ Pattern E/I Syntactic Semantic Comment 
# Obv Role Role 
2 0 E Vobj, Sbj-0 seen, perches intro 'd in Obv 
(PN-0) kakua 
3 0,0 I Vobj, Vsbj-0 seen, perches nonAG 
(PN-0) kakua 
3 0 E Vsbj-O(PN) is round kakua 
9 0 I Vsbj-0 arnves (lone 3p) 
10 P,P PS E Vsbj (PRO) Vsbj eats, perches Anim.H (tree) 
11 p I Vsbj looks scary GD 
12 p I Vsbj tastes good GD 
13 p I Vobj (1p-sbj) killed nonAG/GD 
15 0 OS E Vobj (PN-0) killed kakua nonAG 
16 0 , 0 I Vobj x2 killed, taken nonAG 
23 p PS E POSSD3 'your lone 3p 
porcupine' 
By comparing the NCs involved in the porcupine's occurrences as proximate with 
the proximate environments identified so far for the moose and the beavers, we can 
account for five of the times the storyteller assigns the porcupine proximate status by his 
occurrence in three proximate environments: 1) where he is the lone third-person referent 
in a narrative context (lines (11) and (23)); 2) where the narrator is giving a general 
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description of porcupines (lines (11), (12), and (13)); and 3) where he is an agent (line 
(10), where the porcupine is eating a tree). 
However, there is a second instance in line (1 0) where the porcupine is given 
proximate status but is not an agent, is not being described in general terms, and is not the 
lone third-person referent in the narrative context, as shown in the following: 
(27) Mueu anite mishtikua auen nwipamtiu, akushiu anite. (10) 
"I saw someone (Porcupine-P) eating a tree (0) there; he (Porcupine-P) was 
perched up there." 
There are a couple of arguments to explain the storyteller's choice of proximate 
status here. First, this third-person referent must be proximate because it occurs in the 
same narrative context with a second coreferent third-person referent (the porcupine) who 
is acting as an agent in its context and therefore requires proximate status. 
It is worth noting, however, that another constraint, the animacy hierarchy, would 
also require the porcupine to be proximate in this environment. Described in the same 
narrative context with the non-human, albeit grammatically-animate, mishtilt 'tree', the 
porcupine would be required to have proximate status. 
The fourth environment in which the porcupine is proximate, then, involves both 
coreference and the animacy hierarchy, both of which require proximate status for their 
corresponding third-person referent. 
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3.4.4. Uhii 'Owl' 
With regard to the characters discussed thus far, the storyteller's choice as to 
when to make a third person proximate has been fairly straightforward. The distribution 
of proximates for the moose, the beavers, and the porcupine can all be explained by their 
presence in only a few PEs. However, the way in which the storyteller chooses the owl's 
obviation statuses throughout the story is more complex. Rather than assigning the owl 
proximate or obviative status based solely on each particular narrative context in which 
he is mentioned, it appears the storyteller sometimes chooses the owl's obviation status 
based on the owl's presence in a much larger NC- and maybe even within the context 
of the story as a whole. That the owl's obviation status reflects his global importance is 
evident when we look at Table 8, where a pattern emerges: the first five times the owl is 
mentioned in the narrative, he is proximate; then, his status shifts to obviative and he 
keeps this status for the last five times he is mentioned. In other words, the owl is 
proximate for half of the time he is present in the story, and then obviative for the second 
half of the story: 
Table 8: Obviation Status of Uhii 
Uhu 'Owl' 
Line Prox/ Pattern E/1 Syntactic Semantic Comment 
# Obv Role Role 
86 p I Vobj told (1>3) intro'd asP 
90 p E (PN) Vsbj rejoins (iihii) AG 
91 p I iteu-sbj speaks AG,FN 
92 p I itakanu-obj told AV,FN 
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Uhu 'Owl' (continued) 
Line Prox/ Pattern E/I Syntactic Semantic Comment 
# Obv Role Role 
93 p I Vsbj rejoins AG 
94 0 OS E Vsbj, (PN-0) lands uhua nonAG?,AV 
98 0 E Vobj, (PN-0) feared uhua nonAG 
98 0 I Vsbj perches nonAG?, AV 
100 0 E Vsbj-inv, (PN-0) watches AG 
105 0 I Vsbj-inv leaves AG 
This is not to say that the particular narrative contexts in which the owl is 
mentioned are not relevant with regard to the storyteller's decision of whether to make 
him proximate or obviative. Of the owl's five occurrences in the story as proximate, two 
can be explained by the owl's agentivity in the immediate NC (lines (90) and (93) where 
he is the agent of the verb ' rejoins'). Two other instances occur in the frame narrative, as 
shown in (28): 
(28) Apu uz ashamiiut nenua tshishzminiina, iteu. (91) 
"He (Hare-P) doesn't want to give our brother (Frog-0) anything to eat," he (the 
owl-P) said to him (unidentified hearer-0). 
Niitiiu, itakanu. (92) 
"Fly over to where he (Hare-0) is," he (the owl-P) was told by (unidentified 
speaker-0). 
In lines (91) and (92), the narrator's use ofiteu and itiikanu in the frame narrative 
serves to keep the third-person referents straight, distinguishing the owl (as speaker and 
hearer) from the other speaker/hearer, who is unidentified23. Although the owl is not the 
23 Here, it is not the storyteller's use of obviation but the context that suggests the unidentified hearer and 
speaker refer to a single third person. 
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only third person here, one of the two third persons must be designated as proximate, and 
it makes sense that the known variable, the owl, should have the semantically "superior" 
status to the unknown speaker/hearer. In this way, the narrator can use obviation to rank 
multiple third persons in a "participant hierarchy" (Silverstein 1976; Aissen 1997). 
Line (86), however, where both the owl and Hare are assigned proximate status, is 
problematic: 
(29) Nika uitamu{m nishtesh ek6 ua ashamin. (86) 
"I will tell him (the owl, although unspecified at this point in the story-P) that my 
older brother (Hare-P) won't give me any." 
In this sentence, the third-person referent (who we later find out refers to the owl) is not 
coreferent with 'his brother', which refers to Hare, and yet the two third-person referents 
share proximate status in what appears to be a single narrative context. Furthermore, the 
owl is not an agent here; he is the passive object and hearer/listener of the verb 'tell'. 
Only because it would be semantically incoherent for the two proximates to corefer do 
we know that this cannot be the case. Nor can the other identified PEs account for the 
owl's status as proximate; the animacy hierarchy is not relevant, and the narrator is not 
describing owls in general, since it is this specific owl that Frog is going to tell about 
Hare's greediness. 
So, what can we say about this particular use of the proximate? One suggestion 
would be to hypothesize that the narrator can sometimes break the "rules" of proximate 
assignment and employ proximate status to serve deliberate discourse functions by 
designating proximate status where its occurrence is noticeable as an exception to the 
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general constraints governing its use. That is, by designating the owl as proximate where 
no grammatical or semantic environment requires him to be proximate, perhaps the 
narrator is suggesting listeners interpret some meaning at the level of discourse. For 
example, this could represent an instance of Goddard's "proximate shifts in function", 
where the occurrence of the second proximate foreshadows something in the following 
section ofnarrative24• In this case, the narrator could be foreshadowing the characteristic 
of agentivity in a character that has yet to act as an agent. 
By regarding the storyteller's use of obviation in (29) as an exception to the 
general rules governing proximate assignment, we can draw hypotheses regarding the 
discourse functions of similar exceptions when the owl is obviative in narrative contexts 
where we would expect him to be proximate, as in the following: 
(30) Eku pet teueuniti nenua uhua anite utashtuaikanit, shieshlaishkupaniut niiite ne 
Uiipush. (94) 
When the owl (0) landed on top of the ridge pole, Hare (P) quickly moved back 
into the forest. 
Apu tshi niitiit, tiinite kushteu nenua uhua, akushinua anite tiinite. (98) 
He (Hare-P) couldn't approach him (Frog-0) because he (Hare-P) was afraid of 
the owl (0), who was still perched on top of the tent. 
E~ tshiitiipamikut miini uhua, laiu niiite piitiipipaniu miini. (100) 
The owl (0) kept staring at him (Hare-P), which made Hare (P) run back. 
24 See page 65 for a discussion of"proximate shifts in function". 
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Ekue iapit nakataukut. ( 1 05) 
And then, he (Owl-0) flew off anyway, leaving him (Hare-P) behind. 
In these four sentences, the owl is the obviative subject of the verbs 'lands', 'perches' , 
'watches', and 'leaves', and, although it is to some degree ambiguous, it can also be 
argued that he is a semantic agent in these sentences. As discussed in Section 3.2.4., 
however, by designating the owl in these sentences as obviative, the storyteller could be 
manipulating the extent to which he thinks the owl should, in fact, be regarded as an 
agent. By breaking the "rules" of obviation, Rich could be drawing attention to the fact 
that, while the owl is landing, perching, watching, and leaving, his real purpose in the 
story- to fly at Hare in order to scare him away from Frog's food- has already been 
accomplished, and his role in the story is essentially over. 
3.4.5. Umlitshashkuk" 'Frog' 
Despite the large number of times in which Frog is referred to in the third person 
and must therefore be assigned either proximate or obviative status, the distribution of 
Frog's obviation status is extremely regular. A1123 ofFrog's occurrences as proximate 
coincide with his semantic status as an agent. Whenever Frog is proximate, he is killing, 
pretending to sleep, removing poles, making a toboggan, singing, and so forth. 
There is, however, one example in which Frog is given obviative status in what, at 
first, appears to be an exception to the rule that requires all agents to be proximate: 
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(31) Ekue kutapaniuniti niate. ( 66) 
Then, he (Frog-0) went underwater. 
In this sentence, however, the English translation is somewhat misleading. Although 
Frog is the subject of the verb kutapaniuniti 'go underwater', he is not the agent of this 
action. Rather, he goes underwater as a result of Hare having hit him and, as he falls into 
the water, is believed by Hare to be dead. In other words, when translated into English, 
the verb kutapaniuniti suggests agentivity, but the context (and the use of a lone 
obviative) show that this is not, in fact, the case. Perhaps a more accurate translation 
with regard to agentivity would therefore be: 'Then, he (Frog-0) sank into the water.' 
There are additional exceptions. In saying that there are 23 occasions where Frog 
is given proximate status, I have chosen to exclude a couple of instances involving the 
verb it- 'to say'. I have decided to treat this verb separately because of the difference in 
the way in which obviation status patterns with forms like iteu 'slhe (prox) says to 
him/her (obv)' and itika 's/he (obv) says to him/her (prox)'. This difference in how 
obviation is assigned and functions in the frame narrative can be seen in lines (70), (73), 
and (102), where Frog is proximate as the subject ofthe verb iteu: 
(32) Katshi tshiuetapet nenua utamishkuma, eft, iteu: Nishtesh, peta ma anite 
ishkuteu. (70) 
After he (Frog-P) pulled his beavers home, he (Frog-P) said to him (Hare-0): 
"My older brother, bring me some fire there." 
Uuu, uuu, iteu, nasht tshitakuinaua (73). 
"Ooh, ooh," he (Frog-P) said to him (Hare-0), "you're really hurting me." 
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Shash, shash nitepishkun,iteu ne Umatshashkult. (102) 
"Okay, okay, I am full now," Frog (P) said to him (Hare-0). 
Unlike the assignment of obviation in (32), the overwhelming tendency with regard to the 
frame narrative in this story is to designate Frog as obviative, distinguishing him in this 
way from, say, Hare, who is consistently proximate in this narrative context. Frog is the 
object of iteu on 23 occasions, and the subject of the inverse form itiku on 17 occasions, 
where he is accordingly given obviative status. This distribution allows the storyteller to 
create a ranking of these two characters: Hare (P) >Frog (0). So why is Frog given the 
unexpected role of the proximate subject of iteu in lines (70), (73), and (1 02)? 
In all three cases, Hare is the object of iteu, and so we know relative ranking is 
not coming into play, since Hare has been shown (see Section 3.3.1.) to have superior 
ranking to Frog the large majority of the time. Line (70) can be explained by one of the 
proximate environments already identified. Although Frog is usually assigned obviative 
status when he is the subject or object of iteu/itik:Ct, in this sentence he has already been 
assigned proximate status within the narrative context of the frame (i.e., as the subject of 
'pulling the beavers') and so coreference would require that Frog also be given proximate 
status in his role as speaker. A logical conclusion to draw from this distribution of 
proximate status is that the constraint requiring coreferent third persons to share obviation 
status outranks the constraint requiring a particular obviation status for the frame 
narrative verb. 
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Frog's status as proximate in lines (73) and (102), however, is more complex. As 
I hypothesized with regard to the owl, I would like to suggest that these so-called 
"exceptions" may represent two more examples of the storyteller using obviation to fulfil 
some discourse function (i.e., the assignment ofproximates here is significant within a 
larger NC). In lines (73) and (102), the context makes it clear which third person refers 
to Hare and which refers to Frog (as is the case with line (70), as well). Not needing 
obviation to distinguish between multiple third persons, then, the narrator is free to use 
obviation for some other purpose. 
A clue as to the storyteller's intent surfaces if we consider where in the storyline 
Frog becomes the subject ofiteu. In line (73), Frog tells Hare he is hurting him. Frog's 
status as proximate over Hare's status as obviative stands in stark contrast with the action 
itself, which is being carried out solely by Hare, who grabs and hurts Frog. Perhaps, 
then, by reversing their obviation statuses (and therefore their relative ranking) where it is 
clear that Hare is the agent and Frog the patient of the action, the narrator can further 
draw attention to (i.e., put focus on) the action itself. 
Similarly, in line (102), where Frog's status as proximate and his role in the 
sentence as an agentive subject are further emphasized by the full NP Umatshashkult, 
Frog has finally gotten enough to eat after the previous occasions when Hare had eaten 
all the food himself. Here, the narrator can signaling the importance of (or agentivity 
involved in) this particular moment in the story by assigning Frog proximate status- a 
status listeners do not expect to find in the context of the frame narrative. 
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Due to its length, Table 9, which shows the assignment of proximate and 
obviative status for Frog, can be found in Appendix C. 
3.4.6. Uiipush 'Hare' 
Because Hare is proximate throughout most of the story, initially it appears 
counter-intuitive to consider the few instances in which he is obviative as the "default" 
situation. However, a large percentage of Hare's occurrences as proximate can easily be 
accounted for by his presence in two proximate environments already discussed in this 
chapter. Of the 81 times when Hare is referred to as proximate (not including 
occurrences involving iteu and related forms of the verb ' to say'), 69 coincide with 
Hare's status as a semantic agent. Two more involve narrative contexts in which Hare is 
the semantic object of a verb but where he is also a proximate agent elsewhere in the 
same NC; in these cases, therefore, coreference requires that he be proximate in both 
occurrences. An example where coreference determines Hare's status as proximate is 
given in (33): 
(33) Eft' tshatapamikut mani uhua, kau niate p atapipaniu mani. (100) 
The owl (0) kept staring at him (Hare-P), which made Hare (P) run back. 
In the first clause, Hare is a non-agent in his role as the object of the owl' s stare, 
but in the second clause he is the semantic agent (and subject) of the verb patapipaniu 
's/he runs back' . Because the two third persons (Hare and the owl) are directly 
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interacting in this sentence, and are not coordinate proximates, they are required to have 
distinct obviation statuses. Therefore, it appears that, because Hare is agentive in the 
second clause, he is also required to be proximate (even as a non-agent) in the first clause 
of the sentence. Based on the rules of obviation discussed so far in this thesis, there is no 
obvious reason why the sentence would not be equally grammatical if the owl were 
proximate and Hare obviative in this sentence. However, in light of the narrator's 
tendency to make Hare proximate throughout most of the story, it makes sense that Etuat 
Rich chooses to give Hare, rather than the owl, proximate status. 
The distribution of Hare's proximate status also suggests an additional PE. The 
last group of proximate occurrences coincides with Hare's syntactic and semantic status 
as a possessor, aPE that Judith Aissen refers to as "the genitive constraint" (1997). Hare 
is a proximate third-person possessor ten times in the story, in lines (22), (41), (45), (64), 
twice in (77), and in lines (79), (80), (122), and (148). In possessive forms, the rules of 
obviation require a third-person possessor and a fourth-person (i.e., obviative third-
person) possessee. That is, "when both a possessed noun (possessum) and its possessor 
(genitive) are third persons (animate), the genitive must outrank the possessum on the 
participant hierarchy" (Aissen 1997: 711-712). An example ofthis is given in (34): 
(34) Piitukdiiit elt ushima, pituteueshpimitameu utamishkuminua. (77) 
When he (Hare-P) let his (Hare's-P) little brother (Frog-0) inside, he (Hare-P) 
threw his (Hare's-P) brother's (Frog' s-O) beavers (0) inside. 
In line (77), Hare is the third-person possessor of both his brother, Frog, and his brother's 
beavers and is therefore required to be proximate. Because possessive forms like these 
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strictly require proximate status for the possessor and obviative status for the possessee, 
the storyteller's choice to use a possessive form may represent another avoidance strategy 
employed to keep Hare proximate and other characters, like Frog, obviative. 
It is also informative to look at the nine times Hare is obviative (i.e., where no 
constraints require him to be proximate, or where his assignment as obviative is an 
exception). He is obviative three times in lines (90), (92), and (93), each of which 
involves the verb 'fly to/at', where the owl is the subject of the verb and Hare, the object. 
It makes sense that Hare is not designated as proximate in these narrative contexts since: 
1) he is not a lone third person; 2) he is not an agent; 3) he is not coreferent with a 
proximate third person; 4) he is not a possessor; and 5) the narrator is not describing 
hares in general. In other words, there is no obvious semantic or syntactic context to 
cause Hare to be proximate in this textual environment. 
Three more times when Hare is designated as obviative have already been 
discussed in the previous section. These occurrences involve sentences in which Hare is 
the object of iteu (i.e., obviative ), while Frog is the subject of iteu (i.e., proximate). 
Suggested reasons for this distribution of proximate and obviative are discussed in 
Section 3.4.5. 
Hare is also obviative twice in line (89), where he is described by the overt noun 
phrases nishtesha uiipusha on two occasions in the song that marks what would generally 
be agreed upon as the story' s climactic moment. Here, unlike the occurrences in which 
Hare is the semantic object of ' fly to/at', we would expect a proximate form, since Hare 
is the only third person in the narrative context. 
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There are a couple of possible explanations for this use of an obviative. First, if 
we treat this as another exception, the storyteller could again be breaking the general 
rules of obviation in order to draw attention to the song and its role as the story's climax. 
However, it is also possible that, in this particular example, Hare is not obviative at all. 25 
Because so much has still to be learned regarding the phonological and syntactic nature 
of the songs in these stories, it is possible that the suffix -a found on nishtesh-a and 
uapush-a in this example- which usually marks a NP as obviative --is not the 
obviative marker at all but rather some phonological addition, inserted to make the song 
flow more smoothly, or included for some other reason. 
Lastly, Hare is overtly obviative as a possessed fourth-person referent in line 
(126): 
(35) Nete tshe ututeniti ushtesha ekute anite etashtat nenu ushtikuanim. (126) 
He (Frog-P) put the head where he (Frog-P) knew his (Frog's-P) older brother 
(Hare-0) would be when he (Hare-0) arrived. 
This is the only time in the story where we get the form ushtesha 'his (P) older brother 
(0)', and it is an interesting sentence because, while the two third persons are neither 
coreferent nor coordinate, and therefore cannot share proximate status, both Frog and 
Hare are semantic agents (i.e., Hare placing the head and Frog arriving) and so it is not 
clear how the choice as to which third person should be proximate and which should be 
obviative would be made by the storyteller. Because the general tendency throughout the 
story is for Hare to be proximate and Frog to be obviative (compare Tables 9 and 10 in 
25 Marguerite MacKenzie made this suggestion in a private meeting. 
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Appendix C), it would seem that this example might also best be regarded as an 
"exception", the narrator again using an unexpected obviation status to create some other 
meaning in the discourse, perhaps placing focus on Frog and highlighting the action he is 
taking to get back at Hare by scaring him with the moose head. 
3.4. 7. Discussion 
Based on the above analysis ofthe distribution of proximate and obviative status 
for each of the characters in Uapush mak Umatshashkult, I have identified six semantic 
and syntactic environments in which a third-person referent is generally proximate (i.e., 
PEs): 1) where a referent is the lone third person in a narrative context (NC); 2) where a 
third-person referent is being described in general terms; 3) where the third person is an 
agent; 4) where the third person is coreferent with a proximate in the same NC; 5) where 
the animacy hierarchy requires a third person to have a higher status than a non-human 
third person in the same NC; and 6) where a third person occurs as the possessor in a 
possessive form. If any one (or combination) of these conditions or environments is met, 
the relevant third-person referent will usually be assigned proximate status. 
However, the above analysis also reveals exceptions to these constraints and 
suggests a storyteller will sometimes break these "rules" in order to reflect some 
discourse function in the narrative, such as drawing attention to a particular event in the 
story, foreshadowing that a particular character will serve an agentive role within the 
narrative, or implying a character's role is no longer important in the story. 
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Also, where obviation is not serving any function necessary to the interpretation 
of the narrative by the listener (e.g., eliminating ambiguities in reference), the storyteller 
will sometimes use obviation status to rank characters in a "participant hierarchy", where 
proximates rank above obviatives. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
Obviation in Meshapush 
4.1. Introduction 
This chapter extends the analysis in Chapter Three, exploring the use of obviation 
in a second Innu-aimun story, Meshapush (literally, The Great Hare), also told by Etuat 
Rich in Sheshatshiu, Labrador. As in Chapter Three, I identify and describe occurrences 
of the patterns of sustained and isolated obviation and the patterns of shifting obviation in 
the story. These patterns, like those identified in Uapush mak Umatshashkult , suggest 
the use of avoidance strategies and point to a correlation between proximates and 
agentive third persons. Secondly, I identify and analyze this story' s proximate 
environments. My conclusions indicate that third persons tend to be proximate in the 
same environments in this atanukan as in Uapush mak Umatshashkult , and that, once 
again, the storyteller will sometimes give a third person an unexpected obviation status in 
order to express meaning at the level of the discourse. 
4.1.1. Meshlipush 
Along with Uapush mak Umatshashkult , this Innu-aimun story can be found in 
Sheshatshiu Atanukana mak Tipatshimuna I Myths and tales from Shes hats hit, collected 
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by Madeleine Lefebvre and Robert Lanari in 1967 as part ofthe Labrador Innu Text 
Project. The following is a brief summary of the story. 
4.1.2. Summary of Meshlipush 
Meshapush sees many fish while walking along the shore but, even when he tries 
to spear them, he cannot catch any. He explains his dilemma to his grandmother and she 
tells him about a spider who weaves nets during the night. Taking his grandmother's 
advice, Meshapush goes and finds the spider. He hides in an old rotten tree and when the 
spider asks some girls to go fetch the rotten wood, Meshapush is brought by the girls, 
hidden inside the wood, to a spot where he watches the spider and learns how to weave a 
net. Meshapush runs home before the spider can catch him. 
Meshapush and his grandmother make a net, and Meshapush uses the net to catch 
fish. However, he has no knife and cannot clean the fish. This time, his grandmother 
tells Meshapush about a metalworker from whom he can get metal with which to make a 
knife. He goes and finds the metalworker, who gives him metal, but the piece is too thin 
and keeps bending so Meshapush cannot clean the fish. His grandmother tells him to get 
a better piece from the metalworker. Once again, Meshapush runs off and finds the 
metalworker, who refuses to give him a better piece. Meshapush hits the metalworker on 
the head and runs offwith a good piece of metal. He then makes a good knife and cleans 
the fish. 
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Without fire, though, Meshapush cannot cook the fish. So he takes his net and 
goes to the ocean where he sings out to the whales to come and join together to form a 
bridge he can cross. The whales do this, but warn Meshapush not to scratch them. He 
scratches them, and as he reaches the last whale, they go underwater. Meshapush washes 
up on shore, almost dead. Some girls find him and take him back to their house so they 
can play with him. Although their father orders them to kill him, the girls place 
Meshapush by the stove to dry out. 
After Meshapush dries out, he puts his net under his armpit and it catches fire. 
With the burning net, Meshapush runs toward home. He again scratches a whale, and 
falls into the water, but manages to run ashore with his fire. He runs home and is finally 
able to cook the fish. This, the narrator tells us, is how the Innu got fire. Never before 
Meshapush brought it there, he tells us, was there fire in their part of the world. 
4.2. Patterns of Sustained and Isolated Obviation 
4.2.1. Single Proximate Spans 
In Meshdpush, the girls who find Meshapush washed up on shore and bring him 
into their house are never given obviative status. Unlike any other character mentioned 
in either Meshdpush or Udpush mdk Um!itshashkult, this group of girls is always 
proximate, each of the 12 times they are mentioned by the storyteller. 
As was the case in many of the examples taken from Uopush mdk Umatshashkuku 
discussed in Chapter Three, the girls' status as proximate correlates with their collective 
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semantic role as a group of agents rather than patients. Every time the girls are 
mentioned, they are playing an active/agentive role in the story (walking, looking, taking 
Meshapush inside, speaking, placing a net, leaving Meshapush behind, etc.). In 11 of the 
12 occurrences, the girls are also subjects rather than objects. Once, however, they are 
the semantic object of itiku 'slhe (0) says to him/her (P)' . As in Uapush mak 
Umatshashkuk!', where the storyteller uses avoidance strategies to keep Hare proximate, 
here the narrator keeps the girls proximate (i.e., avoids making them obviative) by using 
the verb's inverse form. 
Meshapush, the story's main character, is also proximate for long spans of 
narrative throughout most of the story, although there are eight occasions where the 
narrator briefly assigns him obviative status. This distribution can be seen clearly in 
Table 19, given in Appendix C, and is discussed in greater detail in Section 4.4.1. of this 
chapter. 
4.2.2. Coreferent Proximates 
The following shows an example of coreferent proximates in Meshapush: 
(36) Ek!' anite ushpishkunnzt uet natat, pemushinatauat, keutauat ne, uetshipitamuat 
nenu utassikumannu, tshauepatuat nenu menuanit, eukuannu tapue. (50) 
Then he (Meshapush-P) went over there towards his (Metalworker' s-O) back, he 
(P) crept up behind him, (Metalworker-G), he (P) threw something (metal-0), he 
(P) knocked him (Metalworker-G) down, and ran back with the good piece of 
metal (0); indeed it was the one (0) (that he wanted). 
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In this example, the subject ofthe verbs 'rejoin', 'throw', 'knock over', 'grab', and 'run 
home carrying' are all proximate. Because multiple proximates in a single NC have been 
shown to represent coreferent NPs, we can deduce that the subject of each of these verbs 
refers to the same character. And, from the context, we know each of the proximates 
refers to Meshapush. Although the designation of obviative status cannot tell us whether 
the multiple obviatives in this sentence are coreferent, contextual clues indicate that it is 
the metalworker who is both rejoined and knocked down by Meshapush and the piece of 
metal that is thrown, grabbed, and judged to be good. 
Another example of coreferent proximates can be seen in the following: 
(37) Apu tshl uapamakanit an ianap'itshet'i, tepishkanit'i elt ianap'itshet. (9) 
"No one can see her (Spider-P) when she (Spider-P) makes the nets. At night, she 
(Spider-P) makes the nets." 
This is an interesting example of coreferent proximates because it shows us that, by using 
proximate status, a storyteller can signal a verbal object's coreference with a verbal 
subject. Here, for instance, the spider is both the subject of the verbs ianap'itshet'i 'when 
she (Spider-P) makes a net (0)' and ianap'itshet 'she (Spider-P) makes a net (0)' and the 
object ofthe verb uapamakanit 'someone (0) sees her (Spider-P)'. As readers or 
listeners, we know the spider must be the one who is seen, as well as the one who makes 
the net, because of the proximate status of the object (and patient) of uapamakanit. 
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4.2.3. Coordinate Proximates 
Nowhere in Meshiipush are two proximates joined by a conjunction or present in 
the same clause. However, in (38), two proximates occur in separate clauses of the same 
sentence in what, at first, appears to be a single narrative context: 
(38) Kiitshi tshituteht, ekue iinapitshet. (20) 
After they (Girls-P) left, then she (Spider-P) made the net. 
In (38), both the girls and the spider are proximate. However, it is important to note that 
most ofthe instances ofproximates coexisting in a single sentence (i.e., possible 
coordinate proximates) in Meshiipush and Uiipush miik Umiitshashkult occur in 
sentences constructed like the one given above; that is, in most sentences in these two 
stories containing two non-coreferent proximates, the first occurs in a temporal clause 
beginning with the preverb kiitshi 'after', and the second occurs in the following clause 
after the particle ekue 'at that moment, then'. 
This distribution suggests these multiple proximates are perhaps better analyzed 
as something other than coordinate proximates. In Sections 3.3.3. and 4.3.3., these 
constructions are dealt with as "proximate shifts in function", but another possibility is 
that the multi-clausal construction whose first clause begins with kiitshi ' after' represents, 
in fact, two distinct obviation spans, where the two proximates can seemingly co-exist 
and still obey the grammatical constraint requiring a single proximate in a particular 
narrative context. Semantically, this is also a plausible explanation, because the two 
clauses are separated in time, the first action having already been completed at the time 
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when the second commences. More evidence would be needed, however, to substantiate 
this alternative hypothesis. 
4.2.4. Obviative Spans 
In Uapush mak Umatshashkult, the owl is obviative for a span of narrative where 
he is the less active/agentive third person and in which Hare, the more active third 
person, is kept proximate by the storyteller (see 3.2.4.). A similar pattern shows up in 
Meshapush. Although the father is only mentioned three times, he is always obviative, as 
seen in (39): 
(39) - Nuta, iteu, nipeshuanan ne aueshish. (71) 
"Father," they (Girls-P) said to him (Father-0), "we brought home an animal 
(Meshapush-P)." 
- Mauat, nipaikw anite, itiku nenua utauia. (73) 
"No, kill it there," their father (0) said to them (Girls-P). 
- Namaieu an, iteu. (75) 
"No, it isn't," she (one ofthe girls-P) said to him (Father-0). 
Even when the father is speaking to the girls, ordering them to kill Meshapush, 
the narrator avoids giving him proximate status by using both the inverse form of the 
verb 'to say' (i.e., itiku) and the third-person possessive form of the noun denoting 
'father' (i.e., utauia 'their father (0)'). That the narrator keeps the father obviative is not 
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surprising when we consider the context in which the father appears. Each time the 
father is mentioned, rather than playing an active role in the story, he is always speaking. 
In fact, the father never actually does anything in the story; he only tells his daughters 
what they should do (and his daughters ignore his orders). His daughters, however, play 
a very active role in the story, taking Meshapush home (line (70)), bringing him inside, 
placing him near the stove (line (77)), and so forth. As in Uapush mak Umatshashkult, 
then, we again fmd a pattern where a particular non-active (non-agentive) third person 
remains obviative for the span of narrative during which it is juxtaposed to another, 
clearly active or agentive, third person. 
4.2.5. Discussion 
By looking at the patterns of sustained and isolated obviation in a second Innu-
aimun iitanukan, we find that similar tendencies and correlations occur in both stories. 
Specifically, characters tend to remain proximate over the particular stretch of narrative 
in which they are agentive. And, the reverse is also often the case; often characters will 
remain obviative for the period in which they are non-active or non-agentive. These 
patterns also give insight into what constitutes the narrative context (NC) in which the 
rules of obviation apply. Based on the pattern found with katshi 'after' constructions, for 
example, we might hypothesize that separate clauses constitute distinct NCs when they 
are temporally distinct from one another (i.e., when the action in the first clause precedes 
or follows the action in the second clause). 
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4.3. Patterns of Shifting Obviation 
4.3.1. Proximate Shifts 
The following passage from Meshapush shows an example of a proximate shift 
that parallels an example from Uapush mak Umatshashkult discussed in Chapter Three: 
( 40) Eft uiashkashapepanit ne ishkueu, kukuminash. (28) 
Then, that woman (P), the old woman (P), started cutting babiche on her own. 
Kiitshi uiishkashiipet ne kukuminiish, ekue iinapitshet Uiipush, iinapitshepanu. 
(29) 
After the old woman (P) made babiche, Hare (P) made a net; he (Hare-P) made a 
net on his own. 
Before line (28), when her status shifts to proximate, the grandmother is always 
obviative. Again, this shift is consistent with the theory that agentivity requires 
proximate status, since the grandmother becomes proximate when she cuts the babiche. 
Line (29), however, is another example of a kiitshi 'after' construction (see 4.2.3.). While 
the two clauses may constitute separate NCs, they can also be analyzed another way. The 
use of obviation in line (29) is also interesting if we consider the possibility that obviation 
status can sometimes reflect equality (or lack of equality) between characters. In the first 
clause of this sentence (and in line (28)), the grandmother is proximate when she is 
cutting the babiche that will enable Meshapush to make the net. In the second clause, 
Meshapush makes the net and plays his role toward their shared goal of catching fish. As 
with Hare and Frog in Uiipush mak Umatshashkult (see Example (20)), here Meshapush 
and his grandmother can be viewed as members of a team, and it can be argued that the 
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storyteller's choice to give them the same obviation status serves to grammatically 
encode their semantic equality. 
4.3.2. Proximate Switches 
In Uapush mak Umatshashkult , Hare and the owl switch status where there is a 
corresponding shift in agentivity. When Hare is more agentive, he is proximate and the 
owl is obviative, and vice versa. In Meshapush, a similar switch in status occurs between 
Meshapush and the spider: 
(41) - Shash tshitshf tshissinuapamitin, iteu, etanap ztshein, etapekaut tshitanapz. (23) 
"I already saw what you were doing," he (Meshapush-P) said to her (Spider-0), 
"the way you weave your net." 
At ututamueu eni/(1, apu kd tsheshtaudt. (24) 
The spider (P) kept trying to hit him (Meshapush-0), but she (Spider-P) couldn't 
hit him (Meshapush-0). 
In line (23), Meshapush observes the spider and learns how to weave a net and, in doing 
so, becomes the more agentive of the two third persons in the narrative context. 
Correspondingly, Meshapush is given proximate status and the spider is assigned 
obviative status. In line (24), however, the spider tries to hit Meshapush and, having 
become the more agentive third person in this situation, shifts from obviative to 
proximate, while Meshapush' s status shifts from proximate to obviative. As in Uapush 
mak Umatshashkuk11 , this proximate/obviative switch can be explained entirely by 
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agentivity, where the more agentive third person receives proximate status, and the less 
agentive third person is designated the default obviative status. 
4.3.3. Proximate Shifts in Function 
In Chapter Three, I argue that a stretch of narrative in which Hare and Frog are 
both proximate can be explained as a series of proximate shifts where proximate status 
shifts from one third person to the other, but where, because the non-proximate third 
person is not mentioned, we see no textual evidence for the shifts. The following passage 
from Meshapush, where obviation patterns similarly, can be explained in the same way: 
( 42) Ee uiashkashapepanit ne ishkueu, kukuminash. (28) 
Then, that woman (Grandmother-P), the old woman (Grandmother-P), started 
cutting the babiche. 
Katshi uashkashapet ne kukuminash, ekue anapitshet Uapush, anapitshepanu. 
(29) 
After the old woman (Grandmother-P) made the babiche, Hare (P) made the net 
(0); he (Hare-P) made the net (0) on his own. 
Ktitshi anapitshet ekue nipaitit namesha tapue. (30) 
After he (Hare-P) made the net (0), indeed he (Hare-P) caught fish (0). 
Mishta-mitshetinua namesha nepaiat. (31) 
He (Meshapush-P) caught many fish (0). 
In line (28) and the first clause of line (29), the grandmother is proximate. Then, in the 
second clause of line (29) - and in lines (30) and (31) - Meshapush is proximate. 
Although there is no textual evidence for the grandmother' s shift to obviative after 
Meshapush is given proximate status (i.e., she is not mentioned in lines (30) and (31 )), it 
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is possible to argue that this is, in fact, what happens. If we posit an abstract obviative 
status for the unmentioned character and argue that what look like multiple proximates 
are in fact proximate shifts in function, then we eliminate the problem of two non-
coordinate, non-coreferent third persons coexisting as proximate in a single narrative 
context. That is, we can say that in the second clause of line (29), the grandmother is 
obviative, but because she is not mentioned, we simply do not see any results of this shift. 
Furthermore, line (32) supports this analysis: 
(43) - Apu takuak mukuman, iteu ne kukuminash. (32) 
"There is no knife (P)," that old woman (Grandmother-F) said to him 
(Meshapush-0). 
Once again, the grandmother is proximate, but this time the transitive verb iteu ' slhe (P) 
says to him/her (0)' implies Meshapush as its obviative object and so there is evidence of 
Meshapush's shift from proximate to obviative. 
4.3.4. Obviative Shifts 
Meshapush is generally proximate when he is the subject or object of the verb it-
'to say' . However, there are a few instances where Meshapush shifts to obviative status 
in this contexe6: 
( 44a) Mishta-mitshetinua namesha nepaiat. (31) 
He (Meshapush-P) caught many fish (0). 
26 Meshapush' s status before and after the shifts is underlined. 
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- Apu takwik mukuman, iteu ne kukuminash. (32) 
"There is no knife {P)," that old woman (Grandmother-P) said to him 
(Meshapush-0). 
( 44b) Elt apu tshi uinameshet eshlt, us ham papakashinu nenu, uakiipissinamu mani 
nenu at ua uinamesheti. ( 40) 
But, he (Meshapush-P) couldn't clean the fish yet. It (the metal piece-0) was too 
thin. He (Meshapush-P) kept bending it as he (Meshapush-P) tried to clean the 
fish. 
"' Mauat apu minuat au, iteu nenua ussima. ( 41) 
"No, it (knife-P) is no good," she (Grandmother-0) said to her grandson 
(Meshapush-0). 
Etatu menuanit kanuenitamu an. ( 42) 
"He has a better one (P)." 
« Apu minuat », tshe itiit. (43) 
"It (knife-P) is no good," she (Grandmother-P) would say to him (Meshapush-0). 
- Eshe, itiku. (44) 
"Yes," he (Meshapush-0) said to her (Grandmother-P). 
In both (44a) and (44b), Meshapush's status shifts from proximate to obviative. 
Furthermore, these shifts occur while Meshapush is being informed of some obstacle 
preventing him from attaining his goal of eating the fish. In ( 44a), his grandmother tells 
him they have no knife with which to clean the fish; in ( 44b ), she explains that the knife 
he has acquired is no good because it keeps bending and is not be strong enough to clean 
the fish. 
Another obviative shift involves the whales, who are proximate the first few times 
they are mentioned, then shift to obviative, and remain obviative for as long as they 
appear in the story. Their shift from proximate to obviative is given in ( 45): 
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(45) - Eshe, itikU. (60) 
"Yes," he (Meshapush-0) said to him (Whale-P). 
Nete tshekat nenua mashten kassipiteu ekue kutapaniuniti. (63) 
He (Meshapush-P) was almost on the last one when he (Meshapush-P) scratched 
him (Whale-0) and it (Whale-0) went underwater. 
As seen in the above example, the whale shifts to obviative status after Meshapush steps 
on and scratches him. After this point, even when the whales are the lone third-person 
referent in the sentence, they are obviative: 
( 46) Ekue kutapan'iuniti kassinu etashinit'i. (87) 
Then then all (Whales-0) went underwater. 
Eukuekwi kuetapan'iunit'i kassinu. (89) 
All of them (Whales-0) went underwater. 
The distribution of proximate and obviative status for the whales suggests their shift to 
obviative may reflect some other meaning in the narrative. By keeping the whales 
obviative in environments where we would expect them to be proximate (i.e., when they 
occur in PEs), the storyteller may be accentuating a difference in the whales' status in the 
story before and after they have been scratched by Meshapush. 
4.3.5. Discussion 
As with the patterns of sustained and isolated obviation, the patterns of shifting 
obviation in Meshapush closely resemble those found in Uapush mak Umatshashkult. 
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Once again, there is a strong correlation between proximate status and the corresponding 
referent's role as an agent. However, several shifts in status also appear to reflect the 
storyteller's use of obviation to serve some discourse function, for example highlighting a 
character's status or focusing on some event or aspect of the story. These patterns also 
suggest an alternative analysis for katsh'i 'after' constructions. Although they can be 
analyzed as a case of two clauses representing distinct NCs, they can also be explained as 
proximate shifts in function, where, if we posit an abstract obviative status, we can argue 
that the first proximate has shifted to obviative but, because the newly-obviative third 
person is not mentioned, we have no textual evidence for the shift. 
4.4. Proximate Environments: Semantic and Syntactic Contexts Where Proximate 
Occur, and the Default Obviative 
In Chapter Three, I identified six environments in which third-persons are usually 
designated as proximate (see Section 3.4.7.). In this section, I test this analysis to see if 
the characters in Meshapush are proximate in the same environments and if any 
additional proximate environments surface. Here, I explore the environments in which 
the following characters are proximate: 1) the father; 2) the fish; 3) the whale(s); 4) the 
grandmother; 5) the metalworker; 6) the spider; 7) the girls; 8) the (other) girls; and 
9) Meshapush. I also further explore the contexts in which the storyteller designates a 
third person as obviative in aPE or gives a third person proximate status in an 
unexpected environment in order to serve some discourse function. 
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4.4.1. Utiiuia 'Father' 
Although the girls' father is mentioned only three times, it is significant that, 
unlike any other character in Uiipush miik Umiitshashkult or Meshiipush, the father is 
always obviative (i.e., never proximate). This distribution is easily explainable, though, 
if we analyze the immediate NCs in which he is mentioned. The father only appears in 
the story when he is speaking to, or being spoken to by, his daughters. Based on findings 
discussed in Chapter Three, we already know forms of the verb 'to say' (including iteu, 
itiku, etc.) interact with obviation assignment differently than quoted speech or other 
types of frame narrative. Obviation status with regard to this verb often functions: 1) to 
distinguish multiple third persons; and 2) to reflect a ranking- proximate over obviative 
-between the two third persons involved. It follows, then, that the girls, who are more 
prominent in the story than their father, are the subject of the direct form of the verb ' to 
say' and therefore assigned proximate status, and that, in contrast, the narrator makes the 
father the subject ofthe inverse form of the verb 'to say' in order to assign him the 
default obviative status. The father's obviation status is represented in Table 11: 
Table 11: Obviation Status of Utiiuia 
Utiiuia 'Father' 
Line Prox/ Pattern E/1 Syntactic Semantic Comment 
# Obv Role Role 
71 voc,O E (PN) iteu-obj ntita, spoken to FN 
73 0 OSp E itikti-sbj says, that father AV,FN 
75 0 I iteu-obj spoken to FN 
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4.4.2. Names hat 'Fish' 
The fish, who are mentioned eight times in the story, are only proximate twice. 
The storyteller assigns them as coreferent proximates in one sentence, where they are the 
lone third-person referent in their narrative context, as shown in ( 4 7): 
(47) Nukum, iteu, apu tshz nipaikau anite nameshat, mishta-mztshetuat. (6) 
"Grandmother," he (Meshapush-P) said to her (Grandmother-G), "I couldn't kill 
the fish (P); they (Fish-P) were very many.'.27 
Elsewhere, the fish are obviative, and occur in narrative contexts that do not require 
proximate status (i.e., where they are non-agentive, occur alongside more prominent third 
persons, etc.). That the fish are almost always obviative is not surprising, however, since 
they are always patients rather than agents; their role in the story is limited to being 
plentiful, caught, cleaned, cooked, and eaten by Hare, and they are referred to in relation 
to Hare as he tries to acquire them for food. The obviation status of the fish is given in 
Table 12: 
Table 12: Obviation Status of Nameshat 
Nameshat 'Fish' 
Line Prox/ Pattern E/I Syntactic Semantic Comment 
# Obv Role Role 
2 0 E PNVobj seen, are big/many intro'd 0 
3 0 I Vobj (not)killed no nAG 
4 0 , 0 I Vobj x2 (not )speared,killed nonAG 
27 Although the noun phrase Nukum 'Grandmother' looks like a third-person referent, it is actually a 
vocative form and therefore acts as if in a separate narrative context from the rest of the sentence. 
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Nameshat 'Fish' (continued) 
Line Prox/ Pattern E/I Syntactic Semantic Comment 
# Obv Role Role 
6 P,P PS E PN Vobj, Vsbj (not)killed, are big lone 3p, CoP 
30 0 OS E PNVobj caught/killed nonAG 
31 0 E PNVobj caught/killed nonAG 
4.4.3. Ulipame/(' 'Whale' 
The obviation status assigned to the whale- who is alternately referred to in the 
singular (the last whale) and plural (the entire group of whales)- is represented in the 
following table: 
Table 13: Obviation Status of Ulipamek" 
Uapamelt 'Whale' 
Line Prox/ Pattern E/I Syntactic Semantic Comment 
# Obv Role Role 
56 voc E interj Mishtamekw 
57 Px2 E Vsbj PN, uapamekuat, be in AG (pi) 
Vsbj groupx2 
59 p E PN iteu-sbj uap. says AG (s), FN 
60 p I itikfi-obj spoken to AV,FN 
63 Ox2 OS E Vobj, Vsbj nenua, scratched, go nonAG, AG 
under (s) 
64 0 I Vsbj goes under AG 
86 Ox2 E Vobj PN-0, stepped on, scratched nonAG 
Vobj 
87 Ox2 I Vsbjx2 go under, are a # ? 
88 0 I itakanil- they say FN 
indef 
89 0 I Vsbj go under 
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The whale( s) are proximate four times. Twice, they are proximate where they are the 
lone third person in the sentence: 
(48) Ekue ne iishakumuat tiipue uiipamekuat, iishakumuat neka ite akiimit. (57) 
Then, it is true, the white whales (P) got themselves hooked together right across 
the river.28 
One of the whales is also proximate two times, first as the subject ofiteu and 
second as the object of itiku: 
(49) Nika kutapaniuniin uesh kdssipishiiiti, iteu ne uiipamelt. (59) 
"We will go underwater if you scratch us," that white whale said to him. 
Eshe, itikU. (60) 
"Yes," he (Meshapush-0) said to him (Whale-P). 
In both cases, the storyteller assigns Meshapush obviative status and assigns the whale 
proximate status in relation to the verb it- 'to say' (i.e., iteu, itiku) in the frame narrative. 
Because Meshapush is the main character, and therefore the one we would expect to be 
assigned the more prominent status (i.e., proximate), this distribution could reflect some 
additional meaning in the discourse. For example, by assigning this unexpected 
proximate status, the storyteller could be drawing attention to the importance of the 
whale's role in the story. 
28 The river, although translated into English as a third-person referent, is a locative form denoting the 
location of the action (i.e., across the river). 
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4.4.4. Ukuma 'Grandmother' 
The grandmother is proximate seven of the 13 times she is mentioned in the story. 
Two occurrences in which she is designated as proximate are given in the following: 
(50) Eft uiashkashapepanit ne ishkueu, kUkuminash. (28) 
Then, that woman (Grandmother-F), the old woman (Grandmother-F), started 
cutting the babiche. 
Katshf uashkashapet ne kukuminash, ekue anapl.tshet Uapush, anapl.tshepanu. 
(29) 
After the old woman (Grandmother-F) made the babiche, Hare (F) made the net; 
he (Hare-F) made the net on his own. 
In (50), the grandmother fulfils the semantic role of agent as the subject ofthe verbs 
uiashkashapepanit 'cuts babiche' and uashkashapet 'cuts babiche'' but other factors 
influence the narrator's choice to make her proximate. While the two coreferent and 
explicit references to the grandmother (ne ishkueu and kUkuminash) and her grammatical 
inclusion as a verbal subject all represent a single third-person referent in line (28)- the 
nominal concept of 'babiche' encompassed in the intransitive verb uiashkashapepanit 
'cuts babiche' - there is not only a second third person in line (29), but a second 
proximate. Because the second proximate refers to Meshapush, the two cannot corefer 
and only a few explanations, therefore, can account for this distribution of proximates. 
First, the grandmother and Meshapush can be analyzed as coordinate proximates, 
as I propose in Section 4.2.3. They can also be analyzed as proximate shifts in function, 
as I posit in Section 4.3 .1. Thirdly, these multiple proximates may represent another 
exception to the rules of obviation assignment, where the narrator purposely breaks the 
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rule that generally allows only one proximate in a narrative context. Lastly, it can be 
argued that the grandmother and Meshapush occur in separate narrative contexts, and can 
therefore both be proximate (see 4.2.3.). This argument becomes more convincing when 
we consider the syntactic structure of the sentence; the grandmother appears in the first 
clause, headed by katshl ' after', and Meshapush appears in the second clause after ekue 
' and then', his action occurring in a temporally-distinct environment. 
The grandmother's obviation status is given in Table 14: 
Table 14: Obviation Status of Ukuma 
Ukuma 'Grandmother' 
Line Prox/ Pattern Eli Syntactic Semantic Comment 
# Obv Role Role 
6 VOC, E (POSSD3) (nfikurn)spokento interj .I A V, FN 
0 iteu-obj 
7 0 I itikt1-sbj speaks AV, FN 
10 0 I iteu-obj spoken to FN 
11 0 I itikt1-sbj speaks AV,FN 
28 P, P, PS E Vsbj, PN, cuts, woman, old AG (team?) 
p PN woman 
29 p E Vsbj PN cuts, old woman ' after' clause 
32 p E PN iteu-sbj old woman, speaks sees problem, FN 
35 0 OS I iteu-obj spoken to Hare agrees, FN 
41 p PS I iteu-sbj speaks sees problem, FN 
43 p I itit-sbj would say sees problem, FN 
44 p I itiku-obj spoken to Hare agrees, FN 
55 0 OS E iteu-obj spoken to, nenua proposes solution, 
PN fikuma FN 
91 0 E iteu-obj PN spoken to, Ukuma H finds fire (AG), 
FN 
Ill 
As shown in the above table, the remaining five times in which the grandmother is given 
proximate status all occur in the frame narrative. These are discussed in further detail in 
Section 4.4.9. 
4.4.5. Kliiasslkumanitshesht 'Metalworker' 
The metalworker is proximate six times. In line (33), he is the lone third person; 
in line (51), he is the possessor of the third-person noun phrase 'metal' in utassikumanim; 
and in lines (34), (38), and (51), the animacy hierarchy can account for his proximate 
status, as given in Example (51): 
(51) Tshipa tshi minilt natuenitamuti assikumana tshetshi mukumanitshein. (34) 
"Perhaps he (Metalworker-P) would give you metal (0) to make a knife, if you 
asked him (Metalworker-P)." 
Ekue mindt ne kdiassikumanitshesht, papatshishekushinu nenu mineu. (38) 
Then, the metalworker (P) gave him a very thin piece (0) (of metal). 
Eft ne uiashkamenimut apu akuannit nene utassikumanim ne 
kaiassikumanitshesht. (51) 
Then, when he (Metalworker-P) woke up, the metalworker's (P) metal (0) was 
gone. 
The animacy hierarchy requires the metalworker, who is proximate, to be superior in 
status than the inanimate and non-human assikuman-a 'metal-obviative', and 'thin piece', 
expressed as obviative in the verb paptshishekushinu ' it is a thin piece (0)'. However, 
the metalworker's status as proximate in these sentences can also be explained by his 
simultaneous presence in other proximate environments. Twice when the metalworker is 
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proximate in these lines, he is also a semantic agent. The metalworker's proximate status 
in lines (34) and (38), then, can also be explained by the fact that he is the agent of the 
verb mineu 'he gives', and his proximate status in line (34), where he is the semantic 
object of the verb natuenitamuti 'asks for', can be accounted for by coreference. 
The metalworker's obviation status is given in Table 15: 
Table 15: Obviation Status of Kiiiassikumanitshesht 
Kiiiassikumanitshesht 'Metalworker' 
Line Prox/ Pattern Ell Syntactic Semantic Comment 
# Obv Role Role 
33 p E PN metalworker intro'd P 
34 Px2 I Vsbj-inv, Vobj he gives you, AG,AH 
you ask him 
37 Ox2 OS E Vobj D, iteu-obj seen, spoken to nonAG,FN 
38 p PS E PNVsbj gives (metal) AG,AH 
45 0 OS I Vobj found/gotten nonAG 
46 0 I iteu-obj spoken to FN 
47 0 I itikft-sbj says AV, FN 
48 0 I iteu-obj spoken to FN 
50 Ox2 I Vobjx2 found/thrown at nonAG 
51 Px3 PS E Vsbj, POSSR3, awakes, his AH 
PN metal, PN 
4.4.6. Enik" 'Spider' 
The spider is proximate 13 times in Meshiipush. Nine times, she is the semantic 
agent in her narrative context (in lines (7), (8), (9), (11), (12), (20), and (24)); once, she is 
the lone third person (line (10)); one occurrence can be explained by coreference (line 
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(9)); and twice, she is proximate in the frame narrative involving the verb ' to say', once 
as the subject of iteu, and once as the object of itikU, in lines (15) and (17) respectively. 
The spider's occurrences as proximate in the frame narrative are given below: 
(52) Natuiipamelt uissitiilt, iteu uetakussinit. (15) 
"Go look for rotten wood (P)," she (Spider-P) said to them (Girls-0) in the 
evening. 
Eshe, itikU. (17) 
"Yes," they (Girls-0) said to her (Spider-P). 
In this example, the spider is given proximate status, and the girls are assigned obviative 
status. When the spider speaks with Meshapush in line (23), however, she is obviative 
and Meshapush is proximate: 
(53) Shiish tshitshi tshissinuiipamitin, iteu, etiinapitshein, etiipekaut tshitiinapi. (23) 
"I already saw what you were doing," he (Meshapush-P) said to her (Spider-0), 
"the way you weave your net." 
Which third person is assigned proximate status in relation to the verb it 'to say' in the 
frame narrative is significant in that it suggests a relative ranking of the characters. 
Based on the storyteller' s assignment of obviation status in (52) and (53), for example, 
we can interpret the following ranking: Meshapush > Spider > Girls. 
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Table 16: Obviative Status of Enik" 
Enilt 'Spider' 
Line Prox/ Pattern Ell Syntactic Semantic Comment 
# Obv Role Role 
7 p E Vsbj PN eniku, makes webs intro'd P, AG 
8 p I Vsbj PN eniku, makes webs AG 
9 (P?), I Indef., (not)seen, makes AGx2 
Px2 Vsbjx2 netsx2 
10 p I Vobj (I) look for him AV 
11 p I Vsbj will kill AG 
12 p I Vsbj will (not) kill 
13 0 OS E Vobj, found/gotten nonAG 
PNsomeone 
15 p PS I iteu-sbj speaks AG,FN 
17 p I itikd-obj spoken to AV,FN 
20 p I Vsbj makes web AG 
21 0,0 OS I Vobj, Vsbj seen, makes net nonAG, AG 
23 0 I iteu-obj spoken to FN 
24 P,P PS E PNVsbj, (try to) hit, (not) AG (but 
Vsbj hit missing) 
4.4.7. Ishkuessat 'Girls' 
The storyteller assigns the girls proximate status three times. They are the lone 
third person in line (14), and they are required by the animacy hierarchy to be proximate 
in line (18), where both the ishkuessat ' girls (P)' and the animate, but non-human, 
uissitakua 'rotten wood (0)' occur in the same NC. They are also proximate in line (20), 
involving a katshi 'after' construction (refer to Section 4.4.4.): 
(54) Katshi tshituteht ekue [mapitshet. (20) 
After they (Girls-P) left, then she (Spider-P) made the net. 
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Once again, in a two-clausal sentence headed by the preverb katshi, two proximates can 
coexist where one (the girls) occurs in the first clause and the other (the spider) occurs in 
the second clause. 
The only environment in which the girls are not proximate is in relation to the 
verb it- 'to say' where, as speakers and hearers, they are obviative relative to the 
proximate spider in lines (15) and (17). This distribution of obviation status in the frame 
narrative therefore suggests the ranking: Spider > Girls. 
Table 17: Obviation Status of Ishkuessat 
Ishkuessat 'Girls' 
Line Prox/ Pattern E/I Syntactic Semantic Comment 
# Obv Role Role 
14 p E Vsbj PN ishkuessat, come out lone 3p 
15 0 OS I iteu-obj spoken to FN 
17 0 I itiku-sbj speak AV,FN 
18 p PS E PNVsbj anitshenat ishkuessat, AH 
bring wood 
20 p I Vsbj leave S makes web 
4.4.8. Ishkuessat '(Other) Girls'29 
Unlike any other character in either Uapush mak Umatshashkult or Meshapush, 
and even though they are never the lone third person in their narrative context, the 
ishkuessat '(other) girls' are always proximate, as shown in Table 18: 
29 I have called these girls the '(other) girls ' in order to distinguish them from the girls discussed in 4.4.7. 
These girls are the ishkuessat who fmd Meshapush washed up on shore and bring him into their home. 
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Table 18: Obviation Status of (other) Ishkuessat 
Ishkuessat '(Other) girls' 
Line Prox/ Pattern E/1 Syntactic Semantic Comment 
# Obv Role Role 
66 p E Vsbj PN ishkuessat, walk around AH 
67 p I Vsbj see AG 
68 p I iteu-sbj say AG 
70 p I Vsbj take (M) inside AG 
71 p I iteu-sbj say FN 
73 p Psp I itiktl-obj spoken to AV,FN 
75 p I iteu-sbj say FN 
77 Px2 I Vsbjx2 bring inside, place/check net AGx2 
79 Px2 I Vsbjx2 leave him, check net AGx2 
80 p I Vsbj leave him AG 
The girls are proximate in three proximate environments: I) they are agents in 
lines (67), (70), (77), (79), and (80), where they 'see', 'take', 'bring', 'place', and 'leave' 
Meshapush; 2) they are proximate in line (66), where the animacy hierarchy requires 
them to have a higher obviation status than the inanimate and non-human mitshuiip 
'house'; and 3) in lines (68), (71), (73), and (75) in the frame narrative, the storyteller 
assigns the girls proximate status and their father, with whom they are speaking, 
obviative status, producing the ranking: Girls> Father. In line (68), also involving the 
verb iteu, one of the girls is designated as proximate when speaking to the other girls in 
the group, who are relegated to obviative status. 
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4.4.9. Meshapush 'Meshapush' 
The distribution of proximate and obviative status assigned to Meshapush is fairly 
complex, although a large number of his proximate occurrences can be accounted for by 
the following: 1) his status as an agent; 2) the effect ofthe animacy hierarchy; 3) his 
occurrence as the lone third person in a NC; 4) his status as a possessor; and 5) his 
occurrence in a sentence involving the klitshi 'after' construction. The remaining times 
where Meshapush is proximate all involve varying forms of the verb it- ' to say' and 
occur in the frame narrative. However, Meshapush is sometimes proximate and 
sometimes obviative in this environment, as shown in (55a): 
(55a) Shash tshitshi tshissinuapamitin, iteu, etanapitshein, etapekaut tshitanapi. (23) 
"I already saw what you were doing," he (Meshapush-P) said to her (Spider-0), 
"the way you weave your net." 
Apu minuat au ka min in, iteu, uauakapissipanu. ( 46) 
"What you gave me is no good," he (Meshapush-P) said to him (Metalworker-0). 
"It (0) keeps bending." 
(55b) Apu takuak mukuman, iteu ne kUkUminash. (32) 
"There is no knife (P)," that old woman (P) said to him (Meshapush-0). 
Nika kutapaniun{m uesh kassipishiati, iteu ne uapamek?. (59) 
"We will go underwater if you scratch us," that white whale (P) said to him 
(Meshapush-0). 
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In (55a), the storyteller assigns Meshapush the higher status relative to the spider and the 
metalworker, but in (55b), the whale and the grandmother are given the higher status. 
While the rankings ofMeshapush >Spider, Meshapush >Metalworker, and Whale(s) > 
Meshapush are sustained throughout the story (in the context of the frame narrative), the 
grandmother and Meshapush's statuses as proximate and obviative sometimes switch, as 
shown in (56a) and (56b): 
(56a) Nukum, iteu, apu tshl nipdikiiu anite nameshat, mishta-mitshetuat. (6) 
"Grandmother," he (Meshapush-P) said to her (Grandmother-0), "I couldn't kill 
the fish; there were very many." 
Tau anite nussim, itiku, dnapitsheu enilt. (7) 
"There is, my grandchild," she (Grandmother-0) said to him (Meshapush-P), "a 
spider (P) who makes nets." 
(56b) Mdudt apu minudt au, iteu nenua ussima. (41) 
"No, it's no good," she (Grandmother-P) said to her grandson (Meshapush-0). 
Apu minudt, tshe itdt. (43) 
"It is no good," she (Grandmother-P) would say to him (Meshapush-0). 
In (56a), Meshapush is proximate and in (56b), he is obviative. What determines this 
distribution can be explained by the respective roles of the grandmother and Meshapush. 
The majority of the time, Meshapush is proximate relative to the grandmother in this 
environment, yielding the ranking Meshapush > Grandmother. Only when the 
grandmother points out a problem to Meshapush is the ranking reversed and the 
grandmother assigned the more prominent proximate status: 
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(57) Apu takuiik mukumiin, iteu ne kukuminiish. (32) 
"There is no knife (P)," that old woman (Grandmother-P) said to him 
(Meshapush-0). 
Miiuiit apu minuiit au, iteu nenua us sima. ( 41) 
"No, it's no good," she (Grandmother-P) said to her grandson (Meshapush-0). 
Etatu menuiinit kanuenitamu an. ( 42) 
"He has a better one (P)." 
Apu minuiit, tshe itat. (43) 
"It is no good," she (Grandmother-P) would say to him (Meshapush-0). 
Eshe, itikU. (44) 
"Yes," he (Meshapush-0) said to her (Grandmother-P). 
In the above example, the grandmother is proximate when she tells Meshapush he has no 
knife with which to clean the fish (line (32)) and when she tells him the metal he has is 
no good because it keeps bending (line (41)). It is also important to note that the speaker 
in line (32) is marked overtly by the noun phrase kakuminash 'old woman (P)' and that 
the hearer in line ( 41) is marked overtly by us sima ' his/her grandson ( 0)'. Because the 
characters are explicitly identified in this way, it is not necessary for the narrator to use 
iteu and itiku for the purpose of distinguishing speaker and hearer. 
These are the only instances in which the grandmother ranks above Meshapush in 
this syntactic context, and it is therefore plausible that the narrator is using this 
unexpected ranking to highlight the importance of the grandmother's role in telling 
Meshapush what he needs in order to clean the fish. 
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4.4.1 0. Discussion 
My analysis of the proximate environments in Meshapush has shown that third 
persons in this story are generally proximate in all six of the PEs identified in Uapush 
miik UmiitshashkuJ<4. The analysis has also pointed to a seventh environment, the kiitshi 
'after' construction, in which third persons are proximate. That the same PEs show up in 
both stories is significant because this provides further evidence for the existence of a 
finite set of constraints determining the distribution of proximates and obviatives not only 
in these two narratives, but perhaps in the genre more generally. Further study, therefore, 
may reveal these PEs to be genre-defining features of Innu-aimun iitanukana, or even of 
all Algonquian myth-legends. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
Conclusions 
5.1. General Conclusions 
In this thesis, I have characterized the complexity involved in the syntactic and 
semantic role of obviation in two Innu-aimun atanukana. While obviation is to some 
extent a grammatical (morphological and syntactic) phenomenon in Algonquian 
narratives, it must also be understood as a discourse phenomenon, reflecting participant 
hierarchies and carrying layers of meaning involving discourse salience and the 
individual creative expression of the storyteller at this higher level of linguistic 
communication. The analyses in this thesis have shown, as argued by Ann Grafstein, that 
"obviation within sentences is governed by syntactic constraints which are part of 
sentence grammar, while obviation across sentences is governed to a large extent by 
properties of discourse" (1981 :87). The identification and description of patterns of 
sustained, isolated, and shifting obviation and the detailed and systematic analysis of the 
immediate syntactic and semantic proximate environments have suggested a theory of the 
constraints that govern obviation both within and across sentences (or, otherwise stated, 
within different types of narrative context). These analyses have also presented a theory 
of how a creative storyteller can manipulate these constraints in order to use obviation as 
a tool of discourse. This chapter summarizes the conclusions suggested by the different 
uses of obviation explored in this thesis. 
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5.1.1. Patterns of Sustained and Isolated Obviation 
By virtue of the fact that they involve proximate or obviative statuses that are 
maintained by the storyteller over prolonged stretches of narrative, the patterns of 
sustained and isolated obviation found in the two Innu-aimun iitanukana provide 
evidence in support of the argument that a storyteller can use obviation to create meaning 
at the level of discourse. Specifically, it is significant that the same patterns show up in 
both stories. Just as we find a tendency to keep Hare proximate in Uiipush miik 
UmiitshashkuJt, we also see a tendency to keep Meshapush and the father's daughters 
(the ishkuessat) proximate in Meshiipush. Furthermore, I have shown that, in both 
stories, the narrator employs avoidance strategies in order to maintain the proximate 
status of these characters. In other words, that these characters remain proximate for a 
prolonged duration in the narratives reflects the purposeful intent of the storyteller. 
Not only are characters kept proximate by the storyteller; the analysis of these 
obviation patterns indicates that a character's status as obviative will also often be 
purposely sustained by the narrator. In Uiipush miik UmlitshashkuJt, the storyteller uses 
avoidance strategies on the one hand to keep Hare proximate and, on the other hand, to 
keep the owl obviative for a stretch of narrative; in Meshiipush, similar strategies are 
employed by the storyteller in order to keep the father obviative. 
Of more significance than the presence of the same patterns of sustained and 
isolated obviation in both stories, then, is the fact that, in both Ulipush miik 
UmiitshashkuJt and Meshiipush, the storyteller uses avoidance strategies to purposely 
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sustain the obviation status (either proximate or obviative) of a particular character. 
Although much of the criteria involved in the choice of whether to make a third-person 
referent proximate or obviative can indeed be found at the level of the clause or sentence 
(as shown in the analysis ofproximate environments), the patterns of sustained and 
isolated obviation provide evidence for the fact that the storyteller also considers larger 
contexts in the story, and sometimes the story as a whole, in making the choice between 
proximate and obviative status for a third-person referent. 
5.1.2. Patterns of Shifting Obviation 
Like the patterns of sustained and isolated obviation, the patterns of shifting 
obviation show that obviation can be triggered, and can carry meaning, at the level of 
discourse (i.e., obviation can be used to reflect a character's global importance). For 
example, that characters like the whales (in Meshapush) only shift status once throughout 
the entire narrative suggests a change in obviation status is likely significant within the 
context of the story as a whole and implies the location of the shift may coincide with a 
semantic shift in the story. 
However, the patterns of shifting obviation also indicate that not only is the 
choice of obviation status meaningful within the scope of larger stretches of narrative but 
it often carries meaning within smaller contexts like the clause or sentence (i.e., obviation 
can also be used to reflect a character's local importance). For example, in the two 
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atanukana, these patterns indicate that a change in obviation status often coincides with a 
change in agentivity, where third persons are assigned proximate status if they are agents. 
In this way, the shifts in obviation and the way in which they pattern in these two 
stories provide evidence that both larger narrative contexts (e.g., the story as a complete 
entity) and smaller narrative contexts (e.g., the clause or sentence) influence the 
storyteller's choice of whether to make a third-person referent proximate or obviative. 
Lastly, the analysis of the patterns of shifting obviation raises the possibility that 
obviation status is assigned to characters at an abstract level (i.e., even characters that are 
not explicitly mentioned are assigned either proximate or obviative status). By analyzing 
some multiple proximates as proximate shifts in function, we find that even characters 
who are not mentioned can be argued to have underlying obviation statuses, where 
explicitly-mentioned proximate third persons shift to obviative when they are not 
mentioned, and shift back to proximate when they reappear in the story. 
5.1.3. Proximate Environments 
A detailed look at the smaller narrative contexts that generally require a third 
person to be proximate in these two atanukana reveals a set of seven environments in 
which the relevant third person will usually have proximate status: 1) where a referent is 
the lone third person in a NC; 2) where a third-person referent is being described in 
general terms; 3) where the third person is an agent; 4) where the third person is 
coreferent with another third person in the same NC who is required to be proximate; 
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5) where the animacy hierarchy requires a third person to have a higher status than a non-
human third person in the same NC; 6) where a third person occurs as the possessor in a 
possessive form; and 7) in a katshi 'after' construction. 
Having identified these proximate environments, exceptions to the rules 
governing obviation surface in instances where the storyteller assigns a third person 
either obviative status in a proximate environment, or proximate status in a context other 
than a proximate environment. These exceptions appear to be a reflection of the 
storyteller's intentional manipulation of the rules governing obviation in order to employ 
obviation as a tool of discourse within a context larger than that encompassed in a 
proximate environment. By using an unexpected obviation status in this way, the 
narrator can signal meaning at the level of discourse, placing focus on a character, 
foreshadowing an event, and so forth. 
An understanding of the way in which obviation is triggered and carries meaning 
in smaller narrative contexts better equips us to clarify the ways in which the storyteller 
can use obviation at the level of discourse. For example, because the data suggest a 
proximate is often assigned its status based on its semantic role as an agent, we might 
interpret an unexpected proximate (e.g., proximate status assigned to a character who is 
not explicitly described as an agent) as a signal of agentivity. Similarly, we might 
hypothesize that an unexpected proximate status functions to foreshadow the important 
role a character will play later in the story. 
The analysis of proximate environments also indicates that, while obviatives have 
been shown to be the default status, given to third-person referents who do not occur in a 
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proximate environment, this does not imply that obviative status is relegated to default 
status when triggered within larger narrative contexts. That is, although obviative status 
is the default situation when assigned in contexts like the clause or sentence, by giving a 
third person the unexpected status of obviative in a proximate environment, the 
storyteller can use this predominantly-default status for a discourse function such as a 
character's lack of agentivity or inferior status relative to another, more prominent 
character. 
The analysis of proximate environments also points to a hierarchy of characters 
that the storyteller can express- in some contexts- through obviation. By designating 
third persons as proximate or obviative (most notably when they are the subject or object 
of the verb it- 'to say'), as long as obviation status is not serving the function of 
distinguishing between multiple third persons, the storyteller can rank proximate third 
persons above obviative third persons, using obviation to create a participant hierarchy. 
5.2. Concluding Remarks 
In answer to the question, "Does the use of obviation in narratives reflect not only 
grammatical functions but discourse functions as well?," the overwhelming answer must 
be yes, "the choice of proximate referent and the distribution of proximate shifts is based 
largely on higher-level discourse factors" (Russell 1996: 368). Not only does the use of 
obviation in the two Innu-aimun stories reflect a set of finite rules that drive a 
storyteller's choice of proximate or obviative status for each third-person referent in 
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smaller narrative contexts, but, because the rules governing obviation are sometimes 
purposely broken within the NC of the sentence or clause, it suggests a storyteller's 
assignment of obviation must correspond to something meaningful at the level of 
discourse. Goddard shares the conclusion that obviation functions as a tool of discourse: 
For a given pair of animate third persons in a discourse there is, in the first 
place, the option of which to make proximate and which to make obviative. 
Even when a proximate has been established, however, there is still the 
option of whether to make the next third person an obviative or a new 
proximate. It is because of this flexibility and the way it functions that 
obviation must be considered a category of discourse, rather than of 
sentence syntax (Goddard 1990:318). 
While I would stress that it is equally important to recognize the significant syntactic and 
semantic role that obviation plays at the level of the sentence or clause- where the uses 
of obviation identified in these two atam1kana may be shown in future studies to 
characterize the genre oflnnu-aimun atam1kana, or Algonquian myth-legends in general 
- I agree with Goddard that obviation is at the same time a discourse phenomenon. 
Beyond the syntactic and semantic functions obviation fulfils within the context of a 
sentence or clause in this thesis, obviation has been shown to serve discourse functions 
that reflect the storyteller's "creativity in using what is available in the language to tell a 
compelling and coherent story" (Spielmann 1998:198). 
That the grammatical form of obviation can be used to express meaning beyond 
more basic grammatical functions supports Dell Hymes' and Dennis Tedlock's assertion 
that "native North American performed narratives are better seen as oral poetry than as 
what Western cultures have classified as prose" (Russell1991 :320). Similarly, inspired 
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by the papers of Joel Sherzer and Anthony Woodbury (1987:2), Dahlstrom sums up the 
role of the study ofNative American discourse analysis: 
Work in ... [the ethnopoetics ofNative American discourse] ... seeks to 
simultaneously bring out the art and power of Native American literature 
by attending to the linguistic details of the original text, and to increase 
our understanding of the grammatical oppositions within the language by 
investigating their use in the context of verbal art (1996:124). 
Dahlstrom highlights an important aspect oflinguistic study. In no case can linguistic 
structures be completely separated from the contexts in which they occur. Nor should we 
attempt this complete disassociation. To bring this point back within the scope ofthis 
thesis, we can learn much about obviation by considering its many roles in Algonquian 
narratives while at the same time experiencing the art and power the literature expresses. 
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APPENDIX A: 
Interlinear Translation of Uapush mak Umatshashkuku 
\ref 001 
\ tx Pepamipatat 
\mr papamipata -t 
\gl IC.run.dup -CIN.3 
ekw 
ekw 
then 
p 
Uapush. 
uapush 
hare 
NA \ps VAI -sfx 
\f Hare was off on his run. 
\ref 002 
\ tx Uia.pamat 
\mr uapam -at 
auennua 
auen -inua 
\gl IC.see -(TA)CIN.3>4 someone -obv(s/pl) 
pro.indef -sfx \ps VTA -s fx 
\tx akushinua kakua. 
\mr akushi -ini -u -a kakw 
\gl be .perched -obv -IIN. 3 -obv(s / pl) porcupine 
\ps VAI -sfx -s fx -sfx NA 
-a 
- obv(s/pl) 
-s fx 
\f He (Hare) saw someone, the porcupine, perched (in a t r ee) . 
\ref 003 
\tx Akushinua auennua 
\mr akushi -inua auen -inua 
\gl be .perched -obv (s / p l) someone - obv(s/pl ) 
\ps VAI - sfx pro.indef -sfx 
\tx uapameu, 
\mr uapam -e -u 
\gl see - (TA)TS .dir . 3>4 -IIN. 3 
\ps VTA - sfx -sfx 
\ tx uauiesh i nua kakua. 
\mr uauieshin -u -a kakw -a 
\gl be.round - IIN.3 -obv (s / pl) porcupine -obv(s/pl) 
\ps VAI -sfx -sfx NA -sfx 
\f He saw someone who was perched, a round porcupine. 
\ref 004 
\ t x Tshauepatat 
\ mr t shiuepata 
\gl I C. run.home 
\ps VAI 
ekw, 
-t ekw 
-CIN.3 the n 
-sfx p 
patutepatat 
pitutepata 
IC . run.ins ide 
VAI 
ui tshi t. 
-t uitshu -it 
-CIN . 3 home -Loc 
-sfx NI -sfx 
\ f Then he ran b ack and ran i ns ide hi s home . 
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\ref 005 
\tx Ka - ui utamaitsheua 
\mr ka ui utamaitsh -e -u -a 
\gl subjv try . to hit -(TA) TS . di r .3>4 -IIN. 3 - sbjctv 
\ps prfx prv VTA -sfx - sfx -s f x 
\ tx ekue itit anite utsh i pishkuamit . 
\mr ekue it i -t anite u- tshipishkuat - im - it 
\gl at.that . moment do - CIN.3 there 3 - doorway - pass - Lac 
\ps p VAI - sfx dem . adv prfx- NI - sfx - sfx 
\f He seemed to be tryin g to hit out ; he did it there at the doorway. 
\ref 006 
\tx - Tan etin ekw ? itiku . 
\mr tan iti -in ekw ? it -ikw -u 
\gl what IC . do -(AI)CIN.2 then ? say -(TA) TS.inv.4>3 -IIN. 3 
\ps p VAI - sfx p ? VTA -s fx -sfx 
\f " What are you doing?" he (Frog) said to him (Hare) . 
\ r ef 007 
\tx - « Tan etin ? » ituekatueu . 
\mr tan iti -in ? ituekat ue -u 
\gl what IC.do - (AI)CIN . 2 ? reply - IIN. 3 
\ps p VAI -sfx ? VAI - sfx 
\f "What are you doing?" he (Hare) repeated back to him. 
\ref 008 
\tx Minaush tshitshi pipimuten, iteu . 
\mr minaush tshi - tshi pimO.te -n it - e -u 
\gl hardly you- can walk.dup - IIN. 2 say - (TA)TS.dir . 3>4 -IIN . 3 
\ps p prfx- prv VAI -sfx VTA - sfx - sfx 
\f " You can hardly walk," he (Hare) said to h im (Frog ) . 
\ ref 009 
\tx Tshika nakatitin takushiniti . 
\mr tshi- ka nakat -itin takushin -ti 
\gl 2- fut leave.behind -IIN .1 >2 arrive - (AI)CS.3 
\ps prfx- prfx VTA - sfx VAI - sfx 
\f "I (Hare) will leave you behind when he (porcupine) arrives . " 
\ ref 010 
\tx Mueu anite mishtikua auen 
\mr mu -e - u anite mishtikw -a au en 
\gl eat -(TA)TS.dir .3>4 -IIN. 3 there tree -obv (s/pl) someone 
\ps VTA -sfx -sfx dem . adv NA -sfx pro . indef 
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\ tx nuapamau, akushiu anite. 
\mr ni- uapam - a - u akushi - u anite 
\gl 1 - see - (TA)TS.1>3 - IIN . 3 be.perched - IIN . 3 there 
\ps prfx- VTA -sfx -sfx VAl -sfx dem . adv 
\f "I saw someone eating a tree there; he (porcupine) was perched up 
there." 
\ref 011 
\tx Mishta - kushtashinakushu tshitshue. 
\mr mishta kushtashinakushi - u tshitshue 
\gl very look.scary - IIN. 3 really 
\ps prfx VAl -sfx p 
\f "He really l ooked v ery scary. II 
\ref 012 
\tx - Tshi tshue uitshitu 
\mr tshitshue uitshiti - u 
\gl really taste.good -IIN . 3 
\ps p VAI - sfx 
\tx ne, nishtesh, i tiku . 
\mr ne ni - shtesh it - ikw - u 
\gl that 1- brother say - (TA)TS.inv. 4>3 -IIN . 3 
\ps pro .dem . an prfx- NAD VTA - sfx - sfx 
\f " I t rea l l y tastes good, my older brother (Hare )," he (Frog) said to 
h i m. 
\ r ef 013 
\ tx Mate i t utai anite, ekw tshe nipaik . 
\ mr mat e itutai -i anite ekw tshe n ipai - k 
\g l we l l . then take - (TA) I mp . 2> 1 there so fut ki ll -(TA)CIN . 1 
\ps p VTA -sfx dem . adv p prv VTA -s f x 
\f " So , take me (Frog) there now , and I will kill him (porcupine) . II 
\ref 014 
\tx - Eshe , iteu . 
\mr ehe it -e - u 
\gl ye s say -(TA)TS.dir . 3>4 - IIN . 3 
\ps p VTA - sfx - sfx 
\f "Yes ," h e (Hare ) told him (Frog ) . 
\ref 01 5 
\ tx Tshatuatamat ekw, e kw 
\mr tshituatam -at ekw e kw 
\gl IC . carry -(TA)CIN . 3>4 then then 
\ ps VTA -sfx p p 
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\tx nep,ha t nenua 
\mr nipa i - a t nenua 
\gl IC. k i ll - (TA)C I N. 3>4 . t hat 
\ps VTA - s fx pro . dem . an . obv(s/p l ) 
\tx kakua ne Umatsha shkukw, 
\mr kakw -a ne uma t s hashkukw 
\gl porcupine - obv(s/pl) that f rog 
\ps NA - sfx pro.dem . an NA 
\ tx nepaiat nenua. 
\mr nipai - a t nenua 
\gl I C . k i ll - (TA)CI N. 3>4. t hat 
\ps VTA - s f x pro . dem . an . obv (s/pl ) 
\f He (Hare) carried h i m ( Frog) , and then Frog killed the porcupine, he 
killed him . 
\ r ef 016 
\tx Katshi nipaiat ekue tshiuetaiat . 
\mr katshi nipai -at ekue t shiuetai - at 
\gl after kill - (TA)CIN . 3>4 . at . that . moment take . home - (TA)CIN . 3>4 . 
\ps prv VTA - sfx p VTA -sfx 
\f After killing it (porcupine) , he (Frog) took it home. 
\ref 017 
\tx Piatakuepanit ekw ne Uapush. 
\mr patakuepani -t ekw ne uapush 
\gl IC . singe . q uills - CIN.3 t hen that h are 
\ps VAI - sfx p pro . dem.an NA 
\f Then Hare b urned the quil l s off the porcupine . 
\ r e f 0 18 
\tx - Nipa iteu . 
\mr nip a i t - e - u 
\gl sleep . Imp . 2 say - (TA)TS . dir . 3>4 - IIN . 3 
\ps VAI VTA - s fx - sfx 
\f " Go to sleep!" he (Hare) told him (Frog) . 
\ref 019 
\ tx Tshika ashamitin an, tshika 
\mr tshi - ka a sham - itin an tshi - ka 
\gl 2- f ut feed -IIN. 1>2 that 2- fut 
\p s prfx- p r fx VTA - sfx pro.de m.an prfx- prfx 
\tx pekuni tin tshishtenue iani . 
\mr pekun -it in tshishtenue -iani 
\gl wake . s . o . -IIN . 1>2 be . finished . cooking -(AI) CS . l 
\ps VTA -sfx VAI -s fx 
\f "I will feed you; I will wake you when I am done cooking . " 
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\ref 020 
\tx Ekw nepat tapue , 
\mr ekw nip a -t tapue 
\gl t h en IC.sleep - CIN . 3 indeed 
\ps p VAI -sfx p 
\tx ne Umatshashkukw nipekashu . 
n ipekash 
p retend. to. sleep 
VAI 
\mr ne uma t shashkukw 
\gl that frog 
\ps pro.dem.an NA 
- u 
-IIN. 3 
-sfx 
\f Then he ( Frog) indeed went to s l eep, but Frog only pretended to 
sleep . 
ekue 
\ref 021 
\tx Katshi 
\mr katshi 
\gl after 
\ps prv 
piminuepanit 
piminuepani -t 
cook -CIN.3 
VAI -sfx 
ekue 
at . t hat.moment 
p 
\tx muakuet. 
\mr muakue - t 
\gl eat .porcupine -CIN.3 
\ps VAI - sfx 
\f After he (Hare) finished cooking , he ate the porcupine. 
\ref 022 
\ tx Nipanua nenua 
\mr nipa - ini -u -a nenua 
\gl sleep -obv -IIN . 3 -obv(s/pl ) that 
\ps VAI -sfx -sfx -sfx p r o . dem . an . obv(s / pl ) 
\tx ushi.ma . 
\mr u- shim - a 
\gl 3- younger.sibling - obv(s/pl) 
\ ps prfx- NAD -sfx 
\f His younger brother (Frog) was as l eep. 
\ref 023 
\ tx Tanite nan a tshikakum ? 
\mr tanite nan a tshi - kakw -im ? 
\gl where that(dead) 2- porcupine -poss ? 
\ps p . intrg pro.dem .an prfx- NA -sfx ? 
\tx itiku . 
\mr it -ikw -u 
\gl say -(TA)TS.inv . 4>3 -IIN. 3 
\ps VTA -sfx -sfx 
\f "Where is your dead porcupine?" h e (Frog ) said to him (Hare). 
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\ref 024 
\tx - Takushinipana t nekana t tshishteshat, 
\mr takushin - pan - a t nekan at tshi- s htesh -at 
\gl arr ive - IIP . 3 - IIN. 3p those(absent) 2 - brother - NA.pl 
\ps VAI -sfx -sfx pro.dem.an.pl prfx- NAD -sfx 
\tx nitashamauat, kassinfi 
\mr ni- a sham -a -u - at kassinu 
\gl 1 - feed - (TA) TS.l>3 - IIN. 3 -IIN.3p all 
\ps prfx- VTA -sfx - sfx -s fx p 
\tx nekani 
\mr nekani 
tshi tamue ua t, 
t s hitamu 
eat .comp l etely 
VTA 
- e - u - at 
\gl those(absent) 
\ps pro.dem.an.obv 
-(TA) TS.dir.3>4 - I I N.3 - IIN.3p 
-sfx - sfx -sfx 
\tx iteu . 
\mr it -e - u 
\gl say -(TA)TS.dir.3>4 -IIN.3 
\ps VTA - sfx -sfx 
\f "Your (Frog ' s ) older brothers were here and I (Hare) fed them and 
they finished all of it (porcupine) , " he said to him. 
\ref 025 
\tx ( Uin an mueu, 
\mr u.in an mu - e -u 
\gl 3 that eat -(TA)TS .dir . 3>4 - IIN. 3 
\ps pro pro. d e m.an VTA - sfx - sfx 
\tx peikukueshu . ) 
\mr peikuku - e -shi -u 
\gl do . s.t . alone - (TA)TS . dir . 3>4 -dim -IIN. 3 
\ps VTA - sfx - sfx - sfx 
\f (He was the one that had eaten it , all by himself) 
\ ref 026 
\tx Ekw apfi mitshi shuniti kanapua . 
\mr ekw apu m.itshi shu -ini -t.i kanapua 
\gl then not eat -obv -(AI)CS.3 definitel y 
\ps p neg VAI -sfx - sfx p 
\f Then, he (Frog) had nothing at all to eat. 
\ref 027 
\tx Minuat ekue tshi tfitet, minuat e shpi sh 
\mr m.inuat ekue tshltute - t m.inuat eshpish 
\gl again at . that.moment leave -CIN.3 again as . much . as 
\ps p p VAI -sfx p prv 
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\tx 
\mr 
\gl 
\ps 
anite 
anite 
there 
dem . adv 
tat . 
i ta - t 
be - CI N.3 
VAI - s fx 
\f Again he (Hare) t oo k off, aga i n while he was there . 
\ref 028 
\ tx Pepamipata t, shakapiunu 
\mr papamipata - t shakapiu - ini - u 
\gl I C.run . dup - CIN . 3 be.water . full . of . bush e s - obv -IIN. 3 
\ps VAI - sfx VII - sfx - sfx 
\ tx eishpatat . 
\mr ishpata - t 
\gl IC . leave . runni ng.dup - CI N.3 
\ps VAI -sfx 
\f He (Hare) ran there where the stream was ful l of bushes . 
\ref 029 
\tx Tshekuannu tshemateni t , uishtinu 
\mr tshekuan -inu tshimate -ini -t uisht - i nu 
nete 
nete 
over . there 
dem . adv 
\gl what -obv(s / pl) IC . stand - obv - CIN.3 l odge - obv(s/pl ) 
\ps p / NI - sfx VAI - sfx - sfx NI - sfx 
\f What was standing there but a beaver l odge! 
\ref 030 
\tx Nanatuakamenua 
\mr nanatuakam - e -ini -u -a 
\gl break . in . two.dup - (TA)TS . dir . 3>4 -obv - I I N. 3 - obv (s / pl) 
\ps VTA - sfx - sfx -sfx -sfx 
\ tx mishtikua . 
\mr mishtikw - a 
\gl tree - obv(s/pl) 
\ps NA -sfx 
\f They (the beavers) wer e chewi ng down trees . 
\re f 031 
\ tx Tshauetishimut ekw. 
\ mr tshi uetishi mu -t ekw 
\gl IC . run.back -CIN . 3 then 
\ ps VAI -sfx p 
\f He (Hare) ran back home . 
\ ref 032 
\tx Katshi tshiuetish i mut, ekw tekushipatat 
\ mr ka t s hi tshiuetishi mu -t ekw takushipata 
\gl afte r run.back - CIN . 3 then IC.arrive . running 
\ps prv VAI -sfx p VAI 
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-t 
- CI N. 3 
-sfx 
\ tx anite ui tshit. 
\mr anite uitshu - it 
\gl t here home - Loc 
\ps dem.adv NI - sfx 
\f After runnin g home , he ran into his home. 
\ref 033 
\tx Ka - ui utamaitsheua anite 
\mr ka ui utamaitsh - e - u -a anite 
\gl subjv try. to hit - (TA)TS.dir.3>4 - IIN. 3 - sbjctv ther e 
\ps prf x prv VTA - sfx - sfx - sfx dem.adv 
\tx ekue it it an i te utshipishkuamit . 
\mr ekue iti - t anite u - tshipishkuat - im -it 
\gl at . that . moment do -CIN . 3 there 3- doorway -poss - Loc 
\ps p VAI - sfx dem . adv prfx- NI - sfx - sfx 
\f He seemed to want to hit something there , and he did it there a t his 
doorway. 
\ref 034 
\ tx Ashuapameu nen ua, 
\mr ashuapam - e -u n enua 
\gl wait . fo r -(TA)TS.dir . 3>4 - IIN. 3 that 
\ps VTA - sfx -sfx pro . dem.an . obv(s/pl ) 
\ tx kushteu tshetshi 
\mr kusht -e - u tshetshi 
\gl fear . s . o . - (TA)TS . dir . 3>4 - IIN.3 so . that 
\ps VTA - sfx - sfx prfx . conj 
\tx nashaukut . 
\mr nashau - ikw - t 
\gl swim . after -(TA)TS . inv . 4>3 - CIN . 3 
\ps VTA - sfx - sfx 
\f He waited for him, because he was afraid that he mi ght have been 
fo llowed . 
\ref 035 
\tx - Tan etin ekw nishtesh ? itiku . 
\mr tan iti -in ekw ni- shtesh ? it -i kw -u 
\gl wha t IC. do - CIN . 2 then 1 - brother ? say -( TA)TS . inv . 4>3 - IIN. 3 
\ps p VAI - s fx p prfx- NAD ? VTA - sfx -s f x 
\f "What a r e you doing , my broth e r?" he (Frog) said to him (Hare) . 
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\ref 036 
\tx - « Tan etin ? » itue ka t ueu. 
\mr tan iti - in ? ituekatue -u 
\gl what IC.do -(AI )CIN . 2 ? r eply -IIN . 3 
\ps p VAI -sfx ? VAI -sfx 
\f "What are you doing?" he (Hare) repeated back to him . 
\ref 037 
\ tx Minaush tshitshi pipimuten, iteu. 
\mr minaush tshi- tshi p i mute - n it -e - u 
\gl hardly 2- can wal k. d up -IIN . 2 say -(TA) TS.di r .3>4 -IIN. 3 
\ps p prfx- prv VAI - sfx VTA - s fx - sfx 
\f " You can hardly walk," he (Ha re) s aid to him (Frog). 
\ref 038 
\tx Mitshuap 
\mr mitshuap 
\gl house 
\ps NI 
an ite tshimateu. 
a n ite tshimate -u 
t here stand - I IN . 3 
dem . adv VII - sfx 
\f "There's a house standing there." 
\ref 039 
\ tx Mishtikua nenua 
\mr mi shtikw -a nenua 
\gl tree - obv( s /pl) that 
\ps NA - sfx pro.dem . an.ob v(s/pl ) 
\tx nanatuakameuat 
\mr nanatuakam - e -u -at 
\gl break . in . two . dup -(TA)TS . dir.3>4 - I IN.3 -IIN . 3p 
anite 
anite 
there 
dem . adv \ps VTA - sfx -sfx - sfx 
\tx shakaikani t . 
\mr shakaikan - it 
\gl lake -Loc 
\ps NI - sfx 
\f "They (the beavers) are chewi ng down trees, there at the lake . " 
- kashimapitetshenat, 
\ref 040 
\ tx Mishta 
\mr mishta 
\gl ve ry 
\ps prfx 
kashimapite -tshen -at 
\tx 
\mr 
\gl 
\ps 
have.sharp . teeth -(AI)IDN.3 -IIN. 3p 
VAI - sfx -s f x 
tshitshue 
tshitshue 
really 
p 
makumitakui, 
makum - itakui 
bite -(TA)CS.3>21 
VTA -sfx 
tshessinat 
tshessinat 
surely 
p 
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tshika 
tshi- ka 
2- fut 
prfx- prfx 
\ tx nipaikunanat, 
\mr nipai - ikw -inan -at 
\gl kill -(TA)TS.inv.3>21 - (AI) IIN. 21 -IIN . 3p 
\ps VTA -sfx -sfx -sfx 
\tx iteu. 
\mr it -e -u 
\gl say -(TA)TS.dir.3>4 -IIN. 3 
\ps VTA -sfx -sfx 
\f "They(beavers) must have very sharp teeth. Indeed, if they were to 
bite us, they would surely kill us," he (Hare ) said to him (Frog). 
\ref 041 
\tx - Tshitshue uitshitu, nishtesh, 
\mr tshitshue uitshiti -u ni- shtesh 
\gl really taste.good -IIN. 3 1- brother 
\ps p VAI -sfx prfx- NAD 
\ tx i tiku . 
\mr it -ikw -u 
\gl say -(TA)TS.inv .4>3 -IIN.3 
\ps VTA -sfx - sfx 
\f "It (beaver) really tastes good, my older brother," he (Frog ) said 
to him. 
\ref 042 
\tx Amishkw an. 
\mr amishkw an 
\gl beaver that 
\ps NA pro.dem.an 
\f "It is a b eaver." 
\ref 043 
\tx Mate tshe 
\mr mate tshe 
\gl well.then fut 
\ps p prv 
\tx nipaiakut. 
\mr nipai -akut 
ituatamin, 
ituatam 
bring.on.one's.back 
VTA 
\gl kill -(TA)CIN.2lp>3p 
\ps VTA -sfx 
tshe 
-in tshe 
-CIN. 2>1 fut 
-sfx prv 
\f "Well , carry me there , and we will kill them." 
\ref 044 
\ tx - Eshe , iteu. 
\mr ehe it - e -u 
\gl yes say -(TA)TS.dir . 3>4 -IIN . 3 
\ps p VTA -sfx -s f x 
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\f " Yes ,u he (Hare) s a i d to h im (Frog) . 
\ref 045 
\tx Ts h atuatet 
\mr ts h ituate 
\gl lC . leave . carrying . s . o . 
\ps VAl 
\tx ushima , 
\mr u - shim 
\gl 3 - younger.s i b ling 
\ps prfx- NAD 
uiapannit 
-t uapan 
- C1N . 3 l C . be. d awn 
- sfx VII 
- a 
- ob v( s /pl ) 
- s f x 
\tx papamutaieu 
\mr p apamut ai - e -u 
\gl car ry.around . dup 
\ps VTA 
- (TA)TS . dir . 3>4 -1 1N. 3 
- sfx -sfx 
-ini -t 
-obv -C1N . 3 
- sfx - sfx 
nenua 
nenua 
that 
pro . dem . an . obv(s/pl) 
\ tx ua nipaituakushiti tshekuann u, 
\mr ui nipai - tuakushi 
\gl lC . want kill 
\ps prv VTA 
\ tx papamua teu, 
\mr papamuat 
-? 
-? 
\gl carry . on . one ' s . back . dup 
\ps VTA 
\ tx tshatshipataht 
\mr tshitshipata - ht 
\gl lC.run . away -(AI)CIN . 3p 
\ps VAl -sfx 
\tx petshitinat 
\mr patshitin -at 
\gl lC . put . down -(TA)C1N . 3>4 
\ps VTA -sfx 
-ti tshekuan - inu 
- (Al ) CS . 3 what - obv(s/pl) 
- sfx p / Nl - sfx 
- e - u 
- (TA)TS.dir. 3>4 - 11N . 3 
- sfx - sfx 
ekw, nete 
ekw nete 
then over . there 
p dem. adv 
tapue . 
tapue 
i ndeed 
p 
\f He (Hare ) left the next day with his younger brother (Frog), 
carrying him on his back . He was walking around when suddenly he took 
off , and then he (Hare) put him (Frog) down . 
\ref 046 
\tx Ekw iesset ekw . 
\mr ekw esse - t ekw 
\gl then IC . break . ice . for . beave r - CIN . 3 then 
\ps p VAI - sfx p 
\f Then h e (Hare) chopped through the ice to get to the beavers. 
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\ref 047 
\tx Ani t e uashkaimw nenu 
\mr anite uashk - am -u n e nu 
\gl there place .sti cks.around - (TI)TS.3>4 - IIN. 3 that 
\ps dem . a d v VT I -sfx -sfx pro . dem . in.obv 
\tx ekue 
\mr ekue 
\ gl at . that .moment 
\ps p 
tshipauat . 
tshipau 
clos e.s . o . off 
VTA 
-at 
- (TA)CIN . 3>4 
-s fx 
\f He (Hare) p u t sticks around (and) then he c l osed off (the lodge 
entrances ) . 
\ref 048 
\tx - Ekw, iteu, 
\mr ekw it - e -u 
\gl then say - (TA)TS . d i r.3>4 - IIN. 3 
\ps p VTA -sfx - sfx 
\tx tsh e tshishkaiman, tshe utinamishkuein . 
\mr tshe tshishk -am - an tshe utinami shkue - in 
\gl fut dig - (TI ) TS.3>4 - CI N. 1>4 fut grab.beaver.Imp. 2 -(AI)CIN . 2 
\ps prv VTI - sfx - sfx prv VAl - s fx 
\f "Ok, " he (Hare) said to him (Frog ) , "I will dig a round with my 
stick . You g r ab t h e beavers. " 
\ref 049 
\tx - Eshe , itiku 
\mr ehe it - ikw 
\gl yes say - (TA)TS. i nv.4 >3 
\ps p VTA -sfx 
\tx Umatshash kukua. 
\mr umatshashkukw -a 
\ g l frog - obv(s/pl) 
\ps NA - sfx 
- u 
-IIN . 3 
-sfx 
\f " Yes , " Frog said to him (Hare ) . 
\ ref 05 0 
nenua 
nenua 
that 
pro . dem . an.obv(s/pl ) 
\tx - Tshe utinamishkuein, iteu. 
\mr tshe utinamishkue -in it -e -u 
\gl f ut grab.beaver - (AI ) CIN . 2 say - (TA)TS.dir . 3>4 - IIN. 3 
\ps prv VAl - sfx VTA - s fx -sfx 
\f " You grab t he beavers , " h e (Hare ) sai d to him (Frog). 
\ ref 051 
\tx - Eshe , itiku . 
\mr e h e it -i kw -u 
\gl yes say -(TA)TS . inv .4 >3 - IIN . 3 
\ps p VTA -sfx -sfx 
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\f "Yes, u he (Frog) said to him (Hare). 
\ref 052 
\tx Ekw ne Umatshashkukw 
\ mr ekw ne umatshashkukw 
\gl then that frog 
\ ps p pro . dem . an NA 
\tx teuashkunamuat 
\mr tuashkun - am -uat 
\gl IC.knock . down.sticks - (TI ) TS.3>4 -CIN.relational. 3 
\ ps VTI - sfx -sfx 
\tx nenua amishkua . 
\mr nenua amishkw -a 
\ gl that beaver - obv(s/pl ) 
\ps pro . dem.an . obv(s/pl ) NA - sfx 
\f Frog too k the poles away for the beavers . 
\ r e f 053 
\tx Tuashkunamu ekue 
\mr tuashkun -am -u ekue 
\gl knock . down.sticks - (TI)TS . 3>4 - IIN.3 at . that.moment 
\ps VTI - sfx -sfx p 
\tx shapushaputuepanniti, 
\mr shaputuepaniu -ini -t i 
\ gl go . straight.through.dup -obv - (AI)CS.3 
\ps VAI -sfx -s fx 
\ tx shapushaputuepaniunua 
\mr shaputuepaniu -ini -u -a 
\gl go.straight.through . dup - obv - IIN. 3 -obv (s /pl) 
\ps VAI 
\ tx nenua . 
\mr nenua 
\gl that 
\ps pro.dem.an.obv(s/pl) 
- sfx - sfx -sfx 
\f He(Frog) took the sticks out and the beavers went through, they went 
through . 
\ref 0 54 
\ t x - Ma, tan etiht anat ? 
\mr rna tan it i -ht a nat ? 
\gl i n tns what IC.do -(AI )C I N. 3p t h em ? 
\ps p p VAI -s fx dem.pro.pl ? 
\ tx iteu . 
\mr it - e -u 
\gl say -(TA)TS.dir.3>4 -IIN. 3 
\ps VTA -sfx -sfx 
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\f "Wel l , what happened to them?" he (Hare ) said to him (Frog). 
uiapatamua t . 
uapat -am -uat 
\ref 055 
\tx Ekw 
\mr ekw 
\gl then 
\ps P 
IC . see.s . t . - (TI ) TS . 3>4 - CIN . relat i onal.3 
VTI - sfx - s f x 
\f Then they (the beavers) saw it (t he hole/opening) . 
\ref 056 
\tx Ekue tshituteht tapue . 
\mr ekue tshitute -ht t apue 
\gl at.that.moment leave -(AI)CIN . 3p indeed 
\ps p VAI -sfx p 
\f At that moment, indeed, they (the beavers) took off. 
\ref 057 
\tx - Utinamishkue iteu . 
\mr utinamishkue it - e - u 
\ gl grab . beave r . Imp . 2 say - (TA)TS.dir . 3>4 - IIN . 3 
\ps VAI VTA -sfx -sfx 
\f "Get the b e avers ! " he (Hare ) said to him (Frog). 
\ref 058 
\ t x Ekw at 
\mr ekw at 
\gl t hen even . if 
\ps p p 
\ t x shaputuepanua 
\mr shaputuepani 
uetinamishkuenitl, 
utinamishkue -ini - ti 
IC . grab . beaver -obv - (AI)CS . 3 
VAI -sfx -sfx 
-u - a 
\gl go. straight.through 
\ ps VAI 
-IIN.3 -obv(s/pl) 
mani. 
man i 
usually 
p -sfx -sfx 
\f Then , he(Frog) was t rying to grab the beavers but they ke p t going 
t hro ugh . 
\ref 059 
\tx - Tan etin an ? iteu . 
\mr tan iti - i n an ? it - e -u 
\gl what IC.do -(AI )CIN. 2 that ? say -(TA)TS . dir.3>4 - IIN. 3 
\ps p VAI - sfx pro . dem . an ? VTA -sfx -sfx 
\f "What are you doing?" h e (Hare) said to him (Frog ) . 
\ref 060 
\ tx Kass inu apu taniti shash . 
\mr kassinu apu ita -ini -ti s hash 
\gl a ll not be -obv - (AI )CS.3 already 
\ps p neg VAI -sfx -s fx p 
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\f None of them (the beavers) were there anymore . 
\ref 061 
\ tx Uiapatamuat 
\mr uapat 
anite 
-am -uat anite 
-(TI)TS.3>4 -CIN.relational . 3 there \gl IC.see . s.t . 
\ps VTI -sfx -sfx dem.adv 
\tx epiniti, 
\mr api - ini -ti 
\gl IC.sit -obv - (AI)CS.3 
\ps VAI -sfx -sfx 
\tx tuashkunamuenishapani. 
\mr tuashkun -am -u -eni - shapani 
\gl knock . down.sticks -(TI)TS.3>4 - IIN.3 -obv - IDRP.obv 
\ps VTI - sfx - sfx -sfx -sfx 
\ f As he sat, he saw (the opening) there; he (Frog) must have taken 
away too many sticks. 
\ r e f 062 
\tx Uetamishtikuaneuat ekue 
\mr utamishtikuaneu -at ekue 
\gl IC . hit.on.head -(TA)CIN.3>4 at . that.moment 
\ps VTA -sfx p 
\tx pakashtueuat 
\mr pakashtueu 
\gl throw.in . water 
\ps VTA 
nete. 
-at nete 
- (TA)CIN.3>4 over.there 
- sfx p 
\f He (Hare) hit him (Frog) on the head and then he threw him i n the 
water . 
\ r ef 063 
\ tx Tshauet ekw. 
\mr tshi ue -t ekw 
\gl IC.return -CIN.3 then 
\ps VAI -sfx p 
\f Then he (Hare) returned (home). 
\ ref 064 
\tx Ekw muieshtatat ushima, 
\mr e kw muishtat - at u - shim -a 
\gl then IC. miss -(TA)CIN.3>4 3- younger.sibling -obv(s / p l ) 
\ps p VTA -sfx prfx- NAD -sfx 
\tx tanite nipaieu. 
\mr tanite nipai -e -u 
\gl where kill -(TA)TS.di r.3>4 -IIN. 3 
\ps p.intrg VTA -sfx -sfx 
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\f Then he (Hare) was lonel y fo r his younger brother , since he killed 
him . 
\ref 065 
\tx « Ninipaiau » , itenimeu . 
\mr n i - nip2ii -a - u itenim -e -u 
\gl 1- kill -(TA)TS.l>3 -IIN. 3 think - (TA)TS.dir.3>4 - IIN.3 
\ps prfx- VTA -sfx - sfx VTA -sfx -sfx 
\f "I killed him (Frog), , he (Hare) thought . 
\ref 066 
\tx Ekue 
\mr ekue 
\gl at.that.moment 
\ps p 
kutapaniuniti 
kutapaniu 
go . underwater 
VAI 
- ini - ti 
-obv - (AI)CS.3 
- sfx -sfx 
\f Then, he (Frog) went under water. 
\ref 067 
\ tx Ekw nete nenatauat 
\mr ekw nete nanatau -at 
niate. 
niate 
that(over.there) 
dem.adv 
\gl t hen over.there IC . swim.to.get -(TA)CIN.3>4 
\ps p p VTA -sfx 
\tx nenua amishkua, 
\mr nenua amishkw -a 
\gl that beaver -obv(s/pl) 
\ps pro . dem . an.obv(s/pl) NA -sfx 
\ tx nipaieu 
\mr nipai -e 
\gl kill -(TA)TS.dir.3>4 
\ps VTA -sfx 
\tx Umatshashkukw. 
\mr umatshashkukw 
\gl frog 
\ps NA 
anite 
-u anite 
- IIN. 3 there 
-sfx dem.adv 
nipit 
nipi 
water 
NI 
ne 
-it ne 
-Lac that 
-sfx pro . dem.an 
\f Then Frog swam underwater to get the beavers and killed them there 
in the water. 
\ref 068 
\tx Ekw uetapanikashut, ekue utapaikashu t . 
\mr ekw utapanikashu -t ekue utapaikashu -t 
\gl t h e n IC . load.toboggan -CIN . 3 at . that.moment load. t oboggan - CIN .3 
\ps p VAI - sfx p VAI -sfx 
\f Then he (Frog ) loaded the toboggan, then he loaded the toboggan . 
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\ref 069 
\tx Kat s hi utapanikashu t , ekue t shiue tapet 
\mr katshi u tap a n ikashu - t eku e tshiuetap e - t 
\gl after load. t o boggan - CIN .3 at.that .moment pul l . home -CIN . 3 
\ps p r v VAI -sfx p VAI -sfx 
\ tx utamishkuma. 
\mr u - amishkw - i m - a 
\gl 3- beaver - poss -obv ( s/pl) 
\ps prfx- NA - sfx - sfx 
\f After h e ( Frog) l oaded the toboggan , then he pul led his beavers 
home . 
\ref 070 
\tx Katshi 
\mr katshi 
\gl after 
\ps prv 
tshi uetape t 
tshiu etape - t 
pull . home - CIN . 3 
VAI - sfx 
\tx utamish kuma, 
\mr u- amishkw - im -a 
nenua 
nenua 
that 
pro . dem . a n. obv( s / pl) 
ekw iteu . 
ekw it -e - u 
ekw 
ekw 
then 
p 
\gl 3- beaver - poss -obv (s/pl) then s ay - (TA)TS.dir . 3>4 - IIN.3 
\ps prfx- NA - s f x - sfx p VTA - sfx - sfx 
\tx Nishtesh , pet a ma anite i shkuteu . 
\mr n i- s h t esh pet a rna ani te ishkuteu 
\gl 1- brother b ring. i mp . 2 intns the re f ire 
\ps prfx- NAD VAI+O p dem.adv NI 
\f After he ( Frog) pulled his beavers home , he said t o him(Hare ) : " My 
older brother , bring me some f i re t here. " 
\ref 071 
\ tx Nui kutuenikatuauat 
\mr ni- ui kutueni katu - a 
\gl 1- want bui ld.fire . to . warm.s . t . - (TA)TS .1>3 
\ps prfx- prv VTA -sfx 
\tx ni tamishkumat. 
\mr ni- amishkw -im -at 
\gl 1- beaver -poss - NA . pl 
\ps prfx- NA - sfx -sfx 
\f " I want to make a fire (t o cook) my beavers." 
\ref 072 
\ tx Uetsh i p i tat . 
\mr utshipit 
\ gl IC.grab.s.o. 
\ps VTA 
-at 
-CIN. 3>4 
-sfx 
\f Then h e (Ha re ) grabb ed him (Frog) . 
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- u - at 
- liN . 3 -IIN. 3p 
- sfx -sfx 
\ref 073 
\ tx - Uuu, uuu, iteu, 
\mr uuu u uu it -e 
\gl ooh ooh say - (TA)TS.dir.3>4 
\ps intj intj VTA -sfx 
\tx tshitakuinaua . 
\mr tshi- akui -inaua 
\gl you- hurt -IIN.sbj ctv .2>1 
\ps prfx- VTA - sfx 
nasht 
-u nasht 
-liN. 3 really 
-sfx p 
\f "Ooh, ooh," he (Frog) said to him, " you 're real l y hurting me." 
\ref 074 
\ tx Tshitshi tshipishin anite ka utamuin . 
\mr tshi- tshitshipishi - n anite ka utamu -in 
\gl 2- shudder.dup -liN . 2 there past hit.with.s.t. -CIN.2>1 
\ps prfx- VAI -sfx dem.adv prfx 
\f "You are hurting me. Don 't hit me." 
\ref 075 
\tx - Aaa, i teu . 
\mr aaa it -e -u 
\gl aah say -(TA)TS.dir. 3>4 -liN . 3 
\ps p VTA -sfx -sfx 
\f "Aaa," he (Hare ) said to him (Frog) . 
\ref 076 
\tx « Nipashkamikuat 
\mr n i - pashkam -ikw -at 
VTA 
\gl 1- break.with.teeth -(TA)TS.inv.3p>l - IIN . 3p 
\ps prfx- VTA -sfx -sfx 
\tx tshipa itauat. 
\mr tshi - pa it -a -u -at 
\gl 2- shoul d say -(TA)TS. 2>3 - liN. 3 -liN. 3p 
\ps prfx- prv VTA -s fx -s fx -sfx 
-sfx 
», 
\f ""They (beavers) bit me (Frog)," you (Frog) should say to them . " 
\ref 077 
\tx Patukaiat ekw ushima, 
\mr pitukai - at ekw u- shim - a 
\gl bring .in - (TA)CIN.3>4 then 3- younger . sibling -obv(s / pl 
\ps VTA -sfx p prfx- NAD -sfx 
\ tx pituteueshpimitameu 
\mr p ituteueshpimitam - e -u 
\gl throw . s.o.in -(TA)TS.dir .3>4 -liN . 3 
\ps VTA -sfx -s fx 
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\tx utamishkuminua. 
\mr u - amishkw -im -inua 
\gl 3- beaver -poss - obv ( s/pl) 
\ps prfx- NA - sfx -sfx 
\f When he (Hare) l et his l ittle brother (Frog) inside, he threw his 
brother ' s beavers inside his tent. 
\ r e f 0 7 8 
\tx Ekw peminuet 
\mr ekw piminue 
\gl then IC . cook 
\ps p VAI 
\tx amishkua. 
\mr amishkw - a 
- t 
-(AI/II)CIN.3 
-sfx 
\gl beaver - obv(s / pl) 
\ps NA -sfx 
ekw 
ekw 
then 
p 
\f Then he(Hare) cooked the beavers. 
\ref 079 
\tx - Nip§. iteu 
\mr nip a it -e 
nenua 
nenua 
that 
pro . dem.an.obv(s / p l ) 
- u 
\gl sleep . Imp.2 say - (TA)TS.dir . 3>4 - IIN. 3 
\ps VAI VTA -sfx - sfx 
\tx nenua ushima . 
\mr nenua u- shim -a 
\gl that 3- younger . sibling -obv(s /pl) 
\ps pro . dem.an.obv(s/pl) prfx- NAD -sfx 
\f "Go to sleep!u he (Hare) told his brother (Frog). 
nenua 
-ini - ti nenua 
- obv -(AI)CS.3 that 
\ref 080 
\ tx Ekw 
\mr e kw 
\gl then 
\ps p 
nepekashuniti 
nipekashu 
IC.pretend .to .sleep 
VAI -sfx -sfx pro . dem . an . obv(s/pl) 
\tx ushima tapue. 
\mr u- shim -a tapue 
\gl 3- younger . sibling -obv(s/pl) indeed 
\ps prfx- NAD -sfx p 
\f Then his brother (Frog) i ndeed pretended he was sleeping. 
\ref 081 
\ tx Katshi tshishtenuet, matshi s h ut ekw, 
\mr katshi tshishtenue -t mit s hishu -t e kw 
\gl after be.finished.cooking -CIN .3 IC.eat -CIN. 3 then 
\ps prv VAI -sfx VAI -sfx p 
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tsheka t 
tshekat 
almost 
p 
\ tx tshetamuat nenua 
\mr tshit amu - at nenua 
\gl IC . eat. everything - (TA )CIN . 3>4 that 
\ps VTA -s fx p ro.dem.an.obv(s/p l) 
\tx amishkua, kutuasht itashinua . 
\mr amishkw -a kutuasht itashi -ini - u -a 
\gl beaver -obv(s/pl ) six be.such . a.number - obv -IIN. 3 -obv (s / p l ) 
\ps NA -sfx p . num VAI - sfx - sfx - sfx 
\f When he (Hare) was finished the cooking, h e started eating. He had 
a l most finished eating all of t he s ix beavers. 
\ref 082 
ekw 
ekw 
it i ku. 
it -ikw - u 
\tx - ashami 
\mr asham -i 
\gl feed - (TA)Imp.2>1 then say - (TA)TS. i nv.4p>3 - IIN.3 
\ps VTA - sfx p VTA - sfx - sfx 
\f ~Feed me ! " h e (Frog) said to him (Hare). 
\re f 083 
\ tx - Eka pitama, iteu . 
\mr eka pitama it - e - u 
\gl not now say -(TA)TS.dir. 3>4 -IIN. 3 
\ps neg p VTA - sfx -sfx 
\f " Not now," h e (Hare) said to him (Fr og). 
\ref 084 
\ tx Tshi 
\ mr tshi 
mitshishuiani, patush 
mit shishu - ia.ni patush 
tshe 
tshe 
mitshishuin . 
mitshishu -in 
\gl can eat -(AI)CS . 1 after fut eat -(AI ) CIN.2 
\ ps prv VAI -sfx p prv 
\f ~You can eat after I have eaten . " 
\ r ef 085 
\tx 
\mr 
\gl 
\ps 
- Mauat, 
mauat 
no 
neg 
itiku, 
it - ikw 
say - (TA)TS. i n v . 4>3 
VTA -s f x 
-u 
-IIN . 3 
- sfx 
\f ~No ," he (Frog ) said to him (Hare). 
\ r ef 086 
\ tx Nika ui tamuau 
\mr ni- ka uitamu -a. -u 
\gl 1- fut tell -( TA) TS . 1>3 -IIN. 3 
\ps prfx- prfx VTA -sfx -sfx 
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VAI -sfx 
-i 
ashami 
a sham 
feed 
VTA 
- (TA) I mp. 2>1 
-sf x 
" Feed me (now) ! " 
nishtesh eka ua 
ni - shtesh eka ui 
1- brother not IC . wa nt 
prfx- NAD neg prv 
\tx ashamin. 
\mr asham -in 
\gl feed - (AI)IIN.1 
\ps VTA -sfx 
\f " I wil l tell him that my older brother won't give me any ." 
\ref 087 
\tx - Aaa, mauat, iteu , apu 
\ mr aaa mauat it - e -u apu 
\gl aah no say - (TA)TS . dir.3>4 -IIN.3 not 
\ps p neg VTA - sfx - sfx neg 
\tx tshika tshi ashamitan. 
\mr tshi- ka tshi asham -itan 
\gl 2- fut can feed - CIN . 1>2 
\ps prfx- prfx prv VTA - sfx 
\f "Aah, no," h e (Hare) said . "I can ' t give you any . " 
\ref 088 
\tx Patush tshi mitshishuiani, tshe mitshishuin. 
\mr p atush tshi mi t shishu -iani tshe mitshishu -in 
\gl after perf eat - (AI)CS.1 fut eat - (AI )C IN . 2 
\ps p prv VAI - sfx prv VAI - sfx 
\ f "When I am done, then you can e a t . " 
\ref 089 
\tx Nekamut ekw « nishtesha 
\mr nikamu -t ekw ni- shtesh - a 
\g l IC.sing -CIN. 3 then 1- brothe r -obv (s / p l ) 
\ps VAI -sfx p prfx - NAD -sfx 
\ tx uapusha am a nui ashamiku 
\mr u a push - a am a n i - ui a sham -ikw 
\gl hare -obv(s / pl) not 1 - want feed -(TA)TS . inv . 3>1 
\ps NA - sfx p prfx- prv VTA -sfx 
\tx nishtesha uapusha », 
\mr n i - shtesh -a uapush -a 
\gl 1 - brother -obv (s/pl) hare - obv ( s /pl) 
\ ps prfx- NAD -s fx NA -sfx 
\tx itueu ne Uma tshashkuku, « 
\mr itu e - u ne umatshashkukw 
\gl say -IIN. 3 that f rog 
\ ps VAI - sfx pro . dem.an na 
\tx am a n ui ashamiku Uapush » . 
\mr am a ni- ui a s h am -ikw uapush 
\gl not 1- want f eed -(TA)TS.inv. 3>1 hare 
\ps p pfx- p rv VTA -sfx NA 
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\f Then he (Frog ) started singing , "MY BROTHER, HARE, DOESN'T WANT TO 
FEED ME" said Frog. " Hare doesn't want to feed me." 
\ ref 090 
\tx Ekw niatauat ne fih fi. 
\mr ekw nat au -at ne uh u 
\gl then IC . fly . to - (TA)CIN.3>4 that owl 
\ps p VTA -sfx pro . dem.an NA 
\f Then an owl flew to him (Hare). 
\ref 091 
\ tx Apu ui ashamaut nenua 
\mr apu ui a sham -au t nenua 
\gl not want feed -C??.3>1 that 
\ps neg prv VTA - sfx pro.dem.an.obv(s/pl) 
\tx tshishiminana, 
\mr tshi- shim -inan -a 
\gl 2- younger.sibling - 21 -obv(s/pl) 
\ps p rfx- NAD -sfx - sfx 
\tx iteu. 
\mr it -e -u 
\gl say -(TA)TS.dir.3>4 -IIN.3 
\ps VTA -sfx -sfx 
\f "He (Hare) doesn't want to give our brother anything to eat," he 
(the owl) said. 
\re f 092 
\tx - Natau, itakanfi. 
\mr natau it -akani -u 
\gl fly. to . Imp2 say -ind£>3 -IIN. 3 
\ps VTA VTA - sfx -sfx 
\f "Fly over to where he(Hare) is," he (the owl) wa s t o l d. 
\re f 093 
\tx Niatauat ekw . 
\mr natau -at ekw 
\gl IC.fly.to -(TA)CIN.3>4 then 
\ps VTA -sfx p 
\f Then he (the owl) flew over to him (Hare) . 
\ r e f 0 94 
\ tx Ekw pet teueuniti nenua 
\mr ekw pet teueu -ini - ti nenua 
\gl then here land - obv -(AI)CS.3 that 
\ps p p VAI -sfx -sfx pro .dem . an.obv(s/pl ) 
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\ tx uhua anite utashtuaikanit, 
\mr uhu -a anite utashtuaikan -it 
\gl owl - obv(s/pl) there ridge.pole -Loc 
\ps NA -sfx dem.adv NI -sfx 
\tx shieshkashkupaniut ni,He ne Uapush. 
\mr shieshkashkupaniu -t niate ne uapush 
\gl move.into.forest -CIN.3 that(over.there) that hare 
\ps VAI - sfx dem.adv pro.dem.an NA 
\f When the owl landed on top of the ridge pole, the hare quickly moved 
back into the forest. 
\ref 095 
\tx - Ekw mitshishu ma iteu. 
\mr ekw mitshishu rna it -e -u 
\gl then eat.Imp.2 intns say -(TA)TS.dir.3>4 -IIN. 3 
\ps p VAI p VTA -sfx -sfx 
\f "Well, now you can eat," he (Hare) told him (Frog) . 
\ref 096 
\tx Ekw matshishut tapue. 
\mr ekw mimitshishu -t tapue 
\gl then eat.dup -CIN.3 indeed 
\ps p VAI -sfx p 
\f Then indeed he (Frog) ate. 
\ref 097 
\ tx Ekw etat mani : - Ekuan ekw, 
\mr ekw it -at mani ekuan ekw 
\gl then IC.say -(TA)CIN.3>4 usually enough then 
\ps p VTA -sfx p p p 
\tx tshe tshitamu t ekw 
\mr tshe tshit -am -u - t ekw 
\gl fut eat . completely -(TI)TS.3>4 -IIN.3 -(TA)CIN . 2>3 t he n 
\ps prv VTI -sfx -sfx - sfx p 
\f He woul d say every now and then: "That's enough, you 're eating it 
all!" 
\ref 098 
\ tx Apu tshi natat, tani t e 
\mr apO. tshi na t -at t a nite 
\gl not able go . to -(TA)CIN.3>4 where 
\ps ne g prv VTA -sfx p.intrg 
\ tx kushteu nenua 
\mr kusht - e -u nenua 
\gl fear.s . o . -(TA)TS.dir.3>4 -IIN . 3 that 
pro.dem.an.obv(s /pl) \ps VTA -sfx -sfx 
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\tx uhua , akushinua anite tanite. 
\mr O.h O. - a akushi -ini - u - a anite tanite 
\gl owl - obv (s/pl ) be.perched -obv -IIN. 3 - obv(s/pl) there where 
\ps NA -s fx VAI -sfx - s fx - sfx d e m. adv p.intrg 
\ f He (Hare) coul dn ' t approac h him ( Frog) because he was afraid of the 
owl , who was still perched o n t op of the tent. 
\ref 099 
\tx Ekw iteu - Tshe 
\mr ekw it -e -u tshe 
\gl then say - (TA)TS . d i r . 3>4 - IIN. 3 fut 
\ps p VTA -s fx - sfx prv 
\ tx tshitamu t e kw, ekuan 
\mr tshi tamu - t ekw ekuan 
\gl eat.complete l y -(TA)CIN . 2>3 then enough 
\ps VTA -sfx p p 
\f "Well," he (Hare) said to him (Frog ) : "You 're going to finish i t 
all!" 
tsh.3tapamikut 
tshitapam -ikw 
mani 
-t mani 
\ ref 100 
\tx Ekw 
\mr ekw 
\gl then 
\ps P 
IC.watch -(TA)TS.inv.4>3 -CIN.3>4 usually 
VTA -sfx -sfx p 
\tx uhua, kau niate patapipani u 
\mr uhu -a kau niate patapipani 
\gl owl - obv(s/pl) again that(over . there) run.back 
\ps NA - sfx p . time dem . adv VAI 
-u 
- IIN. 3 
- sfx 
\f The owl kept staring at him, which made the hare run back . 
\ref 1 01 
\ tx Ekue mitshishut ekw. 
\mr ekue mit shishu - t ekw 
\gl at.that. moment eat -CIN . 3 then 
\ps p VAI -sfx p 
\f Then he (Frog) ate . 
\ r ef 1 02 
\ tx - Shash, shash nitepishkun, 
\mr s hash shash ni- tepishku -n 
\gl already already 1- be . full . of . food -IIN . 1 
\ps p p prfx- VAI -sfx 
\tx iteu ne Uma tshashkukw . 
\mr it -e -u ne umatshashkukw 
\gl say -(TA)TS.dir.3>4 -IIN. 3 that frog 
\ps VTA -sfx -sfx pro.dem . an NA 
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mani. 
mani 
usually 
p 
\f "Okay, okay, I am full now," said Frog to him (Hare). 
\re f 103 
mitshishut tapue, ekw 
mitshishu -t tapue ekw 
\ t x Katshi 
\mr katshi 
\ gl after 
\ps prv 
eat -CIN.3 indeed then 
VAI -sfx p p 
\tx nekataukuht 
\mr nakatau - ikw - ht 
\gl IC.leave.behind - (TA)TS.inv . 4>3 -(AI)CI N.3p 
\ps VTA - sfx - sfx 
\ tx nenua 
\mr nenua 
\gl that 
\ps pro.dem . an . obv(s/pl) 
uhua . 
uhu -a 
owl - obv(s/pl) 
NA -sfx 
\f When h e (Frog) was fin i shed e a t ing, then the owl f l e w away. 
\ref 104 
\ tx - Ka 
\mr ka 
\gl subjv 
\ps prfx 
\tx tshitshitamuaua 
\mr tshi- tshit -am -u - au -a 
\gl you- eat.completely -(TI)TS . 3>4 -IIN. 3 - ( TI) IIN . sbj ctv -ob v (s / p l ) 
\ps prfx- VTI -sfx - sfx -sfx - s fx 
\ tx an ite u . 
\mr an i t -e - u 
\gl that say -(TA)TS . di r . 3>4 -IIN. 3 
\ps pro.dem.an VTA - sfx -sfx 
\f "You seem to have eaten it a ll up!", he (Hare) said . 
\ref 105 
\ tx Ekue iapit nakataukut . 
\mr ekue iap it nakatau -ikw -t 
\gl at . that . moment anyway leave . behind - (TA)TS.inv.4>3 -CI N. 3 
\ps p p VTA - sfx -sfx 
\ f And t hen , he(the owl) f lew off anyway, leaving him b ehind . 
\ ref 1 0 6 
\tx Minuat 
\mr minuat 
\gl again 
\ps p 
p epamipa tat , 
papamipata -t 
IC . run.dup - CIN.3 
VAI -sfx 
pepami pa tat 
papamipata -t 
IC .run.dup -CIN. 3 
VAI -sfx 
\f Again , h e (Hare) was o ff on his run . 
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minuat. 
min uat 
agai n 
p 
\ref 107 
\tx Eukuannu ui apata t mus ha . 
\mr e u kuan -in u uapat -at mus h - a 
\gl that' s . i t - obv (s/pl ) s ee.tr acks.of . s . o . -CI N. 3>4 moose -obv (s/pl ) 
\ps dem -s f x VTA 
\f He (Hare} s aw t he tracks of a moose. 
\ref 108 
\ tx Tshauepa t a t 
\mr t s hiuepata 
\gl IC . run.home 
\ps VAI 
ekw. 
- t ekw 
- CIN . 3 then 
- sfx p 
\f Then he (Har e ) ran b a ck home . 
\ref 109 
\tx Pitutetishimu uitshit . 
\mr pitutetishimu - u uitshu -it 
\gl run . inside -IIN . 3 home - Loc 
\ps VAI - sfx NI - sfx 
\f He (Hare} ran into h is t ent. 
aiesh kunamua 
\ref 110 
\ tx Ka 
\mr ka 
\gl subjv 
\ps prfx 
aiesh kun 
ho l d . wi t h in. r e a c h. dup 
VTI 
\tx mishtikunu ekue 
\mr mishtikw - inu ekue 
\gl tree - obv(s/pl} at . t hat .mome nt 
\ps NA -sfx p 
\tx utshipishkuamit ka t s h i 
\mr u - tshipishkuat -im -it katshi 
\gl 3- doorway -poss -Loc after 
\ps prfx- NI - sfx - sfx p r v 
-sfx NA -sfx 
- a m -u -a 
- (TI)TS.3>4 - I I N. 3 - sbjctv 
- s f x - sfx -sfx 
itit anite 
i ti -t anite 
do -(AI/II)CIN.3 there 
VAI -sfx d em. adv 
pi tutepatat. 
pitutepata -t 
r un .inside - CIN.3 
VAI - s f x 
\f I t seemed as i f he were gett i ng a stick ready by the door after he 
got in . 
\ref 111 
\ tx - Minaush, iteu , tshitshi 
\mr minaush it -e - u tshi- tshi 
\gl hardly say -(TA}TS.dir . 3>4 -IIN.3 2- can 
\ps p VTA -s f x -sfx prfx- prv 
\f "I can hardly walk," he (Hare } said to him (Frog} . 
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pipimuten. 
pimute - n 
walk.dup -IIN . l 
VAI - sfx 
\ref 112 
\tx Nuapatau anite 
\mr ni- uapat -a -u anite 
\gl 1- see.tracks.of.s.o. -(TA)TS.l>3 -IIN . 3 there 
\ps prfx- VTA -sfx -sfx dem.adv 
\tx au en, mishta - matshishkamw. 
\mr au en mishta matshishk -am -u 
\gl someone very make.big.tracks -(TI)TS . 3>4 -IIN. 3 
\ps pro.indef prfx VTI -sfx 
\f "I saw the tracks of something . He left big 
\ref 113 
\tx - Tan eshinatikushit ? 
\mr tan ishinatikushi -t ? 
\gl what IC.look.like.caribou.tracks? -CI N. 3 ? 
\ps p VA! -sfx ? 
\ tx i tikil. 
\mr it -ikw -u 
\gl say -(TA)TS.inv.4 >3 -IIN.3 
\ps VTA -sfx -sfx 
-sfx 
hoofprints. 
\f "What did they look like?" he (Frog) said to him (Hare) . 
\ref 114 
\tx - Tassikanashteu an, iteu. 
If 
\mr tassikanashte -u an it - e - u 
\gl be. s plit . h oof -IIN.3 that say -(TA)TS . dir.3>4 - I IN.3 
\ps VA! -sfx pro.dem . an VTA -sfx -sfx 
\f " It has split hooves," he (Hare) said to him (Frog) . 
\ r e f 1 15 
\tx - Mishta - uitshitil an 
\mr mishta uitshiti -u an 
\ gl very taste.good - IIN. 3 that 
\ps prfx VAI -sfx pro . d em.an 
\tx tshi t s hue, n ishtesh, 
\mr tshit shue ni- shtesh 
\gl really 1- brother 
\ps p prfx- NAD 
i tikil. 
it - ikw - u 
say -(TA)TS . inv . 4>3 -I I N. 3 
VTA -sfx -sfx 
\ f " It tastes very good, my brother," he (Frog) s a id to him (Hare) . 
\ref 116 
\ tx Mush an ishinikatakanil . 
\mr mush an ish inikat -akani -u 
\gl moose that name . as.suc h -indf>3 - IIN. 3 
\ps NA pro .de m.an VTA - sfx -s fx 
\f " I t was a moose." 
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\ref 117 
\tx Ninipaia t i 
\mr ni- nipai - a 
\gl 1- kill - (TA)TS . 1>3 
\ps prfx- VTA -s f x 
\f "I used to ki l l them." 
\ref 118 
\tx Mate , 
\mr mate 
\gl well.then 
\ps p 
\tx utashamikui 
\mr utasham 
\gl make . snowshoe.for.s . o. 
\ps VTA 
\tx tshe natakw . 
\mr tshe nat -akw 
\gl fut go . to - CIN.21>3 
\ps prv VTA -sfx 
ne mani . 
- t i ne mani 
- (AI)IIP . 1/2 that usually 
-sfx pro . dem.an p 
napatekat, ekw 
- ikw -i napatekat e kw 
- (TA)TS . i nv . 2>1 - Imp. 2>1 one.leg then 
-sfx -sfx p p 
\f "Well, make me a snowshoe for one leg. Then we wi l l go fetch him . " 
\ref 119 
\tx Nika nashauau, itiku. 
\mr ni - ka nasha u - a - u it -ikw -u 
\gl 1- fut swim. aft er -(TA) TS . 1>3 -IIN . 3 say - (TA)TS . inv . 4>3 -I IN.3 
\ps prfx- prfx VTA -sfx -sfx VTA - sfx -s fx 
\f "I will swim to go find him (the moose) , " he (Frog) said to him 
(Hare) . 
\ref 120 
\tx - Eshe, iteu. 
\mr ehe it -e -u 
\gl yes say - (TA)TS . dir . 3>4 -I I N.3 
\ps p VTA - sfx -sfx 
\f " Yes , " he (Hare) sai d to him (Frog) . 
\ref 121 
\tx - Nika nashauau, 
\mr ni- ka nashau -a -u 
\gl 1- fut s wim. after -(TA)TS.1>3 -I IN.3 
\ps prfx- p rfx VTA -sfx -sfx 
\ tx i tiku. 
\mr it -ikw -u 
\gl say -(TA)TS.inv . 4>3 -I IN . 3 
\ps VTA -sfx -sfx 
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\f " I will swim after it , " he (Frog) told him (Hare). 
\ref 122 
\tx Ekw tapue tshatuatamat 
\mr ekw tapue tshituatam -at 
\gl then indeed IC.carry -CIN . 3>4 
\ps p p VTA -sfx 
\tx ushima. 
\mr u- shim - a 
\gl 3- younger.sibling -obv(s/pl) 
\ps prfx- NAD - sfx 
\f Then he (Hare) carried his younger brother (Frog) with him. 
\re f 123 
\tx -Tshe pet mitimein meshkanau, 
\mr tshe pet mitime -in meshkanau 
\gl fut here fol l ow.road -(AI)CIN.2 path 
\ps prv p VAI -sfx NI 
\ tx itiku. 
\mr it - ikw -u 
\gl say -(TA)TS.inv.4>3 -IIN.3 
\ps VTA -sfx - sfx 
\f " Just follow t he tracks here," he (Frog) said to him (Hare). 
\ref 124 
\ tx Ekw tapue niashauat ne, 
\mr ekw tapue nashau - at ne 
\gl then indeed IC. fly . after -(TA)CIN . 3>4 that 
\ps p p VTA -sfx pro.dem.an 
\tx ekue atimat 
\mr ekue a t i m - at 
\gl at . that.moment catch.up.wi t h.s.o. - (TA)CIN . 3>4 
\ps p VTA -sfx 
\tx ekue nipaiat nete 
\mr ekue nipai -at nete 
\gl at . that . moment kill -(TA)CI N.3 >4. over.there 
\ps p VTA -sfx dem . adv 
\ tx nenua musha ne 
\mr nenua mush -a ne 
\gl that moose - obv(s / pl) that 
\ps pro.dem.an.obv(s/pl) NA -sfx pro.dem.an 
Umatshashkukw. 
umatshash kukw 
frog 
NA 
\f Then he ran after it. He caught up to it, and then Frog killed t he 
moose. 
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\ref 125 
\tx Katsh i n i paia t 
\mr katshi nipai - at 
\gl after ki ll - (TA)CIN . 3>4 . 
\ps prv VTA -sfx 
\tx ekue manishtikuan eshuat . 
\mr ekue manisht ikuaneshu - uat 
\gl a t .that.mome nt cut . off.s . o . ' s.head - CIN .re l a t iona l . 3 
\ ps p VTA - sfx 
\f Aft er he (Frog) killed it (moos e), h e cut it s head off. 
\ref 126 
\ tx Nete tshe ututeniti 
\mr nete tshe utute - ini -ti 
\gl over.there fut arrive.by . foot -obv - (AI ) CS.3 
\ps p prv VAI -sfx -sfx 
\tx ushtesha ekute an i te 
\mr u- shtesh -a ekute ani t e 
\gl 3- brother - obv(s/pl) right.there t h ere 
\ps prfx- NAD - sfx p dem . adv 
\tx etashtat nenu ushtikuanim. 
\mr itashta -t nenu u s h t i ku an - im 
\gl IC . put.down -CIN.3 that h is/her.head - pos s 
\ps VAI +O - sfx pro . dem .in . obv NI D - s fx 
\f He put the head where he knew h i s older brothe r woul d be when he 
came home . 
\ref 127 
\ tx Shiakashkuaik 
\mr shakashku - am - t 
\gl IC .come.out.of . t h e . woods - (TI) TS . 3>4 - CIN.3>4 
\ps VII -sfx - sfx 
\f Hare came out from the woods . 
\ref 128 
\tx Auennua 
\mr auen - i nua 
\gl someone - obv(s/pl) 
\ps pro . indef -sfx 
\ tx nen ua 
\ mr nenua 
\gl that 
\ps pro . dem.an . obv(s/pl) 
petashtamapinua , 
petashtamapi -ini -u 
sit . facing -obv - IIN . 3 
VAI -sfx -sfx 
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Uapush . 
uapush 
hare 
NA 
- a 
- obv(s / pl) 
-sfx 
\tx musha 
\mr mush 
\gl moos e 
\ps NA 
- a 
- obv(s/pl ) 
- sfx 
\f He (Hare) saw a moose facing him. 
\ref 129 
\ tx Itashtanua anite ushtikuan nu . 
\mr itashta - i n i - u - a ani te u shtikuan 
\gl put.down - o b v -I I N. 3>4 - ob v (s / pl) t here hi s /her . head 
\ps VAI+O - sfx - sfx -sfx dem. a dv NID 
\f The head was facing h i m. 
\ref 130 
\tx Kueshtat ekw, tshauepaniut. 
\mr kusht - at ekw tshiuepaniu -t 
\gl IC . fear . s . o. -( TA)CIN . 3>4 t hen IC . turn.arou nd -CIN . 3 
\ps VTA - sfx p VAI -s f x 
-inu 
- obv(s / pl) 
- sfx 
\f He (Hare) was afraid of him (the moose) , then he suddenly turn ed 
around. 
\ref 131 
\tx Minuat nete kueshte uet 
\mr minuat nete kuesh te u t 
\gl again over.there other .side IC . from 
\ps p p p p 
\tx shakashkuai k . 
\mr shakashku -am - t 
\gl come.out.of.the.woods -(TI )TS.3>4 - CI N.3 
\ps VII -sfx - sfx 
\f Again, he came around from the other side o f the woods. 
\ref 132 
\tx Ekute anite etashtat ne. 
\mr ekute anite itashta - t ne 
\gl right . there there IC . put . down - CIN. 3 that 
\ps p dem . adv VAI+O -sfx pro.dem . an 
\f He (Frog) put it down right there. 
\ref 133 
\ tx Uapi ti tanua nenua upana. 
\mr uapitita -ini -u -a nenua u- up an -a 
\gl whiten? - obv - IIN . 3 -obv(s / pl) that 3- lung -obv 
\ps VAI -sfx -sfx -sfx pro. dem. in . pl prfx- NI D - sfx 
\f His lungs were whi te. 
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\ref 134 
\ tx - Nishtesh, petute ekw, itiku . 
\mr n i - shtesh p e t ute ekw it - ikw - u 
\gl 1 - brother come . her e then say - (TA) TS . inv.4>3 -IIN. 3 
\ps prfx- NAD p p VTA -sfx -sfx 
\f " Come here , my older brother,n he (Frog ) said to him (Hare ) . 
\ref 135 
\ t x Niatat tapue. 
\mr nat - at Uipue 
\gl I C.go .to - CIN . 3>4 indeed 
\ps VTA - sfx p 
\f He (Hare) went over to him . 
\ref 136 
\ tx Mishta -
\mr mishta 
\gl very 
\ps prfx 
\tx nenu 
\mr nem1 
\gl that 
\ps pro.dem.in.ob v 
\ tx musha 
\ mr mush - a 
uaui tshinamw 
u au.itshin 
find . ~t . good . to . eat . dup 
VTI 
e tashtenit 
i tash t e -ini 
IC.be.pl aced -obv 
VII - sfx 
tani t e uapititan ua 
tanite uapit.ita - ini 
\gl moose - obv (s/pl ) where whiten? - obv 
\ps NA -sfx p.intrg VAI -s fx 
-am - u 
- (TI ) TS.3>4 -IIN . 3 
- sfx -s f x 
tshekuannu, 
- t t s hekuan - inu 
- CI N. 3 wh at - obv(s/pl ) 
- sfx NI - sfx 
-u - a 
-IIN. 3 - obv (s / pl) 
- sfx -sfx 
\tx upana, ekw tshi t shue shauen i t. 
\mr u- upan -a ekw tsh.itshue s h auen i - t 
\gl 3- lung -obv then really be .hungry - CIN.3 
\ps prfx- NID - sfx p p VAI - sfx 
\f He f ound i t very good to eat , t hat whic h had been p u t there, the 
places where t h e moose ' s l ungs were whi t e; and he was rea l l y hungry . 
\ref 137 
\ tx - Nenua mitshi nishtesh, 
\mr nenua m.itshi -.i ni- shtesh 
\gl that eat . s . t . - Imp.2 1- brother 
\ps pro . dem . an . obv(s /pl) VAI+O -sfx prfx- NAD 
\tx i tiku , mi shta - uikana 
\mr i t -ikw - u mi shta u .i kan - a 
\gl say -(TA)TS.inv . 4>3 -IIN. 3 very taste . good - ( II) p l 
\ps VTA -sfx -sfx prfx VII -s f x 
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\tx nen ua ma tshinantJkaui . 
\mr nenua mitshi -nan G. -kau i 
\gl that eat.s.t . - (AI) Indef. - CS.3p 
\ps pro . dem. i n . p l VAI +O - sfx - s fx 
\f "Eat those , my brother, " h e said to him. "They are very good when 
eaten." 
\ r ef 138 
\ tx Ekw matshit t apue. 
\mr ekw mitshi -t tapue 
\gl t h en IC.eat .s.t. -CIN.3 indeed 
\ps p VAI+O -sfx p 
\f Then he (Hare ) ate it. 
\ref 1 3 9 
\tx Nasht tshitau nenua upana. 
\mr nasht tshita -u nenua up an - a 
\gl really eat.completely -IIN. 3 t hat lung -in.pl 
\ps p VAI -sfx pro.dem.in.pl NI - sfx 
\f He (Hare) finished the lungs. 
\ r e f 1 40 
\tx Tshaueht ekw . 
\mr tshiue - ht ekw 
\gl IC.return -(AI ) CIN.3p then 
\ps VAI - sfx p 
\f Then he(Hare) went home. 
\re f 141 
\tx Katshi takushiniht ekw iakushit. 
\mr katshi takushin -ini -ht ekw akushi -t 
\gl after arrive -obv -(AI )CIN.3p then I C . be.sick -CIN.3 
\ps prv VAI -sfx -sfx p VAI - sfx 
\f When he (Hare) got home, he became sick . 
\ref 142 
\tx Akushu ne Uapush, pu ttJpan a 
\mr akushi - u ne uapush putupani -u 
\gl be.sick - IIN. 3 that hare swell -IIN . 3 
\ps VAI -sfx pro . dem . an NA VAI -s fx 
\ tx nenu, puttJshkaku 
\mr nenu putushku - ikw -u 
\gl that bloat.s.o . -(TA)TS.inv.4p>3 -IIN. 3 
\ps pro.dem . in . o bv VTA -sfx -sfx 
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\ tx nenua 
\mr nenu a 
\gl that 
\ps pro.dem. i n.pl 
iJpana . 
u-
3 -
prfx-
up a n - a 
l ung -obv 
NID -sfx 
\f The hare was sick . The lungs made him bloated. 
\ r e f 143 
\tx - Tshitshue ni t akushin, iteu. 
\mr tshitshue ni- akushi - n it - e - u 
\g l really 1- hurt -IIN . 1 say -(TA)TS . dir . 3>4 - IIN. 3 
\ps p prfx- VAI -sfx VTA - sfx -sfx 
\f "I am real ly in pain," he (Hare) s aid to him (Frog). 
\ref 144 
\ tx Aiatshitak ne nimanitum. 
\mr atshi -tak ne ni- man i t u - i m 
\gl move . dup - IDRN. 3 that 1- worm -poss 
\ps VAI -sfx pro . dem . an prfx- NA - sfx 
\f "My worm must be moving around." 
\ r ef 145 
\tx - Eshe, tanite us ham tshui mimitshishun 
\mr ehe tanite us ham tshi- ui mitshi shu -n 
\gl yes where because 2- want eat.dup -liN. 2 
\ps p p.intrg p prfx- prv VAI -sfx 
\ tx mani, tshipa tshi a eka akushin 
\mr mani tshi- pa tshi a eka akushi -n 
\gl usually 2- should can int r g not be.sick -IIN. 2 
\ps p prfx- prv prv p neg VAI 
\f "Yes . No wonder you're sick, you always want to 
\re f 146 
\tx itiku nenua 
\mr it - i kw -u nenua 
\gl say -(TA)TS.inv.4>3 -IIN . 3 that 
\ps VTA -sfx -sfx pro.dem . an.obv(s /pl) 
\tx Umatshashkukua . 
\mr uma t shashkukw - a 
\gl frog -obv(s/pl) 
\ps NA -sfx 
\f Frog said to h i m (Hare ). 
\ ref 1 47 
\ tx ApiJ minekash tapue e kw 
\mr apu minekash tapue ekw 
\gl n o t long . time indeed t hen 
\ ps n eg p p p 
p iakumut. 
p a kumu -t 
IC . vomit - CIN . 3 
VAI -s fx 
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-sfx 
eat and 
? 
? 
? 
? 
eat, " 
\f Indeed, not long a fter, h e (Hare) t h rew up. 
\ref 1 48 
\tx Pakumutueu 
\mr pakumutu 
nenua 
-e -u nenua 
\gl vomit.up.s . t. 
\ps VTA 
-( TA)TS.dir. 3>4 -I I N.3 
-sfx -sfx 
that 
p r o.dem.an . obv(s / pl) 
\tx umishkumima. 
\mr u - mishkuml -im - a 
\gl poss.3- ice - poss -obv (s / pl) 
\ps prfx- NA -sfx -s fx 
\f He (Hare) threw up his ice. 
\ref 149 
\tx Umishkumimishapan 
\mr umishkumlmi -shapan 
\gl have . ice -IDRP . 3 
anite 
ani te 
there 
atami t . 
atamlt 
under 
\ps VAI -sfx dem.adv p 
\f He (Hare) must have had ice inside (himsel f). 
\ref 150 
\tx Ekw mishkut apishish ma t shi shut 
\mr ekw mlshkut apishlsh ml t shishu -t 
\gl then on . the.other.hand little IC . eat - (AI/II) CIN . 3 
\ps p p 
\ tx katshi papaniat 
\mr katshl papani 
\gl after eliminat e 
\ps prv VTA 
p 
-at 
- CIN . 3>4 
-sfx 
VAI - sfx 
nenua 
nenua 
that 
pro.dem.an . obv(s/pl ) 
\ tx uman ituma. 
\mr u - manitO. -im - a 
\gl poss . 3- worm -poss - obv (s / pl) 
\ps prfx- NA -sfx - sfx 
\f But then , after he (Hare) passed the worm, he didn't eat ve r y much . 
\ref 151 
\tx Eukuan eshkuaiatshimakanit . 
\mr eukuan ishkuaiatshim -akani -t 
\gl that ' s . i t IC.tell . s t ory . of . such . a.length - indf>3 -CIN.3 
\ps dem VTA - s f x - s fx 
\f That ' s it , that is the length of the storytelling . 
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APPENDIXB: 
Interlinear Translation of Meshapush 
\ref 001 
\ tx Eukuan tshe a t anutsheian . 
\mr eukuan tshe atanO.tshe - ian 
\gl that ' s . it fut tell.a.le gend -(AI)CIN.l 
\ps dem prv VA! -sfx 
\f I will tell a legend. 
\ref 002 
\ tx Ekw anite e tutet naneu, 
\mr ekw anite itO.t e - t n2meu 
\gl t hen there IC.go.by.foot - CIN . 3 shore 
\ps p dem . adv VAI - sfx NI 
\tx uapameu namesha , 
\mr uapam -e -u namesh -a 
\gl see -(TA)TS . dir.3>4 - !IN. 3 fish - obv(s/pl ) 
\ps VTA -sfx -sfx NA - sfx 
\ tx mishta - mitshetinua . 
\mr mishta mitsheti - ini -u - a 
\gl very be . many -obv - !IN . 3 -obv(s/pl ) 
\ps prfx VA! -sfx -sfx - sfx 
\f Then, wher e he (Meshapush) walked along the shore, he saw fish . 
There were real l y a lot of t hem. 
\ref 003 
\ tx Kuetu tutueu , apu tshi nipaiat . 
\mr kuetO. tutu -e - u apO. tshi nipai - at 
\gl end do.s . t -(TA)TS . d i r.3>4 - !IN . 3 not able kill -(TA)CIN . 3>4 
\ps p VTA - sfx - sfx neg prv VTA -sfx 
\f He did everything possible, (but) he couldn ' t kill them . 
\ref 004 
\ t x At tshikakuateu mani, 
\mr at tshi kakuat - e -u mani 
\gl even . if spear - (TA)TS . dir.3>4 -IIN . 3 usual ly 
\ps p VTA - sfx -sfx p 
\tx mukw apu tshi nipaiat. 
\mr mukw apO. tshi n ipai - at 
\gl but not able kill -(TA)CIN . 3 >4 
\ps p neg prv VTA -sfx 
\f He would spear them, but he couldn't kill them. 
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\ref 005 
\tx Ekue tshiuet. 
\mr ekue tshiue -t 
\gl at.that.moment return -CIN .3 
\ps p VAI -sfx 
\f Then he returned h ome . 
\ref 006 
\tx - Nukum, iteu, apu tshi 
\mr ni - Ctkum it -e -u apu tshi 
\gl 1- grandmother say -(TA)TS . dir .3>4 -IIN. 3 not able 
\ps prfx- NAD VTA -sfx -sfx neg prv 
\tx nipaikau anite nameshat, mishta -
\mr nipai -akau anite namesh -at mishta 
\gl kill - (TA)CIN .1>3p there fish -NA.pl very 
\ps VTA -sfx dem.adv NA -sfx prfx 
\tx mitshetuat. 
\mr mitsheti -u - at 
\gl be.many -IIN. 3 - IIN. 3p 
\ps VAI -s fx -sfx 
\f "Grandmother," h e said to her, "I couldn ' t kill the fish; there we r e 
very many. II 
\ref 007 
\ tx Tau anite nussim, 
\mr ita -u ani te ni - ussim 
\gl be -IIN. 3 t here 1- grandchi ld 
\ps VAI -sfx dem.adv prfx- NAD 
\tx itiku, anapitsheu enikw. 
\mr it -ikw -u anapitshe -u enikw 
\gl say - (TA)TS .inv . 4>3 -IIN. 3 make . a.web -IIN. 3 spider 
\ps VTA -s fx -sfx VAI -s fx NA 
\f "There i s, my grandchild," she said to him, "a spider who makes 
nets ." 
\ref 008 
\tx Eukuan mukw tepishkani ti. ekw ianapi tshet . 
\mr eukuan mukw tipishka - niti ekw anapitshe - t 
\gl that ' s.it but IC.be.night - o b v then IC . make.a.web - CIN . 3 
\ps dem p VII -sfx p VAI - sfx 
\ f " But she only makes n ets at night." 
\ref 009 
\ tx Apu tshi uapamakanit an 
\rnr apCt tshi uaparn -akani -t an 
\gl not able see -indf>3 -CIN.3 that 
\ps neg prv VTA -sfx -sfx pro . dem.an 
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\tx ianapitsheti, tepishkaniti ekw 
\mr anapitshe -t - i tipish ka - niti e kw 
\gl I C.make .a.web -CIN. 3 -cs IC.be.night - obv then 3 
\ps VAI -sfx -sfx VII -sfx prv 
\ tx ianapitshet. 
\mr anapitshe - t 
\gl IC . make.a.web -CIN. 
\ps VAI -sfx 
\f "No o ne can see her when she make t h e nets. At night, she make s the 
nets. " 
\ref 010 
\tx - Nete 
\mr nete 
nika 
n i - ka 
natuap amau , 
natuapam - a - u 
\gl over . t here 
\ps p 
1- fut look. for -( TA) TS . l>3 -IIN. 3 
prfx- prfx VTA -sfx -s fx 
\tx iteu . 
\mr it - e - u 
\gl say - (TA)TS.dir.3>4 - IIN . 3 
\ps VTA - sfx - sfx 
\f "There , I wil l l ook for her," he(Meshapush ) said to her . 
\ref 011 
\ tx - Tshika nipaiku, itiku . 
\mr tshi - ka nipai - ikw -u it - ikw - u 
\gl 2- fut kill - (TA) TS. 3>2 - IIN . 3 say - (TA)TS . i nv . 4>3 - I I N. 3 
\ps prfx- prfx VTA -s fx -sfx VTA - sfx -sfx 
\f " She will kil l you," she said to him. 
\ref 012 
\tx Mauat apu tshika tshi nipai t . 
\mr mauat apu tshi - ka tshi nipai - t 
\gl no not 2- f ut able kill - (TA) CI N. 3>1 
\ps neg neg prfx- prfx prv VTA - sfx 
\f " No , she will not kill me . " 
\ ref 013 
\tx Niatat , 
\mr nat 
\gl IC . go . get 
\ps VTA 
\ tx tapue. 
\mr tapue 
\gl indeed 
\ps p 
auennua uitshinua 
-at a ue n -inua uitshu - inua 
-( TA)CIN .3>4 someone -obv(s/pl ) home -obv(s / pl) 
-sfx pro . i ndef -sfx NI -sfx 
\f He went to find her (Spider ) and indeed, there was her home . 
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\ref 014 
\ tx Uet unuiht ishkuessat. 
\mr Qt unui -ht i shkuess -at 
\gl IC.from come.ou t -(AI)CIN. 3p girl -NA.pl 
\ps p ·vAl - sfx NA -sfx 
\f Then , girls came out (of Spider 's house). 
\ref 015 
\tx - Natuapamekw 
\mr nat uapam -ekw 
\gl l ook . for - (TA)Imp . 2p>3 
uiss itakw, 
u i ss i t akw 
r ott e n.t ree 
NA \ps VTA -s fx 
\tx iteu uetakussini t. 
\mr it -e -u u taku ssi 
\gl say -(TA)TS . dir.3>4 - liN. 3 IC . be.evening 
\ps VTA -sfx -sfx VII 
- i n i - t 
- obv -CIN . 3 
- sfx -sfx 
\f "Go look for rotten wood , " she (Spider) said to them (Girls) in the 
evening. 
\ref 016 
\tx Eka uin peshuekw uapushi takw. 
\mr eka uin pesh u - ekw uap u s hitakw 
\gl not 3 b ring - (TA) I mp . 2p>3 ha r e . wood 
\ps neg pro VTA - sfx NA 
\f "Don ' t bri ng hare wood . " 
\ref 017 
\tx - Eshe , itiku . 
\mr e he it - ikw - u 
\gl yes say -(TA)TS.inv.4>3 - liN . 3 
\ps p VTA - sfx -sfx 
\f "Yes, " they said to her (Spider). 
\ref 018 
\tx Tapue tshatuteht anitshenat 
\mr tapue tshitute 
\gl indeed I C.leave 
\ps p VAl 
\tx ishkuessat, 
\mr ishkuess -at 
\gl girl - NA . pl 
\ps NA -sfx 
\tx nenua 
\mr nenua 
\gl that 
- ht anitshen -at 
-(AI)CIN.3p that.on e - NA . pl 
-sfx dem - s fx 
pietutaiaht 
petut -a -ht 
IC . b ring -(TA)TS . 2>3 - (AI)CIN.3p 
VTA -sfx -sfx 
uissitakua. 
uissitakw -a 
rotten . tree -obv(s/pl ) 
\ps pro.dem.an.obv(s/pl) NA -sfx 
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\f Indeed, the girls went and brought the rotten wood . 
\ref 019 
\tx Ekute anite etat ne 
\mr ekut e anite ita -t ne 
\gl right . there there IC.be - CIN . 3 that 
\ps p 
\tx Uapush, 
\mr uapush 
\gl hare 
\ps NA 
dem.adv VAl -sfx pro . dem.an 
nenua uissi t akua. 
nenua uissitakw -a 
tha t rotten.tree -obv(s/pl) 
pro.dem.an .obv(s/pl ) NA -s fx 
\ f That's where Hare was, in the r abbit wood. 
\ref 020 
\tx Katshi tshituteht , ekue anapi tshet. 
\mr katshi tshitute -ht ekue anapitshe 
\gl after l eave -(AI)CIN.3p at.that.moment rnake.a . web 
\ps prv VAI -sfx p VAI 
-t 
-CIN . 3 
-sfx 
\f After they (Gi rls) left, then she (Spider) made t h e net. 
\ref 021 
\ tx Uiapamat 
\rnr uaparn -at 
ianapitsheniti 
anapitshe -ini - ti 
\gl IC.see -( TA)CIN.3>4 . IC.rnake.a.web -obv - (AI)CIN.3 
\ps VTA -s fx VAI -sfx -sfx 
\tx tepishkani t . 
\rnr tipishka - ini - t 
\gl IC.be.night - obv -CIN . 3 
\ ps VII -sfx - sfx 
\f He (Me shapush) saw her (Spider) make the net during the night . 
\ref 022 
\tx Ekw uenuipaniut . 
\rnr ekw unuipaniu - t 
\gl then IC . corne.out -CIN.3 
\ps p VAI -sfx 
\f Then he carne out (of the log) . 
\ref 023 
\ t x - Shash tshitshi t s hissinuapamitin , 
\ rnr s hash tshi- tshi tshissinuaparn -itin 
\gl already I- perf l earn. by.observing - IIN . 1>2 
\ps p prfx- prv VTA 
\ tx i teu, 
\mr i t -e -u 
\gl say - (TA) TS.dir . 3>4 -IIN.3 
\ps VTA -s fx -s fx 
-s fx 
etanapitshein, 
i tanapitshe 
IC .weave .in.such . a.way 
VAI 
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-in 
-(AI ) . CIN . 2 
-s fx 
\tx etapekaut 
\mr itapekau -t 
\gl IC.weave -(TA)CIN .2>3 
\ ps VTA -sfx 
tshitanapi. 
tshi- anapi 
2- net 
prfx- NA 
\f "I already saw what you were doing," he (Meshapush) said to her 
(Spider) , "the way you weave your net." 
\ref 024 
\ t x At ututamueu 
\ mr at ututamu 
\gl even. if hit.dup 
\ ps p VTA 
\tx tsheshtauat. 
\mr tsheshtau -at 
- e 
-( TA)TS.dir.3>4 
-sfx 
\gl hit.target -( TA) CIN.3>4 
\ps VTA -sfx 
enikw, apu ka 
-u enikw apu ka 
-IIN.3 spider not past 
-sfx NA neg prfx 
\f The spider kept trying to hit him, but s he kept missing him . 
\ref 025 
\tx Ekue unuipataniti . 
\mr ekue unuipata - ini -ti 
\gl at . that .moment run . away -obv -(AI ) CI N. 3 
\ps p VAI -sfx -sfx 
\f Then he (Meshapush) ran away . 
\ref 026 
\tx Ts hauepatat ekw. 
\mr tshiue pata -t ekw 
\gl run.home -CIN.3 then 
\ps VAI -s fx p 
\f Then he ran home . 
\ref 027 
\tx - Uashkashape, 
\mr uashkashape 
\gl cut .ba biche.Imp. 2 
\ps VAI 
pishakanapi 
pisha kanapi 
rope 
NI 
\ tx tuta , iteu 
\mr tut -a it - e 
\gl make . s . t . -( TI)Imp. 2 say - (TA )TS.dir . 3>4 
\ps VTI -sfx VTA - sfx 
\ tx ekw ukuma. 
\mr ekw u- ukum -a 
\gl then 3- grandmother -obv(s/pl ) 
\ps p prfx- NAD -sfx 
-u 
- IIN. 3 
-s f x 
\f " Cut babiche, make a rope," he (Meshapush ) said to his grandmother . 
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\ref 028 
\tx Ekw uiashkashapepanit ne ishkue u , kOkOminash. 
\mr ekw uashkashapep ani - t ne ishku eu kukuminash 
\gl then IC . c ut.ba biche -(AI/II ) CI N. 3 t h a t woman o l d . woman 
\ps p VAI -s fx p r o . dem . a n NA NA 
\f Then, that woman , the old woman , sta rted cutting the babiche. 
uashka shapet 
\ref 029 
\tx Katshi 
\mr katshi 
\gl after 
\ps prv 
uash kash ape - t 
cut .babi che - (AI/ I I ) CI N.3 
VAI -s fx 
\ tx kOkOminash, e kue 
\mr kukuminash eku e 
\gl o l d . woma n at.that .moment 
\ps NA p 
\ tx anapitshet Uapush , 
\mr anapitshe - t uapush 
\gl make.a . web -(AI / II) CI N. 3 hare 
\ps VAI - sfx NA 
ne 
ne 
that 
pro.de m. an 
anapi tshepanO . 
ana pits hepani 
make.net . on.own 
VAI 
- u 
-IIN. 3 
- sfx 
\f After the o l d woman made t he babiche, Ha re made t h e net; he made t he 
net on his own . 
\ref 030 
\tx Katshi anapi t s het ekue nipaiat 
\mr katshi ana pitshe - t ekue n ipai - at 
\gl after make.a . web - CIN . 3 at . that . moment kill -(TA)CIN . 3>4 . 
\ps prv VAI - sfx p VTA -s f x 
\ tx namesha tapue . 
\mr namesh -a tapue 
\gl fish - obv(s / pl) i ndeed 
\ps NA -sfx p 
\f After he made the net , indeed he caugh t fish . 
\ref 031 
\tx 
\mr 
\gl 
\ps 
\ t x 
\mr 
\gl 
\ps 
Mishta 
mishta 
very 
prfx 
namesha 
namesh 
fish 
NA 
- mi tshetinua 
mitsheti -ini -u -a 
be.big -obv -IIN. 3 - obv(s/pl) 
VAI - sfx -sfx - sfx 
nepaiat. 
-a nipai - at 
- obv(s / pl) IC.ki l l - (TA)CIN . 3>4. 
-sfx VTA -sfx 
\f He caught many fish. 
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\ref 032 
\ tx - Apu takuak 
\mr apu takuan -ak 
\gl not be -(II )CIN.3 
\ps neg VII -sfx 
\tx mukuman, iteu ne kukuminash. 
\mr mukurnan it -e -u ne kukuminash 
\gl knife say -(TA) TS .dir .3>4 -IIN . 3 that o ld. woman 
\ps NI VTA -sfx -sfx pro.dem.an NA 
\f "There is no knife," that old woman said to h im. 
\ref 033 
\tx Tau anite kaiassikumanitshesh t . 
\mr ita -u anite kaiassikumanitshesht 
\gl be - IIN .3 t here metalworker 
\ps VAI -sfx d em.adv NAP 
\f "There is a me talworker." 
\ref 034 
\ tx Tshipa tshi minikw natuenitamuti 
\mr tshi - pa tshi min - ikw natuenitamu - ti 
\gl 2- should can give - (TA)TS.inv . 3>2 ask. for - CS . 2>3 
\ps prfx- prv prv VTA -sfx VTA -s fx 
\tx assikumana tshetshi mukuman i tshein . 
\mr assikuman -a tshetshi mukumani tshe - in 
\gl metal -NI.pl so.that make.knife -(AI)CIN . 2 
\ps NI -s fx prfx.conj VAI -s fx 
\ f "Pe rhaps he would g ive you me t al t o make a kni fe, if you asked him 
for it . " 
\ref 035 
\tx - Eshe, iteu . 
\mr ehe it - e - u 
\gl yes say -(TA)TS.dir.3>4 -IIN.3 
\ps p VTA -sfx -sfx 
\f " Yes," he said to her. 
\ref 036 
\tx Tshatshipatat 
\mr tshitshipata - t 
\gl IC . run . a way -CIN.3 
\ps VAI -s fx 
tapue . 
tapue 
indeed 
p 
\f Then indeed he ran off . 
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\ref 037 
\ tx Ui apamat auennua 
\mr uapam - a t a u en -in u a 
\gl I C.see - (TA)CIN.3>4 . s omeone -obv (s/p l ) 
\ p s VTA -s fx p r o . indef - s fx 
\tx pemuteni ti Pet a ma , 
\mr pimute - i n i - ti pet a rna 
\gl IC.walk - o b v - (AI)CIN . 3 b ring i ntns 
\ps VAI - sfx - sfx VAI+O p 
\ tx mini assikuman, i t e u , 
\mr min -i a ss i kuma n it - e -u 
\gl give - (TA) Imp . 2>1 me t al say -( TA)TS.dir . 3>4 - IIN . 3 
\ps VTA - sfx NI VTA -s fx -sfx 
\tx nui mukumanitshen . 
\mr ni- ui milkumanitshe -n 
\gl 1 - want make . knife -IIN . 1 
\ps pr f x - prv VAI - sfx 
\f He (Meshapush ) saw someone (Metalworker ) walking. "Give me metal or 
iron," he said to h im, "I want to make a knife." 
\ref 038 
\tx Ekue 
\mr ekue 
min at 
min - a t 
\gl at.that. moment 
\ps P 
give - (TA)CIN . 3>4 . 
VTA - sfx 
\ tx ne kaiassikumanitshesh t , 
\mr ne kaiassikumanitshesht 
\gl that metalwor ker 
\ps pro.dem.an NAP 
\tx nenu mineu . 
\mr nenil min - e 
papatshishekushinu 
p a patshi shekushi - ini 
be.thin.dim - obv 
VII -sfx 
- u 
\gl that g i ve - (TA)TS . dir . 3>4 -IIN. 3 
\ps pro.dem.in . obv VTA -sfx - sfx 
-u 
-IIN . 3 
-sfx 
\f Then, the metalworker gave h im a very thin piece of metal . 
\ref 0 3 9 
\tx Ekw tshauepatat. 
\mr ekw tshiuepata -t 
\gl the n IC . run.home -CIN.3 
\ps p VAI -sfx 
\f Then, he ran home . 
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\ref 040 
\tx Ekw ap u tsh i u inameshet e s hkw, 
\mr e kw a pu tshi uiname she -t eshkw 
\gl t h en not a b le clean . fis h -(AI/II ) CI N. 3 s til l 
\ps p n eg prv VAI - s fx p 
\tx us ham papakashinO nen O, 
\mr us ham papakashi -in i -u nenu 
\gl because be . t h i n .dim - obv - IIN.3 t hat 
\ps p VII - sfx -s fx p ro . dem. i n.obv 
\tx uakapissi namw 
\mr uakapiss i n - am - u 
\gl bend -( TI)TS.3>4 - IIN . 3 
\ps VTI -s fx -s fx 
\tx mani nenu at ua uinamesheti . 
\mr mani nenu at ui u i nameshe -ti 
\gl usual l y that even. if IC.wan t clean . fish - (AI)CS . 3 
\ps p pro.dem.in.obv p prv VAI -sfx 
\f But, he coul dn't clean the fish yet. It (the metal p i ece) was too 
thin . He kept bending it as he tried to c l ean the fish. 
\ref 041 
\tx Mauat apu minuat au, 
\mr mauat apu minua - t au 
\gl no n o t be.good -CI N.3 it . i s. that.one 
\ps neg neg VII - sfx p r o 
\ tx iteu nenua 
\mr it -e - u nenu a 
\gl say -(TA)TS . dir.3>4 - IIN . 3 that 
\ps VTA - sfx - sfx pro.dem . an.obv(s / pl) 
\tx ussima. 
\mr u - ussim -a 
\gl 3- grandch ild -obv(s / p l ) 
\ps prfx- NAD - s fx 
\f "No, it ' s no good," she (Grandmothe r ) said to her grandson 
(Meshapush) . 
\re f 042 
\ tx Eta tO menuani t kanueni tamw 
\mr e tatu minua -ini - t ka nuenit -am -u 
\gl more IC.be. good - obv - CIN . 3 own - (TI )TS .3>4 - IIN. 3 
\ ps p VII - s fx -sfx VTI - sfx -sfx 
\ tx an . 
\mr an 
\gl that 
\ps pro . dem.an 
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\f " He ha s a better one. " 
\ ref 043 
\tx « Apu minuat » , tshe itat . 
\mr apO. minua -t tshe it -at 
\gl not be . good -CIN.3 . 3 fut say -(TA)CIN . 3>4 . 
\ps neg VII -sfx p r v VTA -sfx 
\f "It i s no good," she would say to him. 
\ ref 044 
\tx - Eshe, i tiku . 
\mr ehe it - ikw -u 
\ gl yes say - (TA)TS.inv .4>3 - IIN . 3 
\ps p VTA -sfx - sfx 
\f "Yes," he said to her . 
\ref 045 
\tx Minuat tshatshipatat Uapush, niatat . 
\mr mi nuat tshits hipata -t uapush nat -at 
\gl again IC . run.away -CIN.3 hare I C.go.get -(TA) CIN . 3>4 
\ ps p VAl -sfx NA VTA - s fx 
\f Again Har e ran off to get h im. 
\ref 046 
\ t x - Apu minuat au 
\mr apO.. minua - t au 
\gl not be.good - (AI/ II) CIN . 3 i t . is . that .one 
\ps neg VII - sfx pro 
\ t x ka min in, ite u, 
\ mr ka min - in it - e - u 
\gl subjv give -CIN . 2>1 say - (TA)TS . d ir . 3>4 - IIN . 3 
\ps prfx VTA -s fx 
\tx uauakapissipanu . 
\mr uauakapissi pani -u 
VTA 
\gl bend.metal. dup -IIN . 3 
\ps VII -sfx 
- sfx - sfx 
\ f " What you gave me is no good , " he sai d to him (Metalworker) , "it 
keeps bending ." 
\re f 04 7 
\ tx - Apu tshi mini tan minuat, 
\ mr apO.. tsh i mi n -it an minua t 
\ gl not able give -CIN. l>2 again 
\ps neg prv VTA - sfx p 
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\ tx itikfi, nitapashtan 
\mr it -ikw -u ni- apashta -n 
\gl say - (TA)TS.inv.4>3 -IIN. 3 1- use -IIN .1 
\ps VTA -sfx -sfx prfx- VAI+O -sfx 
\ tx au tanite nenua assikumana. 
\mr au tanite nenua assikuman -a 
\gl it .is.that.one because that metal -NI. pl 
\ps pro p.intrg pro.dem.an.obv(s/pl) NI -s fx 
\f "I cannot give you anymore," he said to him. "I'm using the metals." 
\ref 048 
\tx - Eshe, iteu. 
\mr ehe it -e -u 
\gl yes say -(TA)TS . dir.3>4 -IIN. 3 
\ps p VTA -sfx -sfx 
\f "Yes," he (Meshapush) said to him (Metalworker). 
\ref 049 
\ tx Tshaue t ekw, ekue 
\mr tshiue -t ekw ekue 
\gl IC .return -CIN . 3 then at.that.moment 
\ps VAI -sfx p p 
\tx tshiuepatat nete kau . 
\mr tshiuepata -t nete kau 
\gl run .home -CIN.3 over.there again 
\ps VAI -s fx p p.time 
\f Then he (Meshapush) went home, and then ran back again (to the 
metalworker) . 
\ref 050 
\tx Ekw anite 
\mr ekw anite 
\gl then there 
\ps p dem.adv 
- at 
ushpishkunnit 
ushpishkun -ini -it 
his/her.back - obv -Loc 
NID -sfx -sfx 
pemfishinatauat, 
pimushinatau -at 
uet 
O.t 
IC.from 
p 
\tx natat, 
\mr nat 
\gl go.get 
\ps VTA 
-(TA)CIN . 3>4 throw.at -(TA)CIN.3>4 . 
-sfx VTA -sfx 
\tx keutauat ne, 
\mr kautau - at ne 
\ gl knock . over -(TA)CIN . 3>4 that 
\ps VTA -sfx pro.dem.an 
\ tx uetshipi tamua t 
\mr utshipit -am -u -at 
\gl IC . grab.s.o . -( TI ) TS . 3>4 -IIN.3>4 -(TA)CIN. 3>4 
\ps VTI -s fx -s fx -sfx 
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\tx nenu uta s s ikumannu, 
\mr nenu u- assikuman -inu 
\gl that poss. 3- metal -obv(s/pl) 
\ps pro . dem.in . obv prfx- NI -sfx 
\tx tshauepatuat 
\mr tshiuepatu 
nenu 
-at nenu 
-CIN.3>4 that \gl IC.run.home . carrying 
\ps VAI+O - sfx pro.dem.in . obv 
\ t x menuani t, eukuannu tapue . 
\mr minua - ini -t eukuan -inu tapue 
\gl IC.be.good -obv -CIN . 3 that's . it -obv(s/pl) really 
\ps VII - sfx -sfx dem -sfx p 
\f Then he (Meshapush) went over there towards his (Metalworker's) 
back, he crept up behind him, he threw something (metal), knocked him 
down, grabbed his piece of metal, ran back with the good piece; indeed 
it was t he one (that he wanted) . 
\ref 0 5 1 
\ tx Ekw ne uiashkamenimut, apu 
\mr ekw ne uashkamenimu -t apu 
\gl then that IC.become.conscious - CIN.3 not 
\ps p pro.dem.an VAI - sfx neg 
\tx akuannit nene utassikumanim 
\mr akuan -ini -t nene u - assikuman -im 
\gl exist -obv -CIN . 3 that (absent) 3- metal -pass 
\ps VII -s fx -sfx pro.dem.in prfx- NI -s fx 
\tx ne kaiassikumanitshesht . 
\mr ne kaiassikumanitshesht 
\gl that metalworker 
\ps pro . d em.an NAP 
\f Then, when he woke up, the meta lworker's met al was gone . 
\ ref 0 52 
\tx Minuan u ekw umukuman. 
\mr minua -ini -u e kw u - mukuman 
\gl be.good -obv -IIN. 3 then 3- knife 
\ps VII -sfx -s fx p prfx- NI 
\f His (Meshapush's) knife was good. 
\ref 053 
\ tx Tutamupanu 
\mr tutamupani - u 
\gl make . s.t . -IIN . 3 
\ps VTI -sfx 
mukumannu, 
mukuman - inu 
knife -obv (s/pl) 
NI -sfx 
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\tx ekw 
\mr ekw 
\gl then 
\ps P 
uanameshet tapue. 
uinameshe -t tapue 
IC .clean.fish -CI N.3 indeed 
VAI -sfx p 
\f He made a knife. Then, indeed he cleaned the fish. 
\ref 054 
\tx Katshi uinameshet, apiJ tshi 
\mr katshi uinameshe -t apu tshi 
\gl after clean. fish -CIN. 3 not able 
\ps prv VAI -sfx neg prv 
\tx piminuet ekw, apiJ 
\mr piminue -t ekw apu 
\gl finish. (doing) . cooking -(AI/II)CIN.3 then not 
\ps VAI -s fx p neg 
\ tx takuannit ishkuteniJ . 
\mr takuan -ini - t i shkuteu -inu 
\gl exist -obv -CIN.3 fire -obv (s/pl) 
\ps VII -sfx -sfx NI -sfx 
\f After he cleaned the fish, he couldn't cook them, since there was no 
fire . 
\ref 055 
\ tx - Nika natshi-ishkutuen, iteu 
\mr ni- ka natshi-ishkutue -n it -e 
\gl 1- fut go.get.fire -IIN .1 say - (TA)TS.dir.3>4 
\ps prfx- prfx VAI -s fx VTA - sfx 
\ tx nen ua iJ.kuma . 
\mr nenua u- ukum -a 
\gl that 3- grandmother - obv(s/pl) 
\ps p ro .dem.an.obv(s/pl) prfx- NAD -sfx 
\f "I will go get f i re," he said to his grandmother. 
\ref 056 
\tx Utanapia takuneu, ekw 
\mr u- ana pi - a takun -e -u ekw 
\gl 3- net -obv (s /pl ) take -(TA)TS .dir. 3>4 - IIN. 3 then 
\ps p r fx- NA - sfx VTA -s fx -sfx p 
\tx anite etiJ.tet matshiteu, 
\mr anite itute - t matshi teu 
\gl there IC.go.by.foot -(AI/II)CIN.3 to . a.peninsula 
\ps dem . adv VAI -sfx p 
\ tx ekw nekamu t 
\mr ekw nikamu -t 
« Mishtamekw tshiku 
\gl then IC .sing - (AI /II)CIN. 3 
\ps p VAI - sfx 
mishta mekw 
very.bi g.whale 
NA 
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- u 
- IIN . 3 
-sfx 
\ tx 
\mr 
\gl 
\ps 
mishtamekw t s hiku ashiuakumuuku 
? 
unknown.word 
? 
mishtamekw ? 
very . big.wha le unknown . word 
NA ? 
\tx mishtamekw », 
\mr mishtamekw 
\gl very.big.whale 
\ps NA 
tshiku itueu. 
? itue -u 
unknown.word say - IIN .3 
? VAI - sfx 
\f He (Meshapush ) took h i s n e t, the n, and went t o a point in t he land, 
and then he started to s ing: " very big whale , very big whale , j o in 
together to form a b r idge across, very big whale," he sang . 
\ref 057 
\ tx Ekue ne a s hakumuat tapue 
\ mr ekue ne ashakumuat tapue 
\gl at . that . moment that be.in.group.in.water indeed 
\ ps p pro . dem . an VAI p 
\tx uapamekua t, ashakumuat neka 
\mr uapamekw -at a shakumuat ne ka 
\gl white . whale - NA . pl be . in . group. i n.water absent 
\ps NA - sfx VAI p ro. dem 
\tx ite akami t . 
\mr ite akam - it 
\gl there other.side - Loc 
\ps p p - sfx 
\ f Then, it is true, t he white whales g o t themselves hooked t oget her 
right across the river. 
\ r ef 058 
\ tx 
\mr 
\gl 
\ps 
- Ekaui 
ekaui 
e mphat ic . not 
neg 
kassipishinan . 
kassipit -inan 
scratch -Imp . 2>21p 
VTA -sfx 
\f "Don ' t s c ratch us." 
\re f 05 9 
\tx Nika kutapaniunan uesh 
\mr ni- ka kutapaniu -nan uesh 
kass i pishiati, 
kassipit - ati 
\gl 1- fut go.underwater -IIN . lp because scratch - CS . 2>1p 
\ps prfx- p rfx VAI -sfx p VTA - sfx 
\ t x iteu ne uapamekw . 
\mr it -e -u ne uapamekw 
\gl say -(TA)TS.dir . 3>4 -IIN. 3 that white .whale 
\ps VTA -sfx -sfx pro . dem.an NA 
\f "We will go underwater if you scratch us," the whi t e whal e said t o 
him. 
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\ref 060 
\tx - Eshe, 
\mr ehe 
\gl yes 
\ps p 
itikfi. 
it -ikw -u 
say -(TA)TS.inv.4>3 -IIN.3 
VTA -sfx -sfx 
\f "Yes,u he (Meshapush) said to him (Whale ) . 
\ref 061 
\tx Tapue t eshkamipa t at ekw. 
\mr tapue tashkamipata -t ekw 
\gl true IC.run.across - CIN . 3 then 
\ps p VAI -sfx p 
\f Then, indeed he ran across. 
\ref 062 
\tx Uauikuekashepaniu, 
\mr uauikuekashepani - u 
\gl put.claws.out.and.in.repeatedly - IIN . 3 
\ps VAI - sfx 
\tx anite. 
\mr anite 
\gl there 
\ps dem.adv 
tatakussepanishfi 
tatakussepanishi -u 
step . on.dup -IIN. 3 
VAI - sfx 
\f He kept scratching (them). He stepped on each one there. 
\ref 063 
\ tx Nete tshekat nenua mash ten 
\mr nete tshekat nenua mashten 
\gl over . there almost that last 
\ps p p pro .dem.an.obv(s/pl) p 
\ tx kassipiteu ekue 
\mr kassipit -e -u ekue 
\gl scratch -( TA)TS .dir .3>4 -IIN. 3 at.that.moment 
\ps VTA -sfx -sfx p 
\tx kutapani uni ti . 
\mr kutapaniu -ini -ti 
\gl go . underwater -obv -(AI)CS .3 
\ps VAI - sfx -s fx 
\f He was almost on the last one when he scratched him and it went 
underwater . 
\ref 064 
\tx Kutapaniunua 
\mr kutapani u 
\gl go .underwater 
\ps VAI 
- i ni -u - a 
-obv -IIN.3 -obv (s/pl) 
- sfx -sfx -sfx 
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\tx ekue 
\mr ekue 
\gl at.that .moment 
\ps P 
kapat 
kapa 
get . off 
VAI 
net e. 
-t nete 
- CI N.3 over.there 
-sfx dem.adv 
\f It (the last whale) went underwater and he fell off there. 
\re f 065 
\tx Ekute ekuaukushit, 
\mr ekute akuaukushi 
\gl right.there IC.wash . ashore 
\ps p VAI 
\tx akuaukushu anite 
\mr akuaukushi - u anite 
\gl wash.ashore - IIN. 3 there 
\ps VAI -sfx dem.adv 
\f He washed up on shore, there 
\ ref 066 
\tx Anite tshimatenu 
\mr anite tshimate - inu 
- t 
-CIN.3 
- sfx 
uin i pekut. 
uinipekw - it 
ocean - Loc 
NI - sfx 
in the ocean . 
mitshuapinu 
mitshuap - inu 
\gl there stand - obv(s / p l ) house - obv (s/pl) 
\ps dem.adv VII -sfx NI -sfx 
\tx pessish, mishtikussuapinu, ekw anite 
\mr pessish mishtikussuap -inu ekw anite 
\gl c l ose . by cabin -obv (s/pl) then there 
\ps p NI - sfx p dem . adv 
\ tx pepamuteht 
\mr papamute 
\gl IC .walk .around.dup 
\ps VAI 
ishkuessa t. 
-ht ishkuess -at 
- (AI)CIN.3p girl - NA.pl 
-sfx NA -sfx 
\f There stood a house close by, a house built of wood . There were 
girls walking around . 
\re f 067 
\tx Auennua uapameuat, 
\mr au en -inua uapam -e -u -at 
\gl who -obv(s /pl) see - (TA)TS.3>4 -IIN . 3 -IIN. 3p 
\ps pro . wh -sfx VTA -sfx -sfx -sfx 
\ tx akuaukunua 
\mr akuaukushi -ini -u -a 
\gl wash . ashore -obv -IIN . 3 -obv(s/pl) 
\ps VAI -s fx -s fx -sfx 
\tx nenua Uapusha, tshekat 
\mr nenua uapush - a tshekat 
\gl that hare -obv(s/pl) almost 
\ps pro . dem.an.obv(s/pl) NA -sfx p 
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\ tx nipinua shash. 
\mr nipi -ini -u -a shash 
\gl die -obv -IIN.3 -obv(s/pl) already 
\ps VA! -sfx -sfx -s fx p 
\f Who did they see washed up on shore, but Hare, who was a l r eady 
almos t dead. 
\ref 068 
\tx - Aaa, iteu, tshe 
\mr aaa it -e -u tshe 
\gl aah say -(TA)TS.dir.3>4 -IIN . 3 fut 
\ps p VTA -sfx -sfx prv 
\f "Hey," she said, "Let 's play with it!" 
\ref 069 
\tx Tshiuetaiatau 
\mr tshiuetai -atau 
\gl take .home -Imp.1p>3 
\ps VTA -sfx 
\£ "Let's take him home!" 
\ref 070 
\tx Ekw tshauetaiaht 
\mr ekw tshiuetai -a 
\gl then t a ke.home -(TA)TS . 3>4 
-ht 
-(AI)CIN.3p 
metuatsheiakw 
metuatshe - iakw 
play.wit h .s .t . - IMP . 2 1p>3 
VAI -sfx 
tapue nenua. 
tapue nenua 
indeed that 
\ps p VTA - sfx -sfx p pro . dem . an . obv(s / p l ) 
\f Then they (Girls) indeed t ook him home . 
\ref 071 
\tx - NOta, 
ni- uta \mr 
\gl 
\ps 
1- father 
prfx- NAD.voc 
nipeshuanan 
ni- peshu -a 
iteu, 
it -e -u 
say -(TA)TS.dir.3>4 - IIN.3 
VTA -sfx - sfx 
ne 
-inan ne 
\tx 
\mr 
\gl 
\ps 
1- bring - (TA)TS.l>3 -IIN . lp>3 that 
prfx- VTA - sfx -sfx pro.dem.an 
aueshish . 
aueshish 
animal 
NA 
\ f "Father," they said, "we brought home an animal(Meshapush) ." 
\ref 072 
\tx Nika metuatshenan . 
\mr ni- ka metuatshe -inan 
\gl 1- fut play.with.s . t. -(AI) IIN. 1p 
\ps prfx- prfx VAI -sfx 
\ f "We will play with it." 
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\ ref 073 
\tx - Mauat, nipaikw anite , 
\mr mauat nip§.i - ekw anite 
\gl no kill - (TA) Imp. 2p>3 there 
\ps neg VTA -sfx dem . adv 
\tx itiku nenua 
\mr it -ikw -u nenua 
\gl say -(TA)TS.inv . 4>3 -IIN.3 
\ps VTA -sfx - s fx 
that 
pro . dem.an.obv(s/pl) 
\ tx utauia . 
\mr u - utaui -a 
\gl 3- father - obv(s/pl) 
\ps prfx- NAD - sfx 
\f "No , kill it there," their f a ther said to them. 
\ref 074 
\ t x Meshapush 
\mr Meshapush 
\gl Meshapush 
\ps NA.name 
an etshe. 
an etshe 
that i t's.probably 
dem p . dub 
\f "It must be Meshapush . " 
\ r ef 075 
\tx - Namaieu an , iteu . 
\mr namaieu a n it -e - u 
\gl it ' s . not that say - (TA)TS.dir.3>4 -IIN . 3 
\ps p pro.dem . an VTA - sfx - sfx 
\f "No , it isn ' t," she (one of the girl s) said to him. 
\ref 076 
\tx Etatu an tshipa mishishtu Meshapush. 
\mr etatu an tshi- pa mishishti -u Meshapush 
\gl more that 2- should be . big -IIN. 3 proper . name 
\ps p pro . dem . an prfx- prv VAI -sfx NA 
\f "It would be bigger if it were Meshapush." 
\ r ef 07 7 
\tx Ekw tapue piashuaht 
\mr ekw tapue peshu - a. - ht 
\gl t h e n inde ed IC.bring -(TA)TS.3>4 -(AI)CIN . 3p 
\ps p p VTA -sfx -sfx 
\tx ani te , nete ka t shishapissiteshi t p e ssi sh 
\mr a nite n e t e ka tshishapissitesh -it pessish 
\gl t here over . the r e stove - Loc close.by 
\ ps d e m. a dv d e m.adv NAP - s fx p 
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\ tx aneuat. 
\mr an -e -u - at 
\gl place -(TA)TS.3>4 -IIN.3>4 -IIN. 3p 
\ps VTA -s fx -s fx -s fx 
\f Then they indeed brought him inside. There, they p u t him close to 
the stove . 
\ref 078 
\tx Ekw pia shut ne Uapush. 
\mr ekw pashu -t ne uapush 
\gl then IC.be .dry - (AI/II) CIN. 3 that hare 
\ps p VAI -s fx p r o . dem.an NA 
\f Then Hare dried off. 
\ref 079 
\ tx Tshek ekue 
\mr tshek ekue 
\gl then at.that.moment 
\ps p p 
\tx nakataht anite e 
\mr nakat -a - ht anite e 
\gl leave.behind -(TA)TS . 3>4 -(AI)CIN.3p there so 
\ps VTA -sfx -s fx 
\tx patshituaht. 
\mr patshitua -ht 
\gl check . net -(AI)CIN.3p 
\ps VAI -sfx 
dem . adv pfx 
\f Then they left him behind there when they checked the net . 
\ref 080 
\ tx Nakateuat anite, shash 
\mr nakat - e - u - at anite shash 
\gl leave . behind -(TA)TS.dir.3>4 - IIN . 3 - IIN . 3p there already 
\ps VTA -sfx -sfx -sfx dem.adv p 
\tx aiatshishinua . 
\mr atshi -ini -u -a 
\gl move . dup - obv -IIN. 3 -obv (s/pl) 
\ps VAI -sfx -sfx -sfx 
\f They left him there. He was starting to move around. 
\ref 081 
\tx Ekw sheshkauat 
\mr e kw sheshkau -at 
\gl then open .wi th.feet -(TA)CIN. 3>4 
\ps p VTA -sfx 
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nenua utanapia. 
nenua u- anapi -a 
\tx 
\mr 
\gl 
\ps 
that 3- net -obv (s / pl) 
pro.dem.an.obv(s/pl) prfx- NA -s fx 
\f Then he opened his net with his feet . 
\ref 082 
\tx « Tshima pakushut nitanapi », 
\mr tshima pakushu -t ni- anapi 
\gl wish be.dry -CIN.3 1- net 
\ps p VAI -sfx prfx- NA 
\tx itenimeu. 
\mr i t enim -e -u 
\gl think -(TA)TS.dir.3>4 -I IN.3 
\ps VTA -sfx -sfx 
\f "I wish my net would dry out," he was thinking. 
\ref 083 
\tx Ekw piakushuniti nenua 
\mr ekw pakushu -ini -ti nenua 
\gl then IC.be .dry - obv -(AI)CS.3 that 
\ps p VAI - sfx - s f x pro.dem.an.obv(s / pl ) 
\tx utanapia, ute sheku t i kuameshO. 
\mr u- ana pi -a ute shekutikuameshi - u 
\gl 3- net -obv ( s/pl ) here be .in.armpit -IIN. 3 
\ps prfx- NA -sfx p.adv VAI -sfx 
\f Then his net dried out, as it was in his armpi t. 
\ref 084 
\tx Ekue ishkuteushiniti, 
\mr ekue i shkuteushi - ini - t i 
\gl at . that .moment catch .fire - obv - (AI ) CS.3 
\ps p VAI . dim -sfx -sfx 
\f The net caught on f ire; he ran out. 
\ref 085 
\tx Tshauepatat 
\mr tshiuepata 
\gl IC . run.home 
\ps VAI 
an. 
-t an 
-CIN.3 that 
-sfx pro . dem . an 
\f He ran back home. 
\ref 086 
uapamekua, 
-u uapamekw -a 
uenuipa tat . 
unuipata - t 
IC.run.out -CIN.3 
VAI - sfx 
\tx TatakussepanO 
\mr tatakussepani 
\gl step.on .dup 
\ps VAI 
-IIN.3 white.whale -obv(s/pl) 
-s fx NA -sfx 
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\ tx nenua ma mash ten 
\mr nenua ma mashten 
\gl that intns last 
\ps pro.dem.an.obv(s/pl) p p 
\tx kassipiteu. 
\mr kassipit -e -u 
\gl scratch -(TA)TS.dir.3>4 -IIN. 3 
\ps VTA -sfx -sfx 
\f He stepped on the white whales and then scratched the l ast one. 
\ref 087 
\tx Ekue 
\mr ekue 
\gl at.that .moment 
\ps p 
ku tapaniuniti 
kutapaniu 
go.underwater 
VAI 
\tx kassinu etashiniti . 
\mr kassinG itashi 
\gl all IC.be.such.a.number 
\ps p VAI 
-ini -ti 
- obv - (AI) CS.3 
-sfx -s fx 
- ini -ti 
- obv -(AI)CS.3 
-s fx -s fx 
\f Then then all went underwater. 
\ref 088 
\tx - Tshikassipitikunan i t akanu . 
\mr tshi- kas s ipit -i - kunan it -akani 
\gl 2 - scratch - CS.2>1p - Inv . 3>21p say -indf>3 
\ps prfx- VTA -s fx -s fx VTA -sfx 
\f "You are scratching us!" they said about him . 
\ref 089 
-u 
-IIN. 3 
-s fx 
\tx Eukuekua 
\mr eukuekua 
kuetapaniuniti 
kutapani u 
IC.go.underwater 
VAI 
kassinu. 
\gl they.are.gone 
\ps pro .pl 
- ini -t i kassinG 
- obv - (AI) CS . 3 all 
-s fx -sfx p 
\f All of them went underwate r. 
\ref 090 
\ tx Ekue ka papa tat, 
\mr ekue ka papata - t 
\gl at . that . moment past run.dup -CIN.3 
\ps p prfx VAI -sfx 
\ tx tshiuepatuat 
\mr tshiuepatu 
\gl run . home . carrying 
\ps VAI+O 
nenu 
-at nenu 
-(TA)CIN.3>4 that 
-sfx pro.dem.in . obv 
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\ tx utishkutem. 
\mr u- ishkuteu -im 
\gl 3- fire -poss 
\ps prfx- NI -s fx 
\f Then he ran ashore, and ran home with fire. 
\ref 091 
\tx - Shash nimishken ishkuteu 
\mr shash ni- mishk -e -n ishkuteu 
\gl already 1- find -(TI)TS.l>3 -IIN.l fire 
\ps p prfx- VTI -sfx -sfx NI 
\tx iteu ukuma. 
\mr it -e -u u- fikum -a 
\gl say - (TA)TS.dir . 3>4 -IIN. 3 3- grandmother -obv(s / p l ) 
\ps VTA -sfx -sfx prfx- NAD -sfx 
\f "I have already found fire!" he told his grandmother. 
\ref 092 
\ t x Kuetuet ekw, 
\mr kutue -t ekw 
\gl IC.make.fire -CIN.3 then 
\ps VAI -sfx p 
\tx mimimitshishu, matshishut 
\mr mimimitshishu mitshishu 
\gl eat.dup IC.eat 
\ps VAI VAI 
-t 
-CIN.3 
-sfx 
pemi nuet ekw, 
piminue -t ekw 
IC.cook -CIN.3 then 
VAI -sfx p 
ekw. 
ekw 
then 
p 
\f Then he made a fire, and then cooked. He ate and ate and ate, and 
the n ate (some more ) . 
\ref 093 
\ t x Katshi mitshishut tapue ekuan, shash 
\mr katshl. ml.tshishu -t tapue ekuan shash 
\gl after eat -CIN.3 indeed enough already 
\ps prv VAI -sfx p p p 
\tx tanite utishkutemu an. 
\mr tanite utishkutemi - u an 
\gl because have. fire -IIN . 3 that 
\ps p.intrg VAI -sfx pro.dem.an 
\f Afte r h e h a d indeed eaten e nough, that was it, (al r e a d y ) h e had f i re 
now. 
\ref 094 
\ tx Eukuan ue t t akuak n e 
\mr e ukua n fit takuan - a k ne 
\gl that 's.it IC.becaus e exist -(II)CIN.3 that 
\ps de m p VII -sfx pro .de m. in 
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\tx ishkuteu inanu, ne k assinu ishkuteu. 
\mr ishkuteu i -nani -u ne kassinu ishkuteu 
\gl fire say -(AI ) Indef. -IIN. 3 t hat all fire 
\ps NI VAI -sfx -sfx pro.dem.in p NI 
\f That is why there is fire, it is said, all the fire. 
\ref 095 
\tx Uapush nenu tutamw. 
\mr uapush nenu tut -am -u 
\gl hare that make.s.t. - (TI)TS .3>4 -IIN. 3 
\ps NA pro.dem.in.obv VTI - s f x -sfx 
\f Hare did it. 
\ref 096 
\ tx Apu at takuak ute 
\mr apu ut takuan -ak ute 
\gl not because exist -(II) CIN . 3 here 
\ps neg p VII -sfx p.adv 
\tx tshinanfi ishkuteu ueshkat, mukw nete 
\mr tshinanu ishkuteu ueshkat mukw nete 
\gl we fire fo r merly only over . there 
\ps pro NI p p dem. adv 
\tx katakw takuanipan. 
\mr katakw takuan -pan 
\gl far exist -IIP. 3 
\ps p VII -sfx 
\f We never had fire here long ago; onl y over there far away did i t 
exist . 
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APPENDIXC: 
Tables 9, 18, and 19 
Table 9: Obviative Status of Umiitshashkuk" 
Umatshashkult 'Frog' 
Line Prox/ Pattern Ell Syntactic Semantic Comments 
# Obv Role Role 
6 0 I itiku-sbj speaks AV 
8 0 I iteu-obj spoken to AV 
12 0 I itikfi-sbj speaks AV 
14 0 I iteu-obj spoken to AV 
15 0 I Vobj carried nonAG 
15 p PS E (PN) Vsbj kills AG 
16 P,P I Vsbj x2 takes, kills AGx2 
18 0 OS I iteu-obj spoken to AV 
20 P,P PS E Vsbj x2 sleeps, pretends AGx2 
to sleep 
22 0 OS E POSSD4 ushlma AV 
23 0 I itikfi-sbj speaks AV 
24 0 I iteu-obj spoken to AV 
25 0 I Vsbj-0 eats AV 
35 0 I itikfi-sbj speaks AV 
37 0 I iteu-obj spoken to AV 
40 0 I iteu-obj spoken to AV 
41 0 I itikfi-sbj speaks AV 
44 0 I iteu-obj spoken to AV 
45 0 , 0 E POSSD4, ushlma, put down AV, nonAG 
Vobj 
48 0 OS I iteu-obj spoken to AV 
49 0 E itiku-sbj speaks (Umat.) AV 
(PN) 
50 0 I iteu-obj spoken to AV 
51 0 I itikfi-sbj speaks AV 
52 p PS E (PN) Vsbj removes poles AG 
54 0 OS I iteu-obj spoken to AV 
57 0 I iteu-obj spoken to AV 
58 0 I Vsbj trying to catch AV 
59 0 I iteu-obj spoken to AV 
61 0 , 0 I Vsbj x2 sitting, takes sticks AV,AG 
62 0 , 0 I Vobj x2 hit, thrown nonAG 
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Umtitshashkult' 'Frog' (Continued) 
Line Proxl Pattern Ell Syntactic Semantic Comments 
# Obv Role Role 
64 0,0 E POSSD4, missed, killed nonAG 
Vobj 
65 0 I Vobj killed nonAG 
66 0 I Vsbj-0 goes underwater AG 
67 P,P PS I Vsbj x2 rejoins, kills, AGx2 
(PN) (Umat.) 
68 p I Vsbj makes a toboggan AG 
69 p I Vsbj loads a toboggan AG 
70 P,P I Vsbj, iteu- brings, speaks AG,nonAV 
sbj 
72 0 OS I Vobj grabbed nonAG 
73 p PS I iteu-sbj speaks AG 
75 0 OS I iteu-obj spoken to AV 
77 0 E POSSD4 ushima AV 
79 0,0 E iteu-obj, spoken to, ushima AV 
POSSD4 
80 0 E Vsbj-0, pretends to sleep, AV 
POSSD4 ushima 
82 0 I itikfr-sbj speaks AV 
83 0 I iteu-obj spoken to AV 
85 0 I itiku-sbj speaks AV 
87 0 I iteu-obj spoken to AV 
89 p PS E Vsbj (PN) sings (Umat.) song, climax 
91 0 OS E POSSD4 our brother 
95 0 I iteu-obj spoken to AV 
96 p PS I Vsbj eats AG 
99 0 OS I iteu-obj spoken to AV 
101 p PS I Vsbj eats AG 
102 p E iteu-sbj speaks (Umiit.) nonAV 
(PN) 
103 p I Vsbj eats AG 
104 0 OS I iteu-obj spoken to AV 
111 0 I iteu-obj spoken to AV 
113 0 I itiku-sbj speaks AV 
114 0 I iteu-obj spoken to AV 
115 0 I itikft-sbj speaks AV 
119 0 I itikft-sbj speaks AV 
120 0 I iteu-obj spoken to AV 
121 0 I itiku-sbj speaks AV 
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Umiitshashkult' 'Frog' (Continued) 
Line Prox/ Pattern Ell Syntactic Semantic Comments 
# Obv Role Role 
122 0 E Vobj carried, ushima nonAG 
POSSD4 
123 0 I itikft-sbj speaks AV 
124 P, P, PS E Vsbj x3 follows, reaches, AG! 
p (PN) kills (Umat.) 
125 P,P I Vsbj x2 kills, cuts off head AG! 
126 p I Vsbj puts down AG 
132 p I Vsbj puts down AG 
134 0 OS I itikfi-sbj speaks AV 
135 0 I Vobj rejoined nonAG 
136 p PS I Vsbj puts down AG 
137 0 OS I itikft-sbj speaks AV 
143 0 I iteu-obj spoken to AV 
145 0,0 E itikft-sbj speaks AV 
Table 10: Obviative Status of Ulipush 
Uapush 'Hare' 
Line Prox/ Pattern Ell Syntactic Semantic Comment 
# Obv Role Role 
1 p E (PN) Vsbj runs AG 
2 p I Vsbj sees AG 
3 p I Vsbj sees AG 
4 P,P I Vsbj x2 runs AG 
5 P,P I Vsbj x2 hits, does AG 
6 p I itikO-obj spoken to AV 
7 p I ituekatueu-sb j repeats 
8 p I iteu-sbj speaks 
12 p I itikO-obj spoken to AV 
14 p I iteu-sbj speaks 
15 p I Vsbj carries AG 
17 p E (PN) Vsbj burns quills AG 
18 p I iteu-sbj speaks 
21 P,P I Vsbj x2 cooks, eats AG 
22 p E POSSR3 ushima AV 
23 p I itikd-obj spoken to AV 
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Utipush 'Hare' (Continued) 
Line Prox/ Pattern Ell Syntactic Semantic Comment 
# Obv Role Role 
24 p I iteu-sbj speaks 
25 P,P E (PN) eats, uin AG, 
emphasis 
27 P,P E (PN) Vsbj, meets, leaves AG 
Vsbj 
28 p I Vsbj runs AG 
31 p I Vsbj runs AG 
32 P,P I, I Vsbj x2 runs AG 
33 P,P I, I Vsbj x2 hits, does AG 
34 P,P I, I Vsbj x2 waits, fears AG 
35 P,P E, I POSSR3, nishtesh 
itikO-obj spoken to AV 
36 p I ituekatueu-sbj repeats 
37 p I iteu-sbj speaks 
40 p I iteu-sbj speaks 
41 P,P E, I POSSR3, nishtesh, 
itiku-obj spoken to 
44 p I iteu-sbj speaks 
45 P,P E, I POSSR3, Vsbj ushima, carries AV,AG 
48 p I iteu-sbj speaks 
49 p I iteu-sbj speaks 
50 p I itiku-obj spoken to AV 
51 p I itiku-obj spoken to AV 
54 p I iteu-sbj speaks 
57 p I iteu-sbj speaks 
59 p I iteu-sbj speaks 
61 p I Vsbj sees AG 
62 P,P I, I Vsbj x2 hits, throws AG 
63 p I Vsbj goes home AG 
64 P,P I, I POSSR3, Vsbj ushima, kills AV,AG 
65 p I Vsbj thinks AG 
70 O,P OS, I, E iteu-obj spoken to, 
PS POSSD3 nishtesh 
73 0 OS I iteu-obj spoken to nonAV 
75 p PS I iteu-sbj speaks 
77 P, P, I, I Vsbj, brings, ushima, AG 
p POSSR3x2 utamishkuminua 
78 p I Vsbj cooks AG 
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Uapush 'Hare' (Continued) 
Line Proxf Pattern Ell Syntactic Semantic Comment 
# Obv Role Role 
79 P,P I, E iteu-sbj, speaks, ushima 
POSSRJ 
80 p I Vsbj, POSSRJ pretends to AG 
sleep, ushima AV 
81 P, P, I Vsbj x4 cooks, eats, AG 
P,P eats ... 
82 p I itikfi-obj spoken to AV 
83 p I iteu-sbj speaks 
85 p I itiku-obj spoken to AV 
87 p I iteu-sbj speaking 
89 0,0 OS E,E POSSD4, sung to, Uapusha AV, song, 
(PNobv) climax, 
nonAG 
89 p PS E PNVsbj not wanting AG 
90 0 OS I Vobj flown at no nAG 
91 p PS I Vsbj not giving AG 
92 0 I Vobj flown at nonAG 
93 0 I Vobj flown at no nAG 
94 p PS E (PN) Vsbj moves back AG 
95 p I iteu-sbj speaks FN 
97 p I Vsbj says FN 
98 P,P I Vsbj x2 doesn't rejoin, AG 
fears 
99 p I iteu-sbj speaks 
100 p I Vobj-Inv, watched, runs AV,AG 
Vsbj 
102 0 I iteu-obj spoken to 
104 p I iteu-sbj speaks 
106 p E (PN) Vsbj meets AG 
106 p I Vsbj runs AG 
107 p I Vsbj sees AG 
108 p I Vsbj runs AG 
109 p I Vsbj runs AG 
110 P,P I, I Vsbj x2 does, runs AG 
111 p I iteu-sbj speaks 
113 p I itikfi-obj spoken to AV 
114 p I iteu-sbj speaks 
115 p E POSSD3 nishtesh AV, VOC 
115 p I itikti-obj spoken to AV 
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Uapush 'Hare' (Continued) 
Line Prox/ Pattern Ell Syntactic Semantic Comment 
# Obv Role Role 
119 p I itikt1-obj spoken to AV 
120 p I iteu-sbj speaks 
121 p I itikt1-obj spoken to AV 
122 P,P I, E Vsbj, POSSR3 carries, ushima AG,AV 
123 p I itikt1-obj spoken to AV 
126 0 OS E POSSD4 ushtesha 
127 p E PN, Vsbj Uapush, comes AG 
out of woods 
128 p I Vsbj sees AG 
130 P, P, I, I, Vsbj returns AG 
p I 
134 P,P E, I POSSD3, nishtesh, spoken AV,AV 
itikt1-obj to 
135 p I Vsbj rejoins AG 
136 P,P I Vsbj x2 is hungry 
137 P,P E, I POSSD3, nishtesh, spoken AV, 
itikfi-obj to vocative 
138 p I Vsbj eats AG 
139 p I Vsbj finishes AG 
140 p I Vsbj returns home AG 
141 P,P I Vsbj x2 arrives, gets sick AG,AG 
142 p E (PN) Vsbj Uapush, is sick AG 
143 p I iteu-sbj speaks 
145 p I itikt1-obj spoken to AV 
147 p I Vsbj vomits AG 
148 p I, E Vsbj, POSSR3 vomits, his AG,AV 
beaver 
149 p I Vsbj has ice AG 
150 P,P E Vsbj x2 vomits, eats less AG 
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Table 19: Obviative Status of Meshiipush 
Meshapush 'Great Rabbit' 
Line Prox/ Pattern E/I Syntactic Semantic Comment 
# Obv Role Role 
2 P,P I Vsbj x2 walks, sees AG 
3 P,P I Vsbj x2 does, kills (neg) 
4 P,P I Vsbj x2 spears, kills (neg) 
5 p I Vsbj returns home AG 
6 p I iteu-sbj speaks FN 
7 P,P E POSSD3, nussim, spoken to AV,FN 
itikft-obj 
10 p I iteu-sbj speaks FN 
11 p I itikft-obj spoken to AV,FN 
13 p I Vsbj rejoins AG 
21 p I Vsbj sees AG 
22 p I Vsbj comes out (of log) AG 
23 p I iteu-sbj speaks AG,FN 
24 0,0 OS I Vobj x2 hit, struck (neg) no nAG 
25 0 I Vsbj-0 runs away AG 
26 p PS I Vsbj runs home AG 
27 P,P E iteu-sbj, speaks, fikuma FN,AG 
POSSR3 
29 P,P E Vsbj x2, PN makes web, net, AGx2 
Uapush 
30 P,P I, I Vsbj x2 makes net, kills AGx2 
31 p I Vsbj kills (fish) AG 
32 0 OS I iteu-obj spoken to FN, no knife 
35 p PS I iteu-sbj speaks AG,FN 
36 p I Vsbj runs away AG 
37 P,P I, I Vsbj, iteu-sbj sees, speaks AG x2 
39 p I Vsbj runs home AG 
40 P,P I Vsbj x2 cleans fish (neg) 
41 0 OS E iteu-obj, spoken to, ussima metal bad, FN 
POSSD4 
43 0 I itat-obj spoken to metal bad, FN 
44 0 I itiku-sbj speaks AV,FN 
45 P,P PS E Vsbj x2, PN runs off, AG x2 
rejoins 
46 p I iteu-sbj speaks AG,FN 
47 p I itikfi-obj spoken to AV,FN 
48 p I iteu-sbj speeaks AG,FN 
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Meshapush 'Great Rabbit' (Continued) 
Line Prox! Pattern E/I Syntactic Semantic Comment 
# Obv Role Role 
49 P,P I Vsbj x2 runs home, AGx2 
returns 
50 P x5 I Vsbj x5 rejoins, throws, AG x5!! 
knocks, grabs, 
runs home 
52 p E POSSR3 'his knife' knife good 
53 P,P I Vsbj x2 makes knife, AGx2 
cleans fish 
54 P,P I Vsbj x2 cleans fish, cooks AG 
(neg) 
55 p I iteu-sbj speaks AG,FN 
56 P x4 I Vsbj x4 takes net, goes, AG x4 song 
sings, says 
59 0 OS I iteu-obj spoken to FN 
60 0 I itikft-sbj speaks FN 
61 p PS I Vsbj runs (over AG 
whales) 
62 P,P I Vsbj x2 scratches, steps AG 
on 
63 p I Vsbj scratches AG 
(whales) 
64 p I Vsbj gets off (whales) AG 
65 p I Vsbj washes ashore 
67 0,0 OS E Vobj PN-0, seen, is almost nonAG x2 
Vsbj-0 dead 
69 p PS I Vobj-P 'let's take him' 
70 0 OS E Vobj, DEM-O taken, nenua nonAG 
71 p PS E PN animal lone 3p 
74 p E PN Meshapush naming 
76 p E PN Meshapush naming 
77 0 OS I Vobj brought, placed no nAG 
78 p PS E PN, Vsbj uapush, dries 
79 0 OS I Vobj left no nAG 
80 0,0 I Vobj, Vsbj left, moves nonAG 
81 p PS I Vsbj lights net on fire AG 
82 p I itenimeu-sbj thinks AG 
84 p I Vsbj runs out AG 
85 p I Vsbj runs home AG 
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Meshapush 'Great Rabbit' (Continued) 
Line Prox/ Pattern Ell Syntactic Semantic Comment 
# Obv Role Role 
86 P,P I Vsbj x2 steps on, AG x2 
scratches 
90 P,P I Vsbj x2 runs, runs home AG 
91 p I iteu-sbj speaks AG,FN 
92 P x4 I Vsbj x4 makes fire, cooks, AGx4! 
eats, eats 
93 P,P E Vsbj x2, eats, has fire, ne AG 
DEM 
95 p E PNVsbj makes fire, AG! lesson 
Uapush 
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